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Safety 

Prior to operation of the equipment you must examine the instrument and 
review this documentation to ensure you are completely familiar with all of 
the safety markings and the operating instructions. 

This apparatus has been designed and tested in accordance with IEC 
Publication 348, Safety Requirements for Electronic Measuring Apparatus, 
and has been supplied in a safe condition. The present instruction manual 
contains some information and warnings which have to be followed by the 
user to ensure safe operation and to retain the apparatus in safe condition. 

The following WARNINGS define operating procedures, practices, etc., which, 
if not conectly followed, could result in the personal injury or loss of life. 

WA R N 1 N G For protection from electric shock hazard, power cord ground must not be 
-------- defeated. 
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WARNING 

Operating Restrictions 

The following general safety precautions must be observed during all phases 
of operation, service, and repair of this instrument. Failure to comply 
with these precautions with specific warnings in this manual violate safety 
standards of design, manufacture, and intended use of this instrument. 
Hewlett-Packard Company assumes no liability for the customer's failure to 
comply with these requirements. 

Grounding 

Tu minimize shock hazard, the instrument chassis and cabinet must 
be connected to an electrical ground. The instrument is equipped 
with a three-conductor AC power cable compatible with an approved 
three-contact electrical outlet. The power jack and mating plug of the 
power cord must meet International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 

------- safety standards. 

Environment 

Do not operate the instrument in the presence of flammable gases or Jumes. 
Operation of any electrical instrument in such an environment constitutes a 
definite safety hazard. 
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Operating Restrictions 

Service and Adjustment 

Dangerous voltages exist within this instrument. Service and adjustment 
of this instrument is to be performed only by trained service personnel. 
Operating personnel are not authorized to remove the instrument covers or to 
perform any internal service or adjustment procedure. 

Do not replace components with the power cable connected. Dangerous 
voltages may be present even when the power cable is disconnected. 

Do not perform internal servicing or adjustment unless another person, 
capable of rendering first aid and resuscitation is present. 

CRT Handling 

Rough handling or jarring of the instrument can break the CRT (cathode ray 
tube). The resulting implosion will scatter glass fragments at high velocity. 
Removal or installation of the CRT is to be performed only by qualified 
maintenance personnel using approved safety mask and gloves. 

Unauthorized Service 

The installation of substitute parts or the installation of any instrument 
modification not authorized by Hewlett-Packard is specifically forbidden. 
The performance of such unauthorized service can negate the instrument 
warranty or any maintenance agreements. 

Return the instrument to a Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service Office for 
authorized service and repair. 
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About this manual ... 

This manual describes the HP 4957 A protocol analyzer and explains how to 
use and implement the functionality of each feature. It is designed to assist 
you in using the protocol analyzer to troubleshoot your network quickly and 
efficiently. 

This manual is divided into Part 1 and Part 2. Part 1 is comprised of Chapters 
1 through 7. Each chapter details different aspects of using the protocol 
analyzer. In all cases, extensive use of real applications and examples are 
there to assist you. 

Part 1 is designed to help you use the instrument with step-by-step 
instructions on all basic activities to support your measurement needs. 

• Chapter 1, Getting Started: Explains how to set up, apply power, use the 
front panel, what is on the rear panel, how to use side panel, how to 
manage your storage devices, and how to move in the user interface. 

• Chapter 2, Analyzing Live Data: Explains how to write programs to 
capture live data for monitoring and simulating. 

• Chapter 3, Analyzing Captured Data: Explains how to evaluate data that 
you have captured. This chapter offers extensive use of the Examine Data 
menu and how to make specific measurements in all of the display formats. 

• Chapter 4, Making a BERT Measurement: Explains how to make BERT 
measurements, both local and remote and how to interpret the results. 

• Chapter 5, Transfer and Control in Remote: Explains how to connect and 
make remote measurements for both the controller and slave. 

• Chapter 6, Transfer and Control in Remote: Explains how to use the HP 
4957 A as a terminal emulator using the VTlOO application. 

• Chapter 7, Printing a Hardcopy: Explains how to print your results, 
menus, and measurements to an ASCII printer. 
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Operating Restrictions 

Part 2 is a reference section to this manual. This section explains, completely 
and technically, all functions and how to implement them. 

• Chapter 8, Proqramming Reference: Details all programming commands, 
where they appear, and how to implement them. This chapter also 
contains examples with some tips to expand your programming needs. 

• Chapter 9, Setup and Line Parameters: Explains how the HP 4957A 
implements all line parameters and the best techniques to set the protocol 
analyzer to conform to the line. 

• Chapter 10, Supplied Software: The HP 4957A is supplied with several 
ROM based applications, as well as the utility disk with several more 
frequently used applications. This chapter explains how and where to use 
them. 

• Chapter 11, Softkey Reference: Explains what each softkey is used for and 
where to find them. 

• Chapter .12, Specifications and Accessorir:s: Lists all of the instrument 
specifications, operating characteristics, additional options and aceesories 
that are available for the protocol analyzer. 

• Chapter 13, Error Messages: Error messages and corrective actions. 
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Printing Conventions 

In all c<i,~es throughout this manual, softkey labels are shown in 
exactly as they appear on the screen. Hardkeys that are on 

the keyboard are represented in standard [Keycap). 

In some cases, you must press two keys simultaneously, such as ~· 

If certain actions present a danger: 

w ARN 1 NG An operating procedure, practice, etc., which, if not correctly followed, 
------- could result in personal injury or loss of life. 

C A u T 1 0 N An operating procedure, practice, etc., which, if not strictly observed, could 
------- result in damage to, or destruction of, equipment or software. 

If additional or background information is appropriate or necessary: 

Boxed information 

Explanatory comments or supplementary instructions are presented in boxed format. 
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Getting Started 



Getting Started 

The HP 4957A is a lightweight, general-purpose protocol analyzer that you 
can use to troubleshoot and maintain your network, anticipate trouble spots, 
and minimize down-time. It can be used to test your level 1 connections, 
level 2 data links, and level 3 packets. You can make measurements, run tests, 
and replace network devices through interactive programs, either locally or 
remotely. 

Use this manual to learn how to use the HP 4957 A. You can follow the 
step-by-step instructions in the first seven chapters and learn the user 
interface. The remaining five chapters offer detailed information and help for 
complex problem solving. 

Chapter 1 explains how to use the protocol analyzer to better manage your 
data. You can: 

• Unpackage the HP 4957A 
• Plug it in 
• Change the fuse 
• Select the physical interface 
• Hook up external video if you want a larger display 
• Manage all memory and disks 
• Maintain the disk drive 

There are several functions you must be familiar with before capturing 
and evaluating data. As you use the protocol analyzer to capture data and 
troubleshoot your network you accumulate large amounts of data that will 
become cumbersome to work with. In this chapter you will learn how to 
maintain the protocol analyzer and manage your data. 
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Initial Inspection 

Inspect the shipping container for damage. Keep it until the contents have 
been checked mechanically and electrically. Pay dose attention when 
opening the shipping container. Make sure you have received the entire 
shipment with all appropriate options and manuals. The standard HP 4957 A 
is equipped with: 

• RS-232C (V.24) cable 
• RS-449 Y-cable 
• V.35 Y-cable 
• Protective Front Panel Cover 
• Jumper wires for the RS-232C (V.24) breakout box 
• Operating and Reference Manual 
• Dataconununications Tust Library 
• Utility Disk 

Notify the nearest Hewlett-Packard service representative if the contents are 
not complete or there is apparent mechanical damage or defects. Keep all 
shipping materials for the carrier's inspection. The Hewlett-Packard office will 
arrange for repair or ,replacement without waiting for claim settlement. 

Shipping the Instrument 

Contact the nearest Hewlett-Packard Field Repair Center or Sales and Support 
o:lfice for complete shipping instructions if you must return your protocol 
analyzer for service. 

Transportation Disk 

Alw<f.{S transport the HP 495 7 A with the yellow plastic transportation disk installed. 
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Front Panel and Keyboard 

The front panel and keyboard make the HP 4957 A protocol analyzer easy to 
use. 

Display 

The five inch screen displays 16 rows of 32 characters (unless you are 
using the VT-100 function). Softkey labels occupy the bottom two lines and 
correspond to the six unlabelled keys on the keyboard. 

Disk Drive 

The 3 1 / 2 inch floppy disk drive is on the front panel for direct access and 
convenience. 
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Extern a I --+--,7--4!!! 
Interface 

Control Key 

ESC Key 
More Key 

Exit Key 

Figure 1·1. HP 4957 A Keyboard and Front Panel 

Getting Started 
Front Panel and Keyboard 

Cursor Keys 
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Getting Started 
Front Panel and Keyboard 

LEDs 

The HP 4957 A has 10 pairs of LEDs to indicate lead status for all internal 
interfaces. Four LEDs indicate which interface is active; RS232, RS-449, V.35 
or external. The last LED indicates if the protocol analyzer is operating in the 
remote mode. 

Keyboard 

The keyboard is similar to a conventional typewriter keyboard. The (SHIFT) 
keys are used for capitalization while the ( CNTL) key allows you to enter 
control characters directly from the keyboard. 

Beside the six softkeys are the (MORE) and {EXIT) (HALT) keys. Press (MORE) 
for an extended selection of softkeys. MORE is displayed in the lower right 
corner of the screen. Press (EXIT) to back up a level in the menu structure or 
exit certain application prograrns. In the top right corner of the keyboard are 
the cursor movement keys used to move the cursor in the direction of the 
arrow between fields in the menu screens. 
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Side Panel 

The side panel of the HP 4957A is used to connect to an RS-232C/V.24 
network. The connector on the right of the panel is used for a direct 
connection to the network, and the connector on the left of the panel is used 
to connect through the 25 pin breakout box. 

Breakout Box 

The breakout box provides cross-patching, line-forcing, and monitoring 
capabilities for all RS-232CN.24 lines. The switches isolate lines. 

All 25 pins are brought out for jumpering on either side of the breakout 
switches. If your network cable has different pin assignments from the 
interface standard, use jumper wires to connect the interface lines to the 
desired pin on your cable. 

Mark/Space Indicator 

Jumper any pin to this indicator to determine the state. 

Source Voltage 

You may set any signal line on or off by jumpering to the available source 
voltage; + 12 volts, or -12 volts. 
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Gett Ing Started 

Side Panel 

Disconnect Switches 

Pins 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 20, and 24 can be individually disconnected from 
the data link by switches. This lets you isolate non~driven interface lines 
from the HP 4957 A. Non·driven lines may develop crosstalk noise that can be 
mistaken for transitions by the protocol analyzer. 

MARK SPACE • Source 

+ 12 
• 12 

1·8 

Opened Closed 

l 

2 
3 
.4 
6 
6 
7 
II 
9 
lO 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
111 

""""" ...... 
DlE 
oa: 
RTS 
CTS 
DSR 
GNO 
a:> 

sco 

i~ BBB-BBB,BB,BB I 
a. 
0 5~rH3~8~~!Hl 

Slgnala to/from 
Analyzer & LED': 

Figure 1 ·2. The HP 4957 A Side Panel 



Rear Panel 

The rear panel of the HP 4957 A contains the V. 35 and RS-449 interface 
connectors, external interface connector, remote/printer cable connector, 
external video BNC connector, and power switch. 

o\=Jo V.15 
0 0 

0 

0 

RM48 Q 

o\=Jo--
...._ (D'l'l)IPrl~ 

o\=Jo~ D D 
& 

WARNING:,__.._...-......:..._, .... ,..,..,_.,_.,or ..... .,._ Mil l'Mllllf. 
--- ------' 0 0 

1 • WARNING: __ ,. __ _ 

Figure 1-3. The HP 4957 A Rear Panel 

To change the fuse: 

1. Unplug the HP 4957 A and remove the power cord. 

2. Insert a small screwdriver in the slot at the top of the power switch and 
gently pry the cover from the switch. 

3. Pull the gray fuse holder and replace the fuse. Use a 0.6A, 250\i' fuse for 
replacement (HP part number 2110-0758). 

4. Insert the fuse holder and close the cover. Make sure the arrows are facing 
the same direction as the two arrows on the cover. 
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CAUTION 

Applying Power 

Connect the HP 4957 A to any AC power source from 90 to 264 volts and 48 
to 66 Hz. An appropriate power cord is packaged with each analyzer. If your 
protocol analyzer has the wrong power cord, contact a Hewlett-Packard Sales 
and Support Office. 

Grounding Requirements. The HP 4957 A is equipped with a 
three-conductor power cable that grounds the protocol analyzer when 
connected to an appropriate power outlet. 

Do not operate while connected to line power with no ground protection. 

To turn the analyzer on: 

1. Connect the AC power cord to the HP 4957 A power cord connector and to 
an AC power source. 

2. Set the power switch on the rear panel to the (1) position. After the 
protocol analyzer has completed the power up process, it should display 
the top level menu indicating that the instrument has passed a verification 
of its internal circuitry. 
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CAUTION 

To turn the analyzer off: 

Getting Started 
Applying Power 

To save setups, go to the top level menu before turning the instrument off. 
Otherwise, the analyzer may reset to default parameters when you turn it 

------- back on. 

• Set the power switch on the rear panel to the (0) position from the Tup 
Level Menu. 

Hewellet - Packard 

4957 
Protocol Analyzer 

Figura 14. The Top Level Menu 

14 
0 
II 
E 

KI001 
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Selecting the Physical Interface 

The HP 4957 A can accommodate internal interfaces and external interfaces. 

To select the interface: 

L From the top level menu press 

2. Press 

3. Press the softkey corresponding to the interface you want to use. 

The HP 4957A has three internal interfaces; RS-232, RS-449, and V.35. The 
green LED lights indicate which interface has been selected. 

Select Interface Wenu 

Use Softk•y~ to Select Interface 

lnter~al RS·Z3ZC 

Figure 1-5. Interface Select 
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Getting Sia n ed 
Selecting the Physical Interface 

There are two connectors on the side panel for the RS·232 interface that has 
a complete 25 pin breakout capability (see Part 2, Chapter 12, Specifications 
and Characteristics). The RS·449, V.35, and external interlace connectors are 
on the rear panel ofthe protocol analyzer. 

External Interfaces 

If you plan to work with X.21 or ISON you need to connect an external pod. Make sure you have 
selected an external interface in the Interface menu. 

The HP 4957 A is compatible with all external interlace pods used with the HP 
4951C and HP 4952A. 
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Connecting an External Interface 

Tu use an external interface, such as X.21 or ISDN, you must connect 
an external pod and select an external interface. When you make the 
connection, the HP 4957A detects which pod is attached. 

To connect an external pod: 

c A u T 1 0 N Make sure that instrument power is off when installing or removing any 
------- external interface pod. 

1. Turn the HP 4957 A protocol analyzer power off. 

2. Connect the interface pod cable to the interface pod connector on the rear 
panel. 

3. Tighten the connector screws so the cable will not easily pull off. 

4. Connect the other end of the pod cable to the interface pod. 
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Managing Mass Store Devices and Applications 

The HP 4957 A has two mass store devices (MSD), the floppy disk and the 
RAM disk. Both devices are accessible from the Mass Store menu. The floppy 
disk can be used to store data, menus, and applications; the RAM disk can 
store applications and menus. 

Floppy Disk. A formatted floppy disk has 613 kbytes of memory and is 
given in 256 byte sectors (2452). You can use the floppy disk to store menus, 
extended menus, application programs, buffer data, and an undefined file 
type. The undefined file type indicates that either the application supporting 
the file is not loaded or that the file is from an unsupported instrument. 

RAM Disk. The RAM disk has 128 kbytes of nonvolatile memory for menus, 
extended menus, and application programs. This memory is given in kbytes. 

Mass Store Menu. The Mass Store menu of the HP 4957 A allows you 
to manage. tlie RAM disk and floppy disks efficiently. Any time you press 
Iij~·~~jjj~~!:9~~;:, the protocol analyzer displays a directory of the active Mass Store de~i~e(MSD). The active MSD is listed in the top right corner of the 
display, for example: MSD .. Disk or MSD .. RAM. Also, you can press the 
softkey and get a directory at any time. 

In the Mass Store menu you can: 

• Get a directory listing of the active disk 
• Delete a file from the directory 
• Recover a file that has been marked for deletion 
• Rename a file that is on the directory 
• Format a disk 
• Pack the disk 

Tu properly manage your mass store devices you must be able to copy the 
entire disk contents to another disk. You can do this with the Copy _Disk 
Application menu. 
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Getting Started 
Managing Mass Stora Devices and Applications 

Tu delete a file: 

The delete function marks the file for deletion. The actual deletion is 
executed when you pack the disk. You can recover the file that has been 
marked for deletion by using the Recover function. The file is still recoverable 
by using Recover before you pack the disk. 

1. From the top level menu, press 

2. Move the cursor and highlight the file want to delete or you can enter the 
file name from the keyboard. 

3. Press · , and then press ,. When the operation is complete, 
the directory is displayed again. Notice that the file you just deleted has 
not been removed but has been marked Del on the far right. 

4. Press: and then press 1111111!!. The directory is displayed 
again with the file removed. 

To delete all files on a disk: 

1. Mark each file for deletion and press 

2. Press or press : and reinitialize the disk. 

to delete the contents of the 
disk is press ! '1111111!!. 
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Getting Started 
Managing Mass Store Devices and Applications 

To recover a file: 

This function recovers files that have been marked for deletion. You must 
execute Recover before you pack the disk. 

1. From the top level menu, press 1E;tli:!!i§~~~,it!lf:. 
2. Move the cursor and highlight the file you need to recover or you can 

enter the file name from the keyboard. 

3. Press lt~~~J~li and then press ~~;~~~:;;\. The directory is displayed 
again ancttliei5e1 in the rar ngilt'coifililll has been removed. 

To rename a file: 

1. From the top level menu, press 

2. Press !Jtll~it 

3. Fill in the new name from the keyboard. You have the option of clearing 
and reentering the Comment field. 

4. Press '····'·······'·'·'·· The directory reappears with the new file name. 
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Getting Started 
Managing Mass Store Devices and Applications 

To format a disk: 

The HP 4957 A uses a unique disk format, Line Interchange Format (LIF). 
You must format disks to be used in this protocol analyzer on an HP 4957 A, 
4951C, 4952A, or 4954A. 

l. From the top level menu, press •···· 

2. Press (MORE) and then press .. ,,: . .o:.~.:··0 •. ,.,, •.. ,c·•·c••··· 

3. Press ( 

To pack disk: 

The HP 4957 A can pack a disk for more efficient use of disk space. This 
compresses the data and removes files marked for deletion. 

1. From the top level menu, press tl~~·~j·;§~~~~!!. 

2. Press (MORE) and press :~~.q~.j!:~'.~~~/. The directory reappears with deleted 
files removed. 
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Getting Started 
Managing Mass Store Devices and Applications 

To copy a disk: 

Copy Disk allows you to duplicate the information on your flexible disks. This 
utility creates an image copy of the source disk on the destination disk(s). 

non-reproducib la 

Some software applications are not reproducible. They will appear to be copied, but are 
non-executable. When you load this type of application, the HP 4957A displays 'Application Denied'. 

Before starting the Copy Disk utility, make sure you are copying to a 
formatted empty disk that is not write protected. 

_C_A_U_T_I o_N ___ The copy disk utility overwrites the destination disk with the :~f~'~,;~:j!!P,~~'~Ji 
command and any previous infonnation on the destination flexible disk is 

------- destroyed during the Copy Disk operation. 

1. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and then press ;~:~~'~ii]'~~p~i~. 

4· Press the !~0£\§~<E:> 

flexible disk. 
, key and the display prompts you to install a source 

5. After installing the source disk, press '.ll~'~l~~'t· 

6. R~rnoye ttw source disk and install 
·W,E~,t~ll@~~,: key, and then press , 

· ation disk. Press the 

Once the source disk has been read, you can make multiple copies of the 
source disk. Just insert each destination disk in the disk drive and press the 
Le . . . . . . . . . , ~ij key, and then the 1~1~~~11) key. 
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Loading from Floppy Disk 

You can get data in the buffer two ways, capturing live data by monitoring a 
line or by loading data from disk. You can load directly from the floppy disk 
to the capture buffer. You cannot store data to the RAM disk, therefore, you 
cannot load data from RAM. 

To load data from disk: 

l. Insert the data disk in the disk drive. For this example use the file 
DEMQ_DATA on the Utility Disk. 

2. Press (MORE) and '.8;g~'~j;~~~~l!L The protocol analyzer displays the 
directory of the selected M'sb: 

3. Press (!) to move the cursor to the file DEMO_DATA. 

4. Press 'lil'~M:ii;''. The protocol analyzer returns to the disk directory when 
the data is loaded into the buffer. 

5. Press (EXIT} to return to the top level menu. 

The directory lists the file name, file type, and memory that is used. The 
DEMQ_DATA file is 32 kbytes (16 blocks) of data. 
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Getting Started 
loading from Floppy Disk 

Th load an application: 

Tu place an application in the RAM disk, you must load the application from 
the floppy disk, place it in memory and then copy it to the RAM disk. 

1. Insert the application disk in the disk drive. 

2. Press (MORE) and '~§!~!!{l~~'.t·. The protocol analyzer searches all mass 
store devices for available applications and displays a directory of all 
devices and applications. Figure 1-6 reflects the ROM applications and the 
HP 4957 A Utility Disk. 

3. ~r~~s (!)until you highlight the application you wish to load and press 
'.~,*~~~!~;). The application is now in memory. Press (EXIT) to return to the 
top level menu. 

4. Press M~~~!Wstat'~; and 
destination mass store device. 

to select the RAM disk as the active 

5. Press ~~~l,~ll and press '~~¢~~~:;. You must enter a name for the 
applicatfon.and can enteran''opti0na1 conunent. 

Application Load 

Nalll8 Location 

IPARS_MEC Diak 
DCE_BERT Diak 
X.25_Flltu Diak 
DEMO_DATA Dh1k 
COPY_DISC ROM 

VT100_8024 ROM 

CT_Math ROM 

ASYNC_51.!K ROM 

ASYNC_64K ROM 

Figure 1 ·6. The Application Load Menu 
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Getting Started 
Loading from Floppy Disk 

To back up your RAM Disk: 

You can back up your RAM disk using the Archive function. This function 
resides in the Copy Disk utility. Archive creates a disk image of the entire 
contents of the RAM disk and writes it to floppy disk. Restore copies your 
archived disk contents back to the RAM disk. 

Archiving. The protocol analyzer writes the entire RAM disk contents to 
floppy disk. The new file appears in the floppy disk directory as file type 
4957Archive and takes 513 sectors. 

1. Load the Copy Disk utility. 

2. From the Copy Disk directory, press (MORE), and press t!~~i1~,li~L 

3. The protocol analyzer prompts you for a file name. Enter the file name 
from the keyboard. 

4. Change the Comment field (optional). 

5. Press·.· 

Restoring. The protocol analyzer loads this file in RAM disk. Because the file 
type is unique, you cannot load this file back into the RAM disk using the 
Mass Store menu. You must: 

1. Insert the archived disk into the disk drive. 

2. Load the Copy Disk utility. 

3. From the Copy Disk directory, press (!) and highlight the archive file. 

4. Press (MORE) and ~;'~]'~·~~·: 
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Cleaning the Disk Drive 

The disk drive does not need routine preventive maintenance, however, as 
with any mechanical device it can get dirty. A dirty disk drive usually means 

, dirty heads that can cause excessive read errors from a disk. 

Use a head cleaning disk (such as HP part number 09122-89415) to dean the 
heads of the HP 4957 A. 

To clean the disk drive: 

1. Turn the analyzer off and remove any floppy disks that are in the disk 
drive. 

2. Turn the analyzer on and reset the menus. 

3. Press (MORE] and then ~~,~~~;1'.§~'.~~i;; . 
4. Insert the cleaning disk in the disk drive. 

5. Press p'~!'.', to activate the cleaning process. 

An on-screen message indicates the cleaning disk is a single-sided disk. The 
disk drive light will be on during the process. 

Disk Out 

The message Disk Out will blink on the screen indicating there is no disk in the driva 
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Resetting to Def a ult Parameters 

9nc~ •• an application is loaded, you must reset the application ~~for~ •. t~.: 
i~e~4t-~p~~ softkey reappears on the top level menu. When ~~~~·!I::!~R~t reappears you can load another application. ......... . 

To clear the buff er and application memory: 

L From the top level menu, press (MORE) and 

2 · Press '!l'~~lsl. ~~•/.J;"''I?-"'•· 

3. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and. 

4. Press g;;j~]~~I:~~! to remove any application programs. 
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Reset ls Des1ruetive: 

User •enus and data are 
inttlallzed to their default 
state. Aetlve applleatlons 
ean also be re•oved. 

Hit the EXIT Key to abort •enu 

Figura 1-7. The Resat Caution 



Connecting an External Monitor 

The HP 4957 A has an external video connector on the rear panel. This can 
be used to connect a larger video monitor if you need a larger display. The 
monitor shows exactly the same data that is on the protocol analyzer display. 

To connect an external monitor: 

1. Connect a 750 coaxial cable with BNC connectors to the video output of 
the HP 4957A. 

2. Connect the other end of the BNC cable to the video input connector of a 
video monitor. 

The external video connector is on the rear panel of the HP 4957 A. 

Video Monitor 

It is highly recommended that a video monitor is used !such as the HP 82913AI instead of a standard 
television. The HP 4957A displays 100% of the signal, a standard television only displays 90%. You 
will not see the entire signal on a television monitor. 

The HP 4957 A implements the RS-170 electrical characteristic for 
monochrome video monitors of 525 lines per frame, 60 Hz refresh rate, and a 
horizontal scan rate of 15. 75 kHz. 
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Analyzing Live Data 

The most common method of analyzing live data is simply to hook up to a 
line and watch data as it scrolls across the display. This shows that the line 
is active and there is data. While you are monitoring, the protocol analyzer 
is constantly filling its internal buffer. This data is available for post-run 
analysis. However, this is not always an effective technique to evaluate the 
data and troubleshoot the network. 

Besides simple monitoring, this chapter explains how to develop and use 
monitor or simulate programs for more complex analysis. Examples are 
shown that you can use for specific applications. The programs are entered 
in the Monitor and Simulate menu and are executed from the Run Menu. 
After executing the programs you will learn how to store them for later use 
and how to save instrument configurations that were used to develop the 
programs. 
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Using your Protocol Analyzer Efficiently 

An effective method to analyze data is to tell the HP 4957 A to look for specific 
events. You can filter unnecessary events and selectively store to disk. The 
protocol analyzer can 'trigger' on pertinent events and accumulate data that 
is useful for analyzing. This technique captures data and makes more efficient 
use of the buffer. 

The HP 4957 A can be used efficiently if you: 

• Write monitor or simulate programs and observe specific events that occur 
on the line. 

• Load saved programs from RAM or floppy disk and reuse them without 
rewriting. 

Using programs to test your line will maximize the use of your protocol 
analyzer. 

HP Programs 

A Data Communications Test Library is provided with the HP 4957A. This library consists of programs 
that you can use to make common tests of your line. These 1 es ts can be loaded and used as they a re, 
or you can customize them for your own specific needs. 
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Analyzing Live Data 
Using your Protocol Analyier Efficiently 

Ease of Programming 

The capability to select trigger events allows you to efficiently analyze 
the data that you are capturing. Triggering is the basis for programming. 
Triggers are the events you want the protocol analyzer to look for, such as 
characters, lead changes, or errors. 

Once the analyzer finds the designated event; it can: 

• beep 
• highlight the event in the buffer 
• count events 
• measure time between events 
• send data and set leads (simulate mode only) 
• display a message 
• start or stop the disk 

Defining Triggers 

Triggers must be defined as a reference point. You can define triggers with 
'when' statements in your programs. The 'when' statement is used in 
conjunction with the desired trigger action. 

You must tell the analyzer precisely when to start or stop an action or the 
measurement may be misleading or inaccurate. Tu use a trigger event as a 
point of reference, action commands must follow 'when' statements. For 
example, to start a timer when a certain event occurs, place the 'when' 
statement first. 
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Setting up to Monitor 

Monitoring the line is a non-intrusive method of seeing what data is on the 
line. In this manner you can sample the data and look at it without disrupting 
the data stream. The connection requires both ends of the Y -cable on the 
same node. This places the protocol analyzer in a non-intrusive position to 
sample data. 

The HP 4957 A can be set up by using Auto Configure. This tells the protocol 
analyzer to evaluate the line parameters, make the necessary interface 
settings, and begin monitoring. Auto Configure works with most protocols 
and data codes, however, it may not find all the parameters if the protocol 
is nonstandard, there is insufficient information, or the data present is not 
random. If you know the interface parameters, you can set them manually in 
the Setup menu. 

Figura 2· 1. Hook up to Monitor the Lina 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Setting up to Monitor 

To set up to monitor: 

1. Connect the HP 4957A to the line using the Y·cable (see Figure 2-1). 

2. Turn off the HP 4957A anct.;8~1le;ta IXJ?:(~)/'()113.l"T 1.J.Sing an external 
interface). Turn on, press ,!J:~!J:i!iii.L :~~~!~~:):·:i.~.~~~ .. · and select the 
physical interface. 

3. Press ........ · .. ·.. . ........ . The protocol analyzer displays a blinking asterisk to 
indicatethafit fa checking line data. If a good match is found, the protocol 
analyzer briefly displays the interface parameters and starts monitoring. 
If a good match is not found, the parameters that were previously set are 
restored. 
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Monitor/Siaulat• Para~•t•r Setup 

Protocol • 
Cods • : 
Bits/SEC • • 
Parity None 

ModG Sync 

Display Em 
Err ctik mil 

DTEcloekm. 

sit .. nnr 
Ext Addr • 
Ext Ctrl • 

Figure 2·2. The Setup Menu (typical for BOPsl 



Analyzing live Data 
Setting up to Monitor 

4. If a good match is not found or the data is unrecognizeable/inaccurate, 
press (EXIT) and then press to make any changes in the 
Setup, such as display mode. 

5. Make any appropriate changes to the data parameters and press (EXIT). 

6. Return to monitoring by pressing· 
' . 

'and then• 

Review the Setup 

While monitoring, you can, at any time press to review the current parameters. You 
must exit and go to the Setup menu to change the display mode. 

While monitoring, all data previously in the buffer is overwritten with new 
data. 
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Monitoring and Capturing Data 

When the protocol analyzer is set up to properly match the line parameters: 

• From the top level menu, press: ·and then press 

You can watch the data scroll across the screen. 

This may satisfy your needs. However, if you want to evaluate specific data, 
you may want to write a monitor program and measure specific events. 

To write a monitor program: 

The Monitor menu allows you to write programs by prompting you for softkey 
selections. For example, the following program measures the time from RTS 
on to CTS on. 

1. From the top level menu, press 

2. Press and then CD (or press.. , and This 
defines a trigger event that is satisfied when RTS lead goes on. Press (RTN) 
to start a new Block. 

3. Press [§~:IJ~\~:. 

4. Press 
condition. 

(RTN ). This specifies a second trigger 

5. Press and . When the second trigger event, CTS going on, is 
satisfied the test will stop, which also stops Timer 1. The result in Timer 1 
is the time interval between RTS ON and CTS ON. 
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Rir example: 

Analyzing Live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

Block 1: 
When Lead RTS goes On Timer 1 starts measuring 

then goto Block 2 
Block 2: 
Start Timer 1 
When Lead CTS goes On Timer 1 stops measuring 

then goto Block 3 
Block 3: 

Stop Tests 

Notice that the Start and Stop statements are preceded by When. This causes 
the HP 4957 A to set a trigger on these lead changes when the specific block i~ 
active. 

Monitor 

Block 1 

63 trigs left 

Figura 2-3. The Monitor Menu 
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Analyzing live Data 
Monitorin11 and Capturin11 Data 

To load a monitor program: 

This exercise shows you how to load a program from the Data 
Communications Tust library (this disk is provided with each HP 4957A). 

This program counts the DCE and DTE characters for 1 minute (or 10 
rnmutes) and is useful for checking link throughput, file sizes, etc. 

1. Insert the Data Communications Tust Library disk into the disk drive. 

2. Press (MORE) and then press 

3. Press(!) to select and highlight the program A_COUNTCHAR. 

4. Press 

The protocol analyzer loads the program and returns to the floppy disk 
directory. You must go to the Monitor menu to view or modify the program . 

For consistency and simplicity, all programs in this library are stored with a 
common set of data communications parameters. These parameters may be 
changed in the Setup menu to suit your system. 

Changing Setup Parameters 

Changing some parameters, such as Data Code, Mode, or Character Framing may require corresponding 
changes to the Monitor or Simulate programs. 

The parameters loaded with all library programs are: 

• 9600 bps line speed 
• ASCII7, Odd parity for async 
• EBCDIC, DCE supplies DTE clock for SDLC 
• ASCII8, DCE supplies DTE clock for X.25/HDLC 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

This program counts the number of parity errors on both the DTE and DCE 
lines and keeps track of the time the test has run (in minutes). 

Block 1: 
When DTE X 

or 
When DCE X 

then goto Block 2 
Block 2: 
Start Timer 5 
Block 3: 
When Error Parity on DTE 

then goto Block 4 
When Error Parity on DCE 

then goto Block 5 
When Timer 5 is > 59999 

then goto Block 6 
Block 4 
Increment Counter 1 

and then 
Goto Block 3 
Block 5 
Increment Counter 2 

and then 
Goto Block 3 

Block 6 
Increment Counter 5 

and then 
Reset Timer 5 

and then 
Goto Block 2 

Timer 5 starts when any character 'is 
sent on IYI'E or DCE 

Timer 5 counts to 1 minute 
(in milliseconds) 

Counts IYI'E errors 

Counts DCE errors 

1btal test time (in minutes) 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

This program measures more than one RTS-CTS delay until stopped. 

Block 1 
When Lead RTS goes On 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Start Timer 1 
When Lead CTS goes On 

then goto Block 3 
When Lead RTS goes Off 

then goto Block 6 
Block 3 
Stop Timer 1 
When Lead RTS goes On 

then goto Block 4 
Block 4 
Reset Timer 2 

and then 
Start Timer 2 
When Lead CTS goes On 

then goto Block 5 
When Lead RTS goes Off 

then goto Block 6 
Block 5 
Stop Timer 2 

and then 
Goto Block 1 
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Measures the first KI'SICTS delay 

ORs the two When statements 

Swps the timer so you can view it 
Duplicates Blocks 1 and 2 

Timer 1 is reset 
Measures the next KI'S!CTS delay before 

1f KI'S goes off before CTS goes on, 
timers are reset and program beeps 

Timer 2 measures and stops 
so you can view it 
Returns w Block 1 w capture next KI'S!CTS 
delay 



Block 6 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Reset Timer 2 

and then 
Beep 

and then 
Goto Block 1 

Analyzing Live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

The RTS and CTS delay measurements are made by timers 1 and 2 
alternately. This allows you to view the previous results while the current 
test is still being made. If only one timer were used, you would not have had 
enough time to see the timer before it was reset. Tu view the timers and 
counters press S)i~~:m in the Run Menu during run-time. After run-time 

press ~~i\~£:!,~ c9Wi~~f in the Examine Data Menu. 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Monitoring and Capturing Data 

Level 2 When String 

This program counts information frames on the DTE channel. It demonstrates 
the capability of the HP 4957 A Frame and Packet level assisted programming 
softkeys. This allows you to enter level 2 and level 3 programs with softkey 
assistance. 

1. From the top level menu, press .. 

2. Press and then press ·R~!j to define a trigger for the DTE. 

Mon it or 

!Hoek 1 

Mh•n DTE • 

th•n goto Block lllllEJ 
62 trigs left Text 

Figura 2-4. Defining a Trigger 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Monitoring and Capturing Data 

3. Press L,~y'.l, to enter the level 2 assist mode. The beginning of a frame 
is displayed with the start flag and the first address character (in hex). 

4. For this example, the address is a don't care. Press p~in:~,~:;'ii§'~~~'. 

Monitor 

Block 1 

Mh•n DTE ll¢il+UI¥Hi.Ui 
thon goto Block llllf:1 

60 trigs left I - frame 

Figure 2-5. Selecting an Information Frame 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Monitoring and Capturing Data 

5. Press ft~~ajil.~: to select an information frame. 

6. The protocol analyzer prompts you for the send sequence number, N(S). 
Press n¢~!~.:G'.~~~. 

7. The protocol analyzer prompts you for the poll/final bit, P/f~ Press 
#~n't~::c~~:. 

2· 16 live Data 

Monltor 

Block 1 

When DTE gJ,J.l1i~lxlx!xtl 

then goto Block lllEI 
60 triQ$ left Text P I F = X if"<J:I'~';;~:,:~.:-: 

Figure 2·6. Defining Polllfinal Bit 



Analyzing Live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

8. The protocol anal zer rompts you for the receive sequence number, 
N(R). Press • 

9. Press (!)two times to go to Block 2. 

10. Press to select counter 1. Enter 1 from the 
keyboard. 

11. Press , (MORE), and 

As soon as you make the N(R) entry the eight-bit control field collapses to an 
equivalent representation. Notice that a don't care condition is displayed as 
an X within a box. This byte represents a control field. The question mark 
indicates that there are 'don't cares' assigned to more than one field; N(S), 
N(R), and P/F. 

Monitor 

Block 1 

When DTE &EJ!J 
then goto Block lllllfJ 

59 trigs lett Text 

Figura 2-7. Defined Frame 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 

Monitoring and Capturing Data 

Block 1 
When DTE il!Ifil 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2 
Increment Counter 1 by 1 

Goto Block 1 

This program counts I-frames on the DTE line. If you need to count all frames 
on both the DTE and DCE you can add to the program. Complete Block 2 
that corresponds to Block l, except select an S-frame. Complete Block 3 as a 
U-frame. 
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For example: 

Analyzing live Data 
Monitoring and Capturing Data 

Block 1 
When DTE 

then goto 
When DCE 

then goto 
When DTE 

then goto 
When DCE 

then goto 

Block 2 

El] 
Block 2 

iml 
Block 3 

Em 
Block 4 

i!E] 
Block 4 

Increment Counter 1 by 1 Counts I-frames 
and then 

Goto Block 1 
Block 3 
Increment Counter 2 by 1 Counts 8-frames 

and then 
Goto Block 1 
Block 4 
Increment Count er 3 by 1 Counts U-jrames 

and then 
Goto Block 1 
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Capturing High Speed Data 

High Speed Capture is a ROM based application that is available only in the 
HP 4957 A with Option 001. You can capture data at speeds above 64 kbps. 

No Simulating 

Simulating above 64 kbps is not supported. 

When the High Speed Capture application is loaded, it replaces the 
softkey on the standard HP 4957 A. This implies that the 

application is a direct replacement for the Run Menu, except at higher speeds. 
The Setup menu is changed with the new data rate speeds faster than 64 
Kbps. 

The High Speed Capture top level menu allows you to select store to buffer 
options, data filter options, and interface options. 

Monitor menu 

When capturing data in High Speed Capture, triggers are inactive and the Monitor menu is disabled. 

Timing resolution is 0. 1 msec at all speeds from 64 kbps to 256 kbps. 
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Tu capture high speed data: 

Analyzing live Data 
Capturing High Speed Data 

I. From the top level menu, press :~[e!~~1~:;':~p~~j1 (!) until you highlight 

HS_Capture. Press •· 

2. Press ~'~'.~~~·:~and set the HP 4957A to match the line parameters and 
display format you want to use. When you select line speed you can make 
data rate softkey selections from 72k bits/second up to 256k bits/second. 
Press (MORE) if you need more softkey selections. 

External clock 

If the clock source is external, Mode Sync, then bits/second does not need to be set. 

Protocol Setup 

Protocol II Display EID 
Code 
Blta/aec Err chk &Iii 
Parity None 

Mode QMM 
DTE clock ll!m 
Bit unae r ... 
Ext Addr • 
Ext Ctrl • 

Figure 2·8. Setup Menu with High Speed Capture 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Capturing High Spead Data 

3. Pres~(EXIT)togo to the top level menu with High S.pe~~ capture loaded. 
The '~~){~.~~B;: softkey has been replaced with .g~;,:q~p:~.·. 

4. , to enter the new High Speed Capture run menu. 

Not RS-232 

If you try to run the application with RS-232 as the active interface, the HP 4957 A will not !et you 
capture data. A warning screen appears telling you that RS-232 is not vaHd for High Speed Capture. 

High Speed Capture Application 

Capture Continously, Capture 
until buffer full, Change the 
data Filter, Display, 
Select the Interface. 

Protocol: HDLC 
Speed: 256 kbps 
Filter: Off 
Display: ON 

Figure 2-9. Selection Screen for High Speed Capture 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Capturing High Speed Data 

Selections that are available for capturing high speed data are selected with 
the following softkeys: 

Capt Cont You can capture data and store to the buffer continuously. 

Capt Full 

Fltr&Disp 

Sel Ifac 

When the buffer becomes full it begins storing at the 
beginning overwriting older data. This is referred to as 
circular store to buffer. 

You can capture and fill the buffer. The HP 4957 A stops 
storing data when the buffer becomes full (768 kbytes). The 
display is turned off while capturing data in this mode. 

You can enable data filters that are available in the standard 
instrument with the high speed option: lead changes, timing 
information, or errors. If you turn off timing information, 
you also turn off leads. 

You can select all interfaces. High speed capture cannot be 
used with the RS-232 interface because of the line speed 
restrictions. Tu exit the Select Interface screen and return to 
the HS_Capture top level menu, press (EXIT). 

You must set the bit rate if you are running asynchronous protocols, or when 
NRZI encoded data is to be monitored. 

High Speed Capture Limits 

• Async only uses eight-bit data codes, no parity, no error check, LSB first. 

• You cannot store directly to floppy disk while capturing data. When you 
store menus to disk, the high speed setup cannot be stored. 

• Disregard bits/second in the Surrunary screen (runtime or examine data). 

• High speeds present some utilization problems. If you encounter Buffer 
Overflow error message, turn off the display. 

• If you encounter Receiver Overflow, turn of timing information. 

• Time stamps are placed only on start flags. Measuring other characters 
return unpredictable results. 
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Setting up to Simulate 

Simulation allows the HP 4957 A to become one of the devices on the line. 
This is the added capability of interactive testing by injecting data. You can 
write simulate programs so the analyzer acts as either a DTE or a DCE. 

To set up to Simulate: 

1. Connect the HP 4957A to the link to be evaluated using the Y-cable (see 
Figure 2· l 0). Turn off the power if you need to connect an external 
interlace pod and turn the power back on. 

2. Press.···· and then press• .. to select the physical 
interface. Press (EXIT) two times to return to the top level menu. 

3. Press and configure to the line parameters. 
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DCE or DTE 

Figure 2· j 0. Hook up to Simulate 

Analyzing Live Data 

Setting up to Simulate 
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For example: 

Simulating and Capturing Data 

When the protocol analyzer is set up to properly match the line parameters 
you must write or load a simulate program. 

To write a simulate program: 

For example, in the following program the HP 4957 A simulates a DTE. The 
program activates the DTR and RTS control signals and then sends data. 

L From the top level menu, press . You want to simulate a DTE, 

therefore, the first line is acceptable. You can press (!), ct), or (RTN). 
All of these keystrokes will work to move the cursor to Block 1. 

2. Press (MORE), , and then 

3. Press 

4. Press (MORE), and then (or (E}), 

5. Press ...... :: and Fill in the displayed frame (flags and FCS) 
with data to send. 

6. Press @ID to go to the top level menu. 

7 · Press and then press §'.~m~f-~ii~.]j. 

Simulate DTE 

Block 1: 
Set Lead DTR On 

and then 
Set Lead RTS On 

and then 
Send [ABCDEFGH GGI 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 
Simulating and Capturing Data 

The FOX Message checks the ability of asynchronous terminals and printers 
to receive and display data. The FOX message is transmitted to the tenninal 
and the echo from the terminal is checked for parity errors. 

Simulate DCE 

Block 1: 
Send THE QUICK BROWN FOX The Fox message 'is sent 
JUMPS OVER A LAZY DOG 012 
3456789. 

Block 2: 
When Error Parity on DTE 

then goto Block 3 
When DCE 

then goto Block 1 
Block 3: 
Increment Counter 1 

and then 
Goto Block 2 

Waits until a When condition 
'is satisfied 
Sends the Fox message again 
and restart test 

If a parity error 'is detected 

Waits for another parity error 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Simulating and Capturing Data 

Level 3 Send String 

The send command is available only in the simulate menu. The setup 
protocol must be either SDLC, HDLC, or X.25. 

1. From the top level menu, press • __ .. and make sure that a 
bit-oriented protocol is selected; HDLC, SDLC, or X.25. Press (EXIT). 

2 · Press , and 

3. Press (MORE) and 

The first two bytes are 0 0 . These are the level 2 address and control 
bytes, which default to 0. If you move the cursor back to chan e these 
bytes, you drop out of the level 3 assisted mode. Press for 
assistance in entering these bytes. 

s111uiate +.u+ 
Block 1 

Send 1111110 E)g 

"'"" 
Figura 2· 11. Developing a Level 3 Send String 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Simulating and Capturing Data 

4. Press Pfi. The far right byte is expanded to its binary components. The 
curs9r, is over the left-most bit, prompting you to enter the Q bit. Press 
the Cf softkey. 

5. The cursor moves to the second bit from the left, prompting you to enter 
the D bit. Press the softkey. 

s111u1ate +.u+ 

Block 1 

S•nd AllJWM{!f[cl§EI 

Figure 2·12. Selecting GFI in level 3 Send String 
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Analyzing live Data 
Simulating and Capturing Data 

6. The cursor now moves to the two·bit mod field. Mod 8 is 01 binary and 
mod 128 is 10 binary. Press ~'~~'~''§1!. 

7. The cursor now moves to far right and prompts you to enter an LCGN. 
This is a four-bit field, you can enter any number from 0 to 15. Type 09 
(you must enter leading zeroes before the 9). The GFI field collapses to 
59 , and the next byte appears, prompting you to enter the LCN. 

8. From the keyboard, type 155 decimal. You can enter any three decimal 
digits or any two hexadecimal digits for the eight·bit LCN field. If you 
enter a number greater than 255, the entry defaults to 255. The LCN 
field collapses to 9 8 . 

Shu late 80$18 

Block 1 

Send 

Figure 2· 13. Mod 8 and LCN in level 3 Send String 
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Analyzing Live Data 

Simulating and Capturing Data 

9. Press D~t~ for the packet type. The right-most bit remains 0 and the 
prompt moves left to the three-bit P(S) field. Enter 7 for the P(S). 

10. The cursor moves to the fifth bit from the right, prompting you to enter 
the M bit. Enter 0 for the M bit. The prompt now moves to the last three 
bits on the left, which is the P(R) field. Enter 5 for the P(R): 

11. The packet-type byte collapses to its hex equivalent, A E and the cursor 
moves to the data field, prompting you to enter text. 

12. From the keyboard type 'THIS IS A DATA PACKET.' 

Sll!IUlah ••u+ 
Block 1 

Send ... iiffjfD.ijN •wa:_ G G 

M 

• 
" E 

1<20!3 

Figura 2·14. Entering Data in a l..eval 3 Send String 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 
Simulating and Capturing Data 

This program tests a modem for isolation from the line by simulating a 
RTS/CTS delay. Note that all timers are measured in milliseconds. 

Simulate DTE 

Block 1: 
Set Lead RTS On 
When Lead RTS goes On 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2: 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Start Timer 1 

and than 
Start Timer 5 
When Lead CTS goes On 

then goto Block 3 

The program wops back to this Block 

CTS response 

When Timer 5 > 2000 Beeps if CTS does not go on in 2 seconds 
then goto Block 4 

Block 3: 
Reset Timer 5 

and then 
Stop Timer 1 

and then 
Set Lead RTS Off 

and then 
Wait 29999 

and then 
Goto Block 1 
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KI'S is turned off and the test 
restarted after 30 seconds 



Block 4: 
Reset Timer 5 

and then 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Beep 

and then 
Set Lead RTS Off 

and then 
Wait 250 

and then 
Goto Block 1 

Error Block 

Analyzing live Data 

Simulating and Capturing Data 

lf CTS does wt go on 2 seconds 
after KI'S goes on, the test i.s restarted 
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For example: 

Storing Instrument Configurations and Data 

Data, menus, menus and data, applications, and extended menus can be 
stored to floppy or RAM disk. 

To store to disk while running: 

You can store directly to floppy disk while monitoring or simulating under 
program control. Each 'start' and 'stop' command is effected when it satisfies 
the associated trigger condition. 

1. From the top level menu, press ~pg'!H'~~~ . 
2. Press 'Wii.~~i:~¥'.tg:, ~'~¥~', (B, and .9&·, (RTNJ 

3. Press §£~~' and then ~;~~·. 

4· Press ~~~A)tf~Ag. ~~~~·, Q~~:, and [RTN). 

5. Press §~pp:, and 'p~'~l( , ~~··~g~~· 'q9$~ ~~~ . 

Block 1 
When RTS goes On 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2 
Start Disk 

When RTS goes Off 
then goto Block 3 

Block 3 
Stop Disk 

and then 
Goto Block 1 
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For example: 

Analyzing Live Data 

Storing Instrument Configurations and Data 

When you enter the Run Menu and execute a monitor or simulate program 
with a 'start disk' statement, the protocol analyzer asks you to provide a 
file name ang ('.O~~llt for the new file. The file type is always Menu & 
Data. Press g~'~8'9,!ii to begin running the program. If there are no 'when' 
statements in the program, the display continues until all 'wait', 'send', and 
'set lead' statements have been executed. 

To store to disk: 

If you are going to store 

applications or menus to the nonvolatile RAM disk, press ij'§p~~~ij' . This 
makes RAM the active disk. The active disk is displayed in the top right 
comer of the screen. 

2. Insert a formatted disk in the disk drive. Look at the top right comer of 
the screen to make sure MSD=Disk is displayed. 

3. Press 

4. Name the file you want to store (up to 10 characters), press(!), and press 
the softkey that corresponds to the file type (see Tuble 2-1 for what is 
actually stored in each file type). 

5. Press(!) and enter a corrunent for the program. This is optional. 

6. Press 

The protocol analyzer displays a status message; Executing or Write 
Protected. 
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Analyzing Live Data 
Storing Instrument Configurations and Data 

The HP 4957 A stores different information deP€nding uPon the file type you 
chose. 

Data 

Menu 

File Type 

Menu & Data 

Application Program 

Extended Menu 

Table 2· 1. Information stored with Each File Type 

Stored Information 

Date that was captured during a nm 

Setup, manitor, simulate and BERT menus 

Setup, monitor, simulate, BERT menu and data that was captured 

Application program resident in instrument memory 

Setup, monitor, simulate, BERT, remote, printer, data filter {including 
menus containing External NRZI or X.21 protocolsl 

Highlights from the buffer are not saved to disk. 
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Analyzing Captured Data 

This chapter explains how to use the capture buffer, Examine Data menu, 
and programs to analyze data, make measurements, and manipulate data. 
For each example and exercise, it is assumed that data is already in the 
capture buffer. The examples use data that is on your Utility disk, file name 
DEMO_DATA. Refer to chapter 1 for loading. 

The capture buffer is memory dedicated to storing your data. It is used to 
hold your data until you can evaluate it. You can look at, examine, and 
measure the contents of the capture_ buffer in the Examine Data menu b 
scrolling through the data with the , and 

softkeys. You can also analyze the contents of the buffer using 
monitor programs. 

The capture buffer is divided into 384, 2 kbyte blocks totalling 768 kbytes of 
available memory. There are 16, 2 kbyte blocks of memory that comprise the 
nonvolatile memory and 736 kbytes of volatile memory. 

The nonvolatile portion of the capture buffer is movable. It is approximately 
eight blocks before and eight blocks after the current cursor position. You 
can select the portion you wish to protect at ower-off b movin the cursor 
through the blocks, 1 through 384, using the, 

i:§~~l:li~!'ljl!~i~~[~Jj~:, and 1l:ll~~~~ll~~~~~~t softkeysin the Examine Data menu. A 
segment equals approximately 16 blocks. 
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Viewing Data 

Use the Examine Data menu to view buffer data. Use the demonstration data, 
DEMO_DATA, from the Utility disk. 

To view data: 

1. From the top level menu, press , ,. The protocol analyzer 
searches the capture buffer for data and displays it using the most recent 
display format selected. 

2. Press CB to highlight the 'A' in the data stream. 

You can see the data is ABCDEFGH transmitted continuously. With the cursor 
highlighting the 'A' you can see the character decoded in binary, octal, and 
hexadecimal. The data is DCE data, so it is displayed in inverse video. The 
DTE data is displayed in normal video. 

"'""' 
Figura 3·1. Demonstration Data in Two Line Format 
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Measuring Time 

You can manually measure the intervals between specific characters using 
cursor timing in the Examine Data menu. 

To measure timing intervals: 

1. With the cursor still highlighting the 'A', press (MORE) two times. This 

should display the · .·•· softkey. 

2. Press·· 

3. Press CB enough times so the 'A' in the next frame is highlighted. 

4. Press• 

The time between the 'A's is displayed at the top of the display. The 
measurement should be 99.0 ms. Using this technique you can measure 
frame length, from start flag to end flag, 57.0 ms. This difference, from end 
flag to start flag, measures the delay between frames. 
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Analyzing Captured Data 
Measuring Time 

The GG ctisplayed in a box incticates a good frame check, BB incticates bad 
frame check, and AA indicates abort. 

figure 3-2. Timing Interval in Data & State format 
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Changing Display Formats 

You have six options that allow flexibility and ease of viewing. Choose the 
display that best suits your needs. 

• Two Line displays both DTE and DCE data 
• DTE Only 
• DCE Only 
• Data & State displays DTE and DCE data with RTS, CTS, DSR, and CD 

waveforms 
• Frame displays a breakdown of the frame information 
• Packt displays a breakdown of the packet information 

There are two menus you can use to change the display format. There is a 
field in the Examine Data menu with all display selections available. The 
Setup menu also contains a field where you can change the display format. 

The HP 4957 A is equipped with a smart cursor, whenever you change display 
formats the cursor stays at the same data location. 
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To change display format: 

Analyzing Ca pt ured Data 
Changing Display Formats 

1. In the Examine Data menu, press q~~g· P~P.~1 to access the display 
f orrnat softkeys. 

2. Press the softkey for the most meaningful data. 

You can press the g~* softkey and change all data to hexadecimal display 

and press the same softkey, now labelled r~i~ to change it back. 

Figure 3·3. Data & State Format 
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Measuring Captured Data 

You can evaluate the same captured data, many times, and in many ways 
without corrupting the original data file. When the data is in the capture 
buffer you can view it, you can make manual measurements, you can write 
programs and look for specific events or you can run programs from the 
Datacommunications Tust Library. 

To post-process data: 

1. Write a program to measure the period of one frame. This will confirm 

2. 

the manual measurement you made. From the top level menu, press 
H~i!"ri,l:IU,~~· Enter the program and press ([x1T) to go back to the top level 
menu. 

Monitor 

Block 1 
When Lead CTS goes On 
Start Timer 1 

and then 
Highlight 

Block 2 
When Lead CTS goes On 
Highlight 

and then 
Stop Timer 1 

and then 
Stop Tests 

Press 
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3. Press• 

Analyzing Captured Data 

Measuring Captured Data 

4. When the program has finished executing, press, . You can see 
the transitions that were measured because the program highlighted them. 

5. Press i~!i~:~!!:~li~!\. This displays the results of timers and counters. In 
this case, you see the frame length is 99.0 ms. 

Figure 3-4. Measuring Frame Time from the Buffer 
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Analyzing Captured Data 
Measuring Captured Data 

Protocol • Dhph.y M1#:4W 
Code · • 
IHh/uc 11 Err chk Milli• 
P•rl ty None 

Mode Sync DTE clock~ 

Counter 1= 0 Ttur 1= 99 
Counter 2= 0 TlrHr 2= 0 
Counter 3= 0 Tl1Hr 3= 0 

Co1mter 4= 0 Tl11er 4= 0 
Counter 5= 0 Tlur 5= 0 

Figure 3·6. Timers and Counters 

When you view the data in the Data & State display mode, you can see that 
CTS goes on between frames. Therefore, the time between CTS pulses equals 
the time for one frame. 

Timing Resolution 

Timing resolution is the smallest unit of measurement that can be timed at 
a given speed. Use the Tuble 4-1 and the correction factor for speed ranges 
given. Multiply the time measured by the corresponding correction factor. 

50-2400 
3200-4800 
7200-9600 

Speed 

12000 · 256 kbps 
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Table 3·1. Timing Resolution 

Resolution 

1.0 msec 
0.5 msec 
0.2 msec 
0.1 msec 

Factor 

1.0004 
1;0008 
1.002 
1.004 
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Making a BERT Measurement 

Bit Error Rate testing is one of the most fundamental troubleshooting tools 
in a datacommunications network. BERT measures analog noise on a digital 
signal. Through the use of BERT tests you can determine how often highs are 
changed to lows and lows to highs in error. This chapter explains how to 
make BERT measurements with the HP 4957 A performing as a DTE. Th use 
the protocol analyzer as a DCE, see chapter 10, DCE BERT. 

A BERT tester generates pseudo random bit sequences (PRBS) from a shift 
register of length L, where the sequence equals Z'L - 1 bits. A PRBS may be 
any length, but certain pattern lengths have become standard. The HP 4957 A 
supports lengths of 63, 511, 2047, and 4095. 

Bit error rate (bit errors + bits received) does not measure error distribution. 
For example, if most errors occur grouped together, it might indicate that the 
line is functional but had been affected by a momentary phenomenon, such 
as a lightning strike. For this reason, bits are grouped in blocks for measuring 
block error rate (block errors + blocks received). The Bell system uses I 000 
bits per block; CCITT uses a block size equal to the PRBS pattern. 

BERT Blocks 

Do not confuse BERT blocks with blocks in other menus. 
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Running a BERT Test 

If the line you are going to test is a true half-duplex line, you must hook 
up two protocol analyzers in an end-to-end configuration. If your line is 
full-duplex hook it up in a loopback configuration using only one protocol 
analyzer. 

Figure 4-1. Connection for End·to-End Testing 
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Making a BERT Measurement 

Running a BERT Test 

To make a BERT measurement: 

You can set framing to send standard asynchronous characters with one start 
bit and two stop bits. The frame size is equal to the start and stop bits plus 
parity plus the selected character size. Tu select framing, choose the size of 
the data character (5, 6, 7, or 8 bits). An optional parity bit may be added 
after the data character, before the two stop bits. Each frame alternates with 
an idle (high) time which is the same length as the frame. 

L Connect the protocol analyzer(s) to accommodate your network (see 
Figures 4-1 or 4-3 as appropriate). 

2. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and ~~~X(~~#W. 

3. Fill in all fields in the BERT menu: PRES P'attem, Block size, Duration of 
the test, Bits/sec to match the line, and Framing and Parity as necessary. 

4. Press (EXIT) to return to the top level menu. 

5. Press ~@'.;,~~F~ and press '.~~~t to start the test. 
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Bit Error Rate Para•atar setup 

Pathrn 
Block size 

Duration 
Bits/sec 
l=ra111ing 

C-JFM 
1000 bi ts: 
10 7 Bits 

Figure 4·2. The BERT Setup Menu 



Making a BERT Measurement 

Running 11 BERT Test 

Analog loopback 
Selected 

Dlgltal loopback 
Selected 

Figure 4-3. Connection for l.oopback Testing 

When you are running a BERT test, a run-time data screen continuously 
displays test progress. You can press $1~mfi!@f', at any time, without stopping 

the test anct review the test parameters you set or press rri3~b£ E:rfbi to 
insert known errors on the line. The receiving BERT tester stO.Ps the test 
when it receives all the bits required for the test, or when you press (EXIT). 

The transmitter continues to transmit to ensure that the other receiver gets 
all needed test bits. 

A flashing display indicates a 'rolled-over' condition. This occurs when 
a counter reaches its maximum and restarts at 0. Tuble 4-1 indicates the 
displayed data with maximum count registers. 

Display 

Elapsed Seconds 
Errored Seconds 

Block Count 
Block Error 
Bit Count 
Bit Error 

Table 4-1. Maximum Count Parameters 

Maximum Count 
65535 secs lap proximately 1 B.2 hours! 

65535 secs 
65535 count 

65535 
99 X 10E9 

65535 count 
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Making a BERT Measurement 
Running a BERT Test 

To make a remote BERT test: 

BERT tests can be executed by a controller over a remote connection. A 
remote BERT test requires the test be defined in the BERT menu and a 
remote connection with a controller and slave. 

Set the BERT menu in the controller and download to the slave, then set the 
slave in the top level menu. If you are at the remote site, set the slave BERT 
menu and press (EXIT) until the top level menu is displayed. 

1. Set the slave BERT menu. 

2. From the top level menu of the controller, press (MORE), !llme:~;l~!1,~:!~l~i, 
!~:91111'~jj. Make sure the remote link is active; use the Identify Slave 
command. 

3. Press(!), . This selects the BERT menu as the operation. 

4. Press.· The controller executes the slave BERT menu. 

Top Laval Menu 

The slave must he In the top level menu to execute a remote BERT test. 
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Making a BERT Measurement 

Running a BERT Test 

When. \i~IJj: is selected and you press ii~;·E~:~.I!! the slave's BERT 
menu is executed. The slave must be in the top level menu to execute the 
BERT menu. 

When :iii·:~!!i~!li]i is selected, the current BERT statistics (if the slave is 
running a test) are sent from the slave to the controller. If a test is not 
running, the slave sends the most recent statistics if it is in the top level 
menu. After the statistics have been uploaded to the controller, you can print 
them from the BERT menu. 

Cannot view percent error free seconds 

You cannot view percent error free seconds, but they can still be calculated. 
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Making a BERT Measurement 
Running a BERT Test 

BERT Results 

A BERT test returns the following results. 

Elapsed Seconds. Elapsed time since receiver synchronization. 

Errored Seconds. Elapsed seconds with error occurrences. 

Block Count. Number of blocks sent in the test. 

Block Errors. Number of blocks with at least one error. Divide block errors 
by block count to get Block Error Rate. 

Bit Count. Number of actual data bits sent since synchronization (excluding 
framing, start, stop, and parity bits). 

Bit Errors. Divide bit errors by bit count to get Bit Error Rate. 

Error.Free Seconds are errored seconds + elapsed seconds. These results are 
displayed at the end of the test. 
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Transfer and Control in Remote 

Remote operations are convenient with any protocol analyzer. The Remote 
Menu is used to configure the HP 4957 A for remote operation. The controller 
and slave instruments can communicate, transfer data, menus, applications, 
test the remote data line, and test results from timers and counters. 

You can use the HP 4957 A as a controlling protocol analyzer in a 
point-to-point configuration with another HP slave analyzer. You can also use 
the HP 4957 A as a slave to a PC. This enables the HP 4957 A to be the eyes 
for the PC operating as a controller. The PC can initiate all standard remote 
operations, as well as control an HP 4957 A operating in the virtual terminal 
mode. 

Only Hewlett-Packard 

The slave does not have to be the same model, but it must be an HP analyzer. 

There are two basic transfer operations: 

• Transfer from controller to slave (download) 
• Transfer from slave to controller (upload) 
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Transfer and Control in Remote 

The controller always initiates the functions and gives the slave instructions. 
As a controller, the HP 4957 A can download menus, applications, and data to 
the slave and receive uploaded information from the slave. 

Overwrites 

Arry upload or download operation overwrites the contents in the receiving protocol analyzer. 

When operating protocol analyzers in the remote mode, a logical sequence is 
to download a menu to a slave, instruct the slave to execute the menu to 
capture data, tell the slave to transmit all captured data up to the controller 
for evaluation. In a configuration with a PC, you can configure the slave by 
VTR to capture data, and then use the standard remote functions to upload 
data or use VTR to review the captured data. 

( 

1

1

controller j ) 

Upload 

Slave \ 

Download 

K500! 

Figure 5· 1. Data Transfer 
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Connecting for Remote Operation 

Both slave and controller are always a DTE and expect to be connected to a 
DCE (modem). 

Without modems 

You can connect without modems, however, you must use a modem eliminator cabla 

To connect for remote: 

l. Connect the slave HP 4957 A from the REMOTE/PRINTER connector on the 
rear panel through an asynchronous modem at the remote site with an 
RS-232 cable. 

2. Connect the modem to a direct or telephone line that connects to a modem 
at the controller end. 

3. Connect the controller from the asynchronous modem to the direct line to 
the slave. 
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Transfer and Control in Remo1e 

Connecting for emo . R te Operation 

. 5 2 The Remote Connection Figure • · 



Placing a Remote Call from the Controller 

The HP 4957 A can control another HP protocol analyzer in a point-to-point 
configuration. When you apply power to the protocol analyzers, they are in 
the slave command mode (default). At power-up, both protocol analyzers 
send a command telling their respective modems to auto-answer all calls. 

To set up the controller: 

1. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and then press 

2. Press to enter the controller setup menu. When you enter the 
Controller menu, you place the HP 4957 A in the controller mode. 

3. Set the data rate (Bits/second). Make sure that the data rate you set in the 
controller menu is the same as the slave's data rate and is supported by 
the modems. The change takes effect when you exit this field. 
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for example: 

Transfer and Control in Remote 

Placing a Remote Call from the Controller 

4. Press(!) or (RTN) and enter a modem string and phone number, if 
necessary (20 characters maximum). At the end of the modem string, 
enter (CNTL)@, for a carnage return if the modem expects a CR. You can 
get modem string information from the operator's manual for the modem 
you are using. 

5. Press' 

Carriage return 

Pressing (RTN) or CA does not send a CR to the modem. You must enter @IDID. 

ATDT 5551212 @IDID 

To place a call: 

The controller always initiates any transfer functions. It either downloads or 
tells the slave to upload. 

1. Press and to verify that the link is active. This may 
take several seconds, however, if the slave does not respond make sure all 
connections are secure and retry. 

2. Press (!) or (RTN) select ·'111'.lll!!iilli!! and press . This puts the 
slave in the top level menu. 

3. Lockout the slave's keyboard. If the slave analyzer is also an HP 4957A, 
this is automatic. Tu lockout the keyboard, the slave must be in the top 
level menu. 

This puts the slave on-line and can accept calls and commands from the 
controller. 
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Transfer and Control in Remote 
Placing a Remote Call from the Controller 

Lock the keyboard 

All operations except 'slave's status', 'identify slave', and 'reset slave' require the keyboard to be 
locked. 

Controller Menu 

Bl ta/sec 

Modem String 1111111111111111111111111111 
Operation Identify Slave 

Presa EXIT to Save Configuration 

Figure 5·3. The Controller Setup Menu 
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Rir example: 

To download applications: 

Transfer and Control in Remote 
Placing a Remota Call from the Controller 

1. Load the application (see Chapter 1) you want to transfer in the controller 
and return to the top level menu. 

2. Press (MORE) and press ~~m~.~·;!g~~~£!!; to access the Remote Menu. 

3. Press . to enter the controller menu. 

4. Press(!) and press !Rll'~1:ii]~pp'~]1 (download .application). 

5. Press 

The controller displays the current block number being transferred. The size 
of an application is listed in sectors in the directory. To equate the two, one 
block equals approximately 8 sectors. 

The analyzer will display the results of the command: 

Operation successful. 

C A u T 1 0 N All applications for an HP 4952A can be downloaded and run on an HP 
------- 4957 A. Applications for an HP 4951C are not compatible. 

The application will be downloaded in the corresponding portion of 
nonvolatile memory in the slave. The slave will overwrite, as necessary, to 
accommodate the required memory. 
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For example; 

CAUTION 

Transfer and Control in Remote 

Placing a Remote Call from the Controller 

To download a menu: 

l. Load or develop the program menu you want to transfer and return to the 
top level menu. 

2. Press . ·and select the operation associated with this menu. 
When you tell the slave to execute a run, this operation is selected. 
Execute Run Monitor or Run Simulate and return to the top level m~1llL 
This will set an internal flag that dictates the operation when 
is pressed in the controller menu. 

3. Press (MORE) and press to access the Remote Menu. 

5. Press (download menu). 

6 · Press ·~:is:~~i~. 
The analyzer will display the results. 

Operation successful. 

'CCITT Set Os' error checking and X.21 menus can only be transferred to an 
HP 4952A or another HP 4957A. Extended menus cannot be downloaded to 

------- an HP 4951C. 
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CAUTION 

To download data: 

Transfer and Control in Remote 

Placing a Remote Call from the Controller 

1. Load the data you want to transfer and return to the top level menu. 

2. Press (MORE) and press Jii~~'ls:~i!~~~ii~,l to access the Remote Menu. 

4. Press (download data). Using the keyboard, enter the block 
numbers you want to download. 

5. Press 

A controller displays the current block number being transferred. The size of 
a data block is listed in sectors; one block equals approximately 8 sectors. 

The HP 4957 A has a 768 kbyte buffer. The HP 4952A may have the same size 
buffer (optional). The HP 4951C has a 32 kbyte buffer. Make sure the buffer 

------- sizes and data locations are compatible when downloading data. 

The analyzer will display the results. 

For example: Operation successful. 
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Transfer and Control in Remote 

Placing 11 Remote Call from the Controller 

To upload to a controller: 

When data is uploaded you must specify the slave's blocks to be transferred. 
If the slave is a non-HP 4957A, the slave may reject transfer requests that are 
not within the range of its buffer. Many other analyzers have different size 
buffers, such as 16 blocks in an HP 4951C. The slave will also reject requests 
for negative or 0 blocks. 

The controller will place the received blocks of data in the corresponding 
controller blocks. 

C A U T 1 0 N All data in the controller buffer is overwritten when uploading data from a 
------- slave. 

1. Press the desired upload operation from the controller menu. The 
available upload selections are U{iid: App~ (upload application), 

fil?X#.iii~~~· (upload menu), -Qp:iA tj~~a. (upload data), or r:;~ ¢~~r 
(data in iite Timers and Counters). ·· · ····· · ··· · ···· 

2. Select the desired blocks to upload. The menu field is a three digit field, 
you must enter all three digits. If the number you want to enter is only 
one digit, you must enter 0 for the others. 

3. Press it¥~~4i4. The analyzer will display the results, for example, 
Operation successful. 

4. Press (EXIT) two times and then press ¢;~/p~~#: . lf you are not 

viewing uploaded data, use .§P~~:~;·~i,Ci~~ to go to the correct data. 
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Receiving a Remote Call as a Slave 

The HP 4957 A can be a slave in a point-to-point configuration or one of up to 
15 slaves in a multi-drop configuration. 

The slave mode is the protocol analyzer default mode. It is in slave mode 
at power-up and the bits/sec field is set to the data rate that was set last. 
At power-up and when the data rate is changed, the slave sends a modem 
string, ATcRAyJRATcR ATSO= lcR, telling the modem to auto-answer all 
calls on the first ring. 

When all connections have been made, the HP 4957 A can be used as a slave 
in unattended mode. It can be instructed to run in Virtual Turminal Remote 
as a slave to a PC. 

Tu set up the slave: 

1. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and then press ~'~m~~~~R!~4~/ . 
........................ 

2. Press Sl~v'~'· to enter the Slave Menu. 

3. Enter the slave address. If you are in a point-to-point configuration, enter 
0 (default). If you are in a multi-drop configuration, set a unique address 
(0-15) so that the controller can find this specific analyzer. 

4. Press (!) or (RTN) and set the Bits/sec. This must be the same setting as 
the controller. When you move the cursor out of the Bits/sec field the 
slave instructs the modem to auto-answer any incoming calls. 
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Transler and Control in Re mote 
Receiving a Remote Call as a Slave 

5. If the modem was attached after power-up or an incorrect modern string 
was sent, press (!) or (RTN) and enter the modern string (20 characters 
maximum). At the end of the modem string, enter (CNTL)@ for a 
carriage return. You can get the modem string information from the 
operator's manual of the modern you are using. 

6. Press ~~~'~§~g'; to send the configuration to the modem. 

7. Reset the slave. If you are at the remote site you can press (EXIT) on the 
slave keyboard until the top level menu screen appears. Many operations 
cannot be executed unless the slave is in the top level menu. 

Slave Menu 

Slave Addr II 
<00-15> 

Bl ts/sec ~ 

Modem String ••••••••• 

Press EXIT to Save Configuration 

Figure 5-4. The Slave Menu 



For example: 

Ending Remote Operations 

Tu stop execution of any remote operation, press (EXIT) on the controller 
to return to the remote menu. This will abort the current slave operation 
immediately. The operation may not finish. 

To break a link: 

The HP 4957 A is compatible with most asynchronous modems. When a link 
has been established, the modem is in the corrunand state. When a call is 
placed the modem is put on-line. You can break this connection from either 
the slave side or the controller side using the modem string field in the 
protocol analyzer. 

• If you are using a Hayes Smartmodem, type 

+++ 

in the modem string field and press 
analyzer back in the command state. 

• Type ATO ~to go back on-line. 

• Type ATH ~to hang up the call. 

to place the protocol 
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Remote Restrictions 

When you are operating in the remote mode there are some restrictions you 
must be aware of. 

With Modems 

• Use only asynchronous modems for remote operations. Moderns can have 
various baud rate settings. Make sure the controller, slave, and moderns 
have been set with the same Bits/sec data rate. If the baud rates are set 
differently remote communication is not possible. 

• Make sure the slave is in the top level menu before sending controller 
corrunands. The controller can effect a Reset Slave cormuand to put the 
slave in the top level menu. 

• Controller operations without a valid slave response will abort after: 

24 seconds above 300 baud 
(first try and 2 retries with 8 second timeout each) 

After 48 seconds at or below 300 baud 
(first try and 2 retries with 16 second timeout each) 

After 3 CRC errors 

• Monitor and simulate programs with 'message' statements cannot be 
uploaded to an HP 4951C, HP 4953A, HP 4954A, or HP 4955A. They will 
corrupt the controller menus. Monitor and Simulate programs with 'when 
softkey', 'gosub', and 'return' statements cause a non-HP 4957 A or 4952A 
controller to see trigger in and trigger out statements in these menus. 

• 'CCITT Set Os' error checking can only be transferred to another HP 4957 A 
or an HP 4952A. 
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Transfer and Control in Remote 

Remote Restrictions 

• X.21 menus can only be transferred to another HP 4957A or an HP 4952A. 

• All application programs for the lill 4952A are compatible with the HP 
4957 A (except PC Utilities). 

• Application programs for the HP 4951C are not compatible with the HP 
4957A. 

With an X.25 PAD 

If you are using an X.25 pad instead of moderns, the restrictions are: 

• X.25 PADs are configured to be transparent to data. There is no additional 
processing of data, no messages sent back to the HP 4957 A. You must 
establish a Permanent Virtual Circuit between the two analyzers for the 
duration of the data transfer. When the network connection is established 
you can upload data. 

• The controller must receive a response from the slave for each operation 
within 24 seconds or it will abort. Excessive propogation will prohibit 
remote communications due to the protocol analyzer timeout. 
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Using the VTlOO Terminal Emulator 

Often intelligent devices must be configured with an asynchronous tenninal. 
In these cases the terminal emulator is used to establish a connection 
and perform a test over that connection. For example, some statistical 
multiplexers must be configured through an asynchronous tenninal connected 
to them. 

Simulate menus can be run from the emulator to troubleshoot a problem. 
In some cases, if the DTR/DSR lines drop, the connection is lost. In these 
cases this VTlOO terminal emulator can execute the test by establishing a 
connection and then keeping the DTR/DSR lines up while allowing you to run 
a Simulate menu. 



VTlOO Emulator 

VTlOO has four functions: 

• Set conununication parameters for communication for terminal . 

• Copy parameters from simulate setup to terminal. 

• §?,.~~f~~~: Run simulate menu and return, keeping leads up . 

• Enter terminal mode. 

When operating in the tem1inal mode, each character is transmitted 
immediately after it is typed. 

last connection 

In some cases, if the OTRIOSR lines drop, the connection is lost. To avoid this problem, these lines am 
maintained while going between terminal mode and running a simulate menu. 

VTlOO will never act as a host. This means that ENQ/ACK is initiated by 
the host computer. The computer is set up to send a specified number of 
characters (e.g., 80) followed by an ENQ character (usually 05H). When the 
terminal has processed all received characters and is ready for more, it sends 
an ACK character (usually 06H). Tu support this type of handshake choose 
ENQ/ ACK in the Terminal Setup menu. 

In the terminal mode of operation, you can manually control the data flow 
using the Xon and Xoff characters. Tu stop the receipt of data, transmit an 
Xoff signal (usually press (CNTL) ([)). Tu resume the flow of incoming data, 
transmit an Xon signal (usually press ( CNTL )@)). This method of flow control 
can be used with either ENQ/ ACK or NONE handshaking. 

The software handshake controls the flow of data between devices so that 
overflows do not occur. Although very few dumb terminals are designed to 
handle software handshaking, the terminal emulator application supports 
ENQ/ACK (for HP Computers). 
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Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 

VT100 Emulator 

Tu load the emulator: 

1. From the HP 4957A top level menu press (MoRH press. 

2. Press the(!) arrow key to move the cursor to highlight the VT100_8024 
application and press • 

3. Press (MORE) and. This puts you in the VTlOO top level menu. 

6-4 vnoo 

Jfiii!.Mfrii!il Set c 01111un i cat ion 
parameters for terminal. 

ifii"-§ji.,M Copy pa.ruaters fro11 
11i11ulate aetup to ter11inal. 

•SP.1jlll'lfllll11!1111if11b1111. ••- Aun s i 11u I ate menu & 
return, keeping leads up. 

14¥!!§10.M Enter tm1!nal mode. 

Figure 6-1. Terminal Emulator Menu 
"'""' 



Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 

VT100 Emulator 

Tu set up the emulator: 

The Asynchronous Tunninal Emulator lets you use the HP 4957 A as an 
asynchronous terminal. You must configure the Setup menu to con-espond 
with the host. 

ASCll7 Only 

The terminal emulator supports the ASCll7 character code. 

In the Setup menu. From the VTlOO top level menu: 

to access the Tunninal Setup menu. 

2. Press(!) and select Parity: ]'l~~!]'i, '!9:~'~,~·. or 

i~'g~~~~'ii. 

3. Press(!) and select the data rate in bits/sec: 

4. Press ©and select the emulation Mode: · 

5. Press(!) and select Handshake: 
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Using the Vf100 Terminal Emulator 
VT100 Emulator 

6. Press(!) and turn local Echo ,Q~! or 'd~t . If local echo or remote echo 
(echo from main office computer) is iii effect, characters appear on the 
display as they are typed. 

7. Press(!) and tum Bell Q~ or 'g~~;!. 

8. Press CB and turn Display Functions 9&i or Qt~. 

9. Press (!)and tum Auto LF after CR :Q~' or 'q¥~ . 
10. Press (EXIT) to return to the VT-100 top level menu. 

Terminal Satup Menu 

Par l ty • Bl ts/ aec 
Mod a 

Handahake U[.1.f~ 

Echo II 
Bel I t 

Olaplay Functionall 
Auto LF after CR ; 

Figure 6-2. Terminal Setup Menu 
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Using 1he VT100 Terminal Emulator 

VT100 Emulator 

With Setup= Simulate. You can transfer all setup parameters that were 
used when you developed a Simulate menu. This automatically makes all 
settings correspond to the Simulate menu. Instead of using the Setup menu: 

1. Press S~£Jp~$i¥~ to transfer the parameters from the Monitor/Simulate 
Setup and. Si.illliiate menus to the Turminal Emulator menu. The following 
terminal setup parameters are overwritten: 

a. Parity of Monitor/Simulate Setup menu 
b. Bits/sec of Monitor/Simulate Setup menu 
c. Mode, DCE or DTE (first line of Simulate menu) 

2. Press Si~{i).~~~ . The Simulate menu is executed. 

3. Tu stop the execution of the Simulate menu press (EXIT] and return to the 
Turminal Emulator menu. 

Terminal Emulator Menu 

Jflifj.IU!!ljji Set communication 
parametere for terminal. 

Jfjili.Q•U,M Copy paruetera from 
simulate setup to terminal. 

•!llfl!l1111"'41llllitll!!.H~l!ll. • Run eimulate menu & 
return, keeping leads up. 

1#$@111,M Enter terminal mode. 

Figure 6-3. Automatic Setup 
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Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 
VT1 OD Emulator 

To use the emulator: 

1. From the VTlOO top level menu, press !i!.~:~~!!~'·!.i to go to the terrninal 
mode. The last temlinal session appearS··-on''iile''display. 

2. If no previous terminal emulator sessions have been initiated, the display 
is cleared and the cursor is placed in row 1, column l (top row, far left 
column). The terminal emulator softkeys appear at the bottom of the 
display. 

3. Press [EXIT) in the terminal mode to get back to the VTlOO top level menu. 
If you press (EXIT) one more time, you will go to the HP 4957 A top level 
menu. 

As an asynchronous terminal, the HP 4957A receives one or more stop bits 
and transmits two stop bits, making it compatible with all asynchronous 
devices. When using the application in DTE mode, the Data Terminal 
Ready (DTR) and the Request Tu Send (RTS) leads are set ON to ensure 
communications, however, the terminal emulator application will transmit 
regardless of the state of Data Set Ready (DSR), Clear Tu Send (CTS), and 
Carrier Detect (CD) from the other device. When operating in DCE mode, the 
DSR, CTS, and CD leads are set ON but the terminal emulator will transmit 
regardless of the state of DTR and RTS from the other device. 

Turminal Display. The VTlOO screen is 80 columns by 24 rows. The display 
buffer contains information for up to 96 rows. This means that you can 
scroll and display from the top of the first screen to the bottom of the fourth 
screen, through four entire screens. 

Scrolling 

You must use commands that support scrolling to move the cursor from one screen to another. If 
scrolling commands are not used, the cursor remains at either the top or the bottom of the current 
screen. 
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Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 

VT100 Emulator 

Figure 6-4. Ready to Start a VT· 1 DD Emulate Session 
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Working with Control Characters 

Control characters can be sent by simultaneously holding down (CNTL) and 
pressing the desired character key. The terminal ignores most of the control 
characters and does not display them. Control characters that the terminal 
does respond to are: 

Tab le 6· 1. Active Control Characters 

ASCII Hex Response Keystroke 

ENO 0 Transmit ACK (CNTL)(fil 5 

BELL 0 Beep (CNTL)@) 7 

BS 08 Backspace (CNTL) CID 
LF 0 Line lead (CNTL)G!} A 

CR 0 Carriaga return [CNTL)@) D 
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Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 

Working with Control Characters 

To use escape codes: 

Special escape codes are used to perform the VTlOO terminal operations. 
The HP 4957 A VTlOO terminal emulator can send and receive the escape 
sequences. 

The convention <ESC> is used to show an escape character. Refer to the 
operating manual of your host computer for entering the escape character. To 
enter an escape code on the HP 4957 A, press (CNTLfEsc). The square open 
bracket symbol([) is a literal entry to introduce the following parameter (pl). 

Code Definition 

<ESC>[Pl A Moves the cursor up by pl lines in the same column. 
The screen does not scroll. 

<ESC>[pl B Moves the cursor down by pl lines in the same colun:m. 
The screen does not scroll. 

<ESC>[pl C Moves the cursor right by pl spaces. If the cursor is at 
the right edge of the screen, it does not move. 

<ESC>[pl D Moves the cursor left by pl spaces. If the cursor is at the 
left edge of the screen, it does not move. 

<ESC>[Pl;p2 H Moves the cursor to row pl and column p2. Row 1 and 
column 1 are the top left corner of the screen. The 
cursor cannot be moved beyond row 24 or column 80. 

<ESC>[pl J Blanks the screen according to pl when: 

<ESC>[pl K 

<ESC>[pl;p2 f 

<ESC>7 

<ESC>8 

pl - 0 from cursor position to bottom of screen 
pl = 1 from start of screen to cursor position 
p 1 ~ 2 entire screen 

Blanks the line according to pl when: 

pl = 0 from cursor position to end of line 
pl - 1 from start of line to cursor position 
pl = 2 entire line 

Same as <ESC>[Pl;p2 H 

Saves cursor position 

Restores parameters saved by <ESC>7 
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Using the VT100 Terminal Emulator 
Working with Control Characters 

<ESC>D 

<ESC>E 

<ESC>M 

<ESC>c 

6·12 VT1DD 

Moves the cursor down 1 line. If the cursor is at the last 
line, the screen scrolls and displays subsequent buffer 
screens. If the current screen is the last (fourth) buffer 
screen, the cursor does not move. 

Moves the cursor to the left margin, down 1 line 

Moves the cursor up I line. If the current buffer screen is 
not the first buffer screen, the display screen scrolls. If 
the current display screen is the first buffer screen, the 
cursor does not move. 

Resets to saved/power.on state and self test 
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Printing a Hardcopy 

You can print: 

• buffer data 
• monitor and simulate menus 
• timer and counter results 
• remote and print menus 
• disk directories 

The HP 4957 A display information is sent to a printer via the Remote/Printer 
(RS-232CN.24) connector on the rear panel. 

The HP 4957 A always acts as a DCE when configured to print. Therefore, 
when the protocol analyzer receives a DTR from the DTE (printer) it starts 
sending data. 
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Printing 

Printing is an easy process. You must fill out the print menu to enable the HP 
4957 A to control the ASCII printer. Then, you can print from most menus or 
print buffer data. 

To set up to print: 

Always a DCE 

The HP 4957 A always acts as a OCE. Connect the printer from the HP 4957 A with an RS-232 cable. 

1. Connect the ASCII printer to the Printer/Remote connector on the rear 
panel. 

2. From the top level menu, press• 

3. Press 
printer. 

to configure for proper communication with the 

Character Code. Select ASCII 8 or ASCII 7. 

Parity. None, even, odd. 

Bits/sec. You can send data to the printer at any one of the speeds shown on 
the softkeys. 
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Printing a Hardcopy 
Printing 

Handshake. XOn/XOff handshaking is initiated by the printer. When the 
printer is unable to continue receiving characters, it sends an XOff character 
(usually 13 hex). The HP 4957 A then suspends transmission until the printer 
sends an XOn character (usually 11 hex). Some printers use a second XOff 
character (usually 15 hex). One XOn character and two Off characters can be 
specified in the printer menu. The XOn must occur within 60 seconds after 
the XOff or a timeout occurs and displays the message 'Hand Shake Error.' 

Using Control Lead, the HP 4957 A waits for CTS to become active for 60 
seconds after it ca.uses RTS. If CTS does not change a timeout occurs. 

Using ENQ/ACK, the HP 4957A sends an ENQ character (usually 05 hex) to 
the printer after each block of 33 characters. The printer does not respond to 
an ENQ until it can accept more characters into its buffer. When it is ready, 
the printer responds by sending an ACK character (usually 06 hex). The ENQ 
and ACK characters may be different for various printers. You can specify the 
cl1aracters to be used in the Printer Menu. The ACK must occur within 60 
seconds of the ENQ or the HP 4957 A reports a timeout occurs. 

Line Turmination Characters. Type in the line termination characters the 
printer expects for all types of handshake. Two characters may be specified, 
blanks are ignored. The standard sequence of a carriage return and line feed 
is the default. 

Carriage Return Delay. Sets the delay after a carriage return in 
milliseconds. This field defaults to zero, but some printers require a delay to 
avoid a loss of characters. 
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Parity 

Blta/s.e 
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Xon Char 
Xoff Ch 

Line Tarmin. 
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Printer Satup Manu 

Figure 7· 1. Print Setup Menu 
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Setup 

Monitor 

Simulate 

Da1a Filter 

Printing a Hardcopy 
Printing 

To print from menus: 

• When the print setup menu has been properly filled out, press the p:f:J:n~ 
keys that are found in most of the HP 4957A menus (see Table 7-1). 

Menu 

Table 1·1. Available Print Data per Menu 

Printed Data 

Prints all setup parameters from the setup menu 113 lines) 

Prints the entire monitor program 

Prints the entire simulate program 

Prints the data filter menu !first 13 lines) 

Examine Data J:iiil'lt $\Wi\ ·. Prints Timers and Counters summary !first 14 lines I 

:Pfi.nt. D~t~ Prints selected number of pages lscraenfuls of data] of data beginning at the 
current page or cursor position 

BERT Prints the BERT setup menu !first 13 lines! 

BERT Results Prints the BERT test results display !first 13 lines) 

Remo1e Prints the slave, controller or print setup menus !first 13 lines! 

Mass Store Menu Prints the file directory with the comments 
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To print from the buffer: 

Printing a Hardcopy 
Printing 

You can print the entire buffer contents or partial buffer contents or disk files. 
You must specify the number of pages up to 9999. 

You can press EXIT at any time to stop printing. 

3. Using the arrow keys, position the beginning data on the top line of the 
screen. 

4. Enter the number of pages you want printed. If you want to print the 
entire buffer contents enter 9999. 

5. Press ~:;~~~f,~' . As the data is being printed, sent to the printer buffer, 
the display will show the current print page. 

**** HP Printer Output **** 
Bloek 3 
s11aseFassaeF 
yyyyqFyyyyqF 

Print Page 1 
sssst•SIGNONg4 
yyyyx s7 

* 
* 

snsd7F 
yyyy10F 

REMOTE73 RHPRHPra'CF 86SS.S85 

snsdfF * 
yyyy1 F " ssaseF ssust•SOA 

yyyyqF yyyyx 

ssa11d7F * 
yyyy10F " reNoll F SSS$S saasd7F 

sx F yyyyt yyyy10F 
ssasdf F sa&a&F ssssa• 
yyyy1 F yyyyqF Y'fYYX* 

Figure 7·2. Printed Output in Two Line Format 
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Printing a Hardcopy 
Printing 

Printing begins at the top of the displayed page, regardless of the location of 
the cursor. Position the data you want to start printing on the top line of the 
displayed page. 

The printed output reflects the display exactly. No extra spaces are inserted 
and no abbreviations are expanded. Lines are 32 characters long unless· the 
displayed line is completely in inverse video, in which case an asterisk is 
appended to the end of the line (DCE). It is not possible to print inverse video 
or half-bright video. 

7-8 Printing 

**** HP Printer Output **** 
Block 3 
DTE uueF 

yyyyqF 

Print Pag• 

•••••F 
yyyyqF 

1 

DTE sassd7F* 
yyyylOF• 

RSTD/1111111\0/1111111\000000000 
CTS00/111111110/1111111\00000000 
DSR/1111111111111111111111111111 
co 0000000000000000000000/111111 
DTE esss/•s!gnonG4reaote73 rh 

YYYY'K a7 
OCE 
RTS0/111111111111111111111111111 
CTS00/11111111111111111111111111 
OSR11111111111111111111111111111 
co \0000000000000000000000000000 

* 

"'"" 
Figure 7 ·3. Printed Output in Data & State Format 



Printing a Hardcopy 

Printing 

Data is printed in 'display' pages or screen size. At the top of each page, the 
block number and the 'display' print page number are printed. 

Data Overlap 

Sometimes displayed data overlaps with data on the previous screen. This data is removed before 
being printed. 

If you see the data you want printed scroll across the screen, press [EXIT) to 
stop print execution. By the time the print cycle stops, your desired data will 
have been printed. There is a delay from the time data is displayed until it is 
actually printed. 

Data segments with no data to print will be printed as blank pages to verify 
that no data was missed. 
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Printed Characters 

The output format for the ASCII printer is the same as for the HP 4957 A 
display except: 

• All hex codes are in upper case. All ASCII control characters are in 
lower case. All other sequences are: top character upper case, and lower 
character lower case. 

• All characters that have no ASCII representation are printed in 
hexadecimal mode. 

Hexadecimal Characters 

Hexadecimal characters are printed in upper case, most significant digit over 
the least significant digit. For example, B7 hex is printed as: 

B 
7 

ASCII Control Characters 

ASCII control characters are printed in lower case with the same mnemonics 
as displayed except printed on two lines. For example, an ASCII acknowledge 
is printed as: 

a 
k 

DCE data that is displayed in total inverse video is printed with an asterisk 
printed at the end of the line. This is useful for differentiating between DCE 
and DTE data. 
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Special Characters 

Printing a Hardcopy 

Printed Characters 

Thble 7-2 defines special characters and how they are displayed. 

Table 7 ·2. Displayed Special Characters 

Message Display 

Don't Care x 
x 

Undefined Character 1 
? 

Good FCS GG 
gg 

Abort M 
aa 

Highlighted Timer H 
t 

Discontinuity D 
c 

Start Rag s 
f 

End Rag E 
f 

Bad FCS BB 
bb 

Don't Care FCS xx 
xx 

Lead Levels 

Lead levels that are displayed are printed as follows: High ~ 1, Low = 0, 
Transition (rising or indeterntinate) /, Transition (falling or indeterminate) \. 
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Printing a Hardcopy 

Printed Characters 
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Programming Reference 

The Monitor and Simulate menus allow you to configure the HP 4957 A 
to look for specific events, capture user defined data, and emulate 
datacommuncations equipment. Softkeys provide all commands and 
conditions that you will need to develop these programs. As each softkey is 
selected new softkey selections appear that lead you through your program. 
For example, if you press • • the new softkey selections appear that allow 
you to tell the protocol analyzer what to start. In this case; Display, Disk, or 
Timer. 

Always set up the analyzer with the proper parameters before progranuning. 
If the setup is incorrect the program may not work. For example, if the data 
code being monitored is EBCDIC, but your setup is ASCil, the data data 
strings intended in these menus will be incorrect. If you change the setup 
menu after entering a program, the program may have blinking entry fields 
indicating those entries are inappropriate for the setup. If you change the 
setup data code or protocol after entering a character string, you must retype 
the string. The program will fail unless you change either the setup or the 
program. 

Programs are organized in blocks. A maximum of 31 blocks is allowed per 
program. Blocks provide a reference for looping back or jumping ahead 
during program execution. When you insert and delete blocks, the numbering 
is automatically adjusted. 
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Edi ting Programs 

Use the ):ti~.~*t\£ii~~iet~¢k and #h~~~· ~~~$/#~q#~/Prsf softkeys 
for e~tiJ1g progn.1.rns .. To insert or delete characters in a 'when' string, use 
the +iiset:t or [)al.at~ softkey. The action is taken at the current cursor 
position. 

The tj~~§t~ key is continuous, the J~~~#, key is not. Press the fo~~¥f 
key for each character you want to insert. You can delete several characters 
by holding the tj~~~~g key down. 
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Executing Programs 

"".,·,.·,•,·•,•. ·'·'·' .··.· 
To execute a program from the top level menu, press B@J1e#l1 and then 

the appropriate ~~~f~$t/ti~~~', ~9~,~FP~ ~~*~f</ or $#n~.~~t~ softkey. 

Restrictions 

If you load an HP 4957 A program into another HP protocol analyzer, either 
from disk or remote, the functions may be changed by the other analyzer. 
Before you use an HP 4957 A Monitor menu or program on another HP 
protocol analyzer, verify the menu program to avoid any discrepancies. 

c Au T 1 0 N Remove all 'Message' statements before transferring programs or menus from 
______ an HP 4957A to an HP 4951C, 4953A, 4954A, and 4955A. 
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Defining Triggers 

By telling the analyzer to trigger on an event, you are telling it to look 
for that event in the data stream. The HP 4957 A can trigger on up to 63 
different events simultaneously. Once the analyzer has found an event, it 
cart: 

• notify you by beeping 
• mark a highlighted event in memory 
• modify a counter 
• start and stop a timer 
• branch to another block 
• start and stop storing data to disk 
• start and stop displaying data on screen 
• pause executing 
• write a message to the screen 
• stop testing 

Only the 'when' statement can define a trigger. Press the. 
softkey in the monitor and simulate menus to invoke the 'when' trigger. 
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Programming Reference 
Defining Triggers 

Triggers Provide a Reference 

'When' statements provide a point of reference in the data stream. They 
tell the analyzer exactly when to start an action. All 'highlight', 'beep', 
'start' and 'stop' statements reference the last preceding 'when' statement 
in the program. Without a preceding 'when' statement, the analyzer cannot 
determine the exact point to start, stop, beep, or highlight. 

If you put a command at the beginning of the program, action starts at the 
beginning of execution. But, for an action to start at the precise time that 
some event occurs, you must use a preceding trigger for that event. 

Enabling a trigger 

Triggers are locally active. They are enabled when the menu program is executing the block where a 
trigger is specified. 
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Types Of Triggers 

There are five different types of trigger conditions: 

• Characters 
• Leads 
• Errors 
• Timeouts 
• Softkeys 

Characters 

There are many conditions you can place on characters and character strings. 
This section explains what and how you can define your triggers. 

Press the• .· softkey for keyboard characters. Press (SHIFT) with another 
key to access lower case characters. Press (CNTL) and another key to access 
control characters . 

Edit Character Strings. Use the cursor keys or the and !'!±{'$'~:ft.:' 
softkeys to edit a string. Press (MORE) to access softkeys when the cursor is in 
the string. 

Setup After Typing a String. If you change the data code or protocol in 
the setup menu after typing a character string, you must retype the string to 
avoid triggering on the wrong characters. Characters in one code may not 
have the same meaning in another code. The HP 4957 A displays "?' if the 
newly selected code is not compatible with the previous code. 

Characters Not On the Keyboard. EBCDIC and some other data codes 
have control characters not on the keyboard. Enter the hexadecimal 
equivalent of that character from the keyboard. Hexadecimal characters are 
displayed with a half -space underline, control characters are not underlined. 
This is to distinguish the two onscreen. 
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Programming Reference 

Types Of Triggers 

Masking Out Characters. Use the don't care condition to mask out string 
characters or bits of no interest. If any bit in a binary string is designated as 
'don't care', the compressed chara~ter is denoted by a'?' in a box. 

Binary and Hex Characters. Press . to enter characters in hexadecimal; 

enter two hex digits for each character. Press ::~f~·~~tt1i1 to enter characters in 
bina.ry. If the setup menu data code is less than eigh.tbits, enter the correct 
binary digits, right-justified. The excess bits on the left are disregarded. 

Use the .·or .7 softkeys to enter hexadecimal characters or binary 
strings. Two hex numbers occupy each character position, requiring two 
keyboard entries. Hex characters are displayed with a half-space underline to 
distinguish them from text control characters with the same abbreviation. 

When you press :~'.i~~y)!·[, eight binary bits are displayed, allowing you to 
enter a 1, 0, or don't care in any bit position. When you move the cursor out 
of the binary string, it collapses to its hex equivalent but is double underlined 
to indicate it was entered in binary. 

You can see the binary or hex value of a character by placing the cursor over 
that character and pressing - or 1~'.f~·~;y:::. 

Data Code 

If the data code selected in the Setup Menu is less than eight bits !e.g., Baudot or Transcode), the 
appropriate number of higher order bits are disregarded. 
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Programming Reference 
Types Of Triggers 

Exclu?!~~ Characters. Tu trigger on anything except a particular character, 
press .!(9~ before selecting the character. The analyzer places a bar over each 

character that you select until you press i{()~~ . 

Flags and Frame Check Characters. Flags and frame check characters 
are not automatically appended for 'when' strings. Enter these characters 
with the $¥'.~':~i~g and in4~i-aJii~- End frame characters (the FCS 
characters a!lci the last flag) may he useful if you wish to trigger on Bad FCS 
or Abort characters. Triggers for FCS errors or abort characters can only be 
programmed when a bit oriented protocol is selected on the setup menu. 

Parity. The HP 4957 A ignores the parity bit when triggering. You can see 
this by expanding the specified trigger character in binary when the setup is 
ASCII 7. The MSB (left) is designated 'don't care.' You can explicitly define 
this character by entering a l or 0 in binary to override the setup Menu. 
Parity error triggers caI1 be entered only when a character oriented protocol is 
selected in the setup menu. 
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Programming Reference 

Types Of Triggers 

Leads 

Tu trigger on lead changes, select the desired lead from the softkeys. 
Depending on the interface selected and/or pod being used, the appropriate 
leads automatically appear as softkey choices. The lead trigger is satisfied 
when the lead goes on or off. 

Needs a Transition 

Unlike an 'if' statement, the lead trigger requires a transition. 

Delaying Output. Use 'Wait' statements only with 'Send' and 'Set Lead' 
statements. Wait has no effect on program flow or timers. If you need to 
insert program pauses, use timers or counters. 

Wait Statement 

The 'wait' statement controls output only. 

The 'wait' command can be set in 1 millisecond increments to cause delays of 
up to 65,535 milliseconds. In combination with counters, very long delays can 
be set up. The shortest 'wait' possible is 3 milliseconds. Thus, 'waits' of 1 or 
2 milliseconds are actually 3 milliseconds. 
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Errors 

You can trigger on the following errors: 

Programming Reference 

Types Of Triggers 

Table 8· 1. Error Triggers per Setup Parameters 

BOPs 1yncCOP1 async COPs 

FCS DTE Parity DTE Parity DTE 

FCS OCE Parity DCE Parity DCE 

Abort DTE BCC DTE BCC DTE 

Abort DCE BCC DCE BCC DCE 

Framing DTE 

Framing DCE 

Timeouts. You can specify one of five timers in 1 millisecond increments 
from 0 to 65534. 

You can trigger on the timeout of one of the five timers. The analyzer will 
trigger whenever the timer becomes greater than some specified time in 
milliseconds. You can select any time from 0 to 65,534 milliseconds. Timer 
triggers are not counted by the trigger counter. Thus, you can enter as many 
timer triggers as you want, and not be limited by 63. 
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Programming Reference 

Types Of Triggers 

Softkeys 

The softkeys are numbered from I to 6 from left to right. The HP 4957 A can 
trigger on the press of softkeys 3, 4, and 5. 

'When Softkey' triggers can only be recognized when the program is 
executing the block in which they appear. 'When Softkey' triggers can cause 
a character trigger in the same block to be missed, if the character trigger is 
more than one character long. It is a good practice to have only error, lead, 
or timer triggers in the same block with softkey triggers. 
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Multiple Triggers 

You can combine triggers two ways: 

• You can logically 'or' triggers by putting 'when' statements in the same 
block. 

• You can 'sequence' triggers by putting 'when' statements in different 
blocks. 

ORing Triggers 

'When' statements in the same block are ORed. Tu tell the HP 4957 A to look 
for both events simultaneously put the 'when' statements in the same block. 
Once a trigger event is found all other triggers in that block are disabled. If 
two 'when' statements in the same block are satisfied simultaneously, only 
the one appearing first in the block is recognized. 

Block 1: 
When DTE abed 

then goto Block 2 
When Error Parity on DTE 

or 
When Error Parity on DCE 

then goto Block 3 
When Lead RTS goes On 

then goto Block 4 
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Programming Reference 

Multiple Triggers 

Sequencing Triggers 

In this example, the HP 4957A must find the string 'abed' on the DCE before 
it can look for string 'efgh' on the DTE. Tu get to block 5, the analyzer must 
find both strings. 

Block 1: 
When DCE abed 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2: 
When DTE efgh 

then goto Block 5 

This allows the triggers to be conditionally enabled. 

Overlapping and Duplicate Triggers 

For overlapping or duplicate triggers in the same block, the one found first 
disables the other triggers. 

In the following example, if the data is 'yabc', only the first 'when' statement 
is satisfied. If the data is 'ybc' only the second 'when' statement is satisfied. 
If the data is 'ye', only the third 'when' statement is satisfied. The first 
'when' statement to be satisfied disables the others. 

Block 1: 
When DTE abc 

then goto Block 2 
When DTE be 

then goto Block 3 
When DTE c 

then goto Block 4 
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If the data is 'ybc', only the trigger 'c' is found. 

Block 1: 
When DTE c 

then goto Block 2 
When DTE be 

then goto Block 3 

Programming Reference 

Multiple Triggers 

When there are multiple trigger strings in a block, some of the triggers 
may be partially matched at the time one of the triggers is satisfied. If the 
program loops back for the next 'when' statement, these partial matches are 
remembered when triggering resumes. This is useful when looking for strings 
on both sides of the line. This example, counts the number of times the string 
'HELLO' occurs on the DTE and DCE side of the data line. 

Block 1: 
When DTE HELLO 

then goto Block 2 
When DCE HELLO 

then goto Block 3 

Block 2: 
Increment counter 1 by 1 

and then 
goto Block 1 

Block 3: 
Increment counter 2 by 1 

and then 
goto Block 1 

The HP 4957 A begins matching triggers as the data comes in. When the 'O' 
comes in on DTE, the first when statement is matched. If at the same time, 
the first four characters of the second when statement are already matched. 
Since the program returns to block 1 for the next set of triggers. The partial 
match is remembered. When the final character on the DCE hello is received, 
the match on the second when statement is completed. 
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Mar king Triggers 

The HP 4957 A can mark each event you specify in the buffer, and it can beep 
whenever the event occurs. Each marking condition refers the last preceding 
trigger event. 

Beep 

The 'beep' statement provides an audible sound for some specified condition. 
The analyzer can beep anytime, and as often as desired. 

Highlight 

Use the 'highlight' command after a 'when' statement to mark trigger events 
in the buffer. Highlighted characters appear in half-bright, inverse video in 
the Examine Data menu. 

Lead and timer transitions a ear on the DCE line in the examine data menu . . 

if you are not using the · . display. 

The HP 4957 A remembers the last 64 highlights in the buffer. Only the last 
character of a trigger string is highlighted. 

Not to Disk 

Highlights are not stored to floppy disk. 
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Measuring Time 

Timers measure the time between triggers. The HP 4957 A monitor and 
simulate menus each contain five timers, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Each timer can 
measure up to 65,535 milliseconds. 

Time Stamps 

Timers measure by looking at time stamps that are inserted with the data 
entering the analyzer. Because data is stored in a 768 Kbyte first-in, first-out 
buffer, the time stamps are also stored. The timers measure the number of 
time stamps between trigger events. 

Timing resolution yields character to character timing if bits/sec matches 
the line rate. Time stamps are stored in the buffer depending upon the 
bits/sec selection. If bits/sec is slower than the line rate timing measurement 
resolution is reduced. If bits/sec is faster than the line rate the buffer is filled 
with more time stamps than necessary and storage efficiency is reduced. 

In bit oriented protocols, the start flag and address of a string have the same 
time mark. This is also true of the last character, the FCS, and the end flag. 

Timers 

Timers measure the interval between trigger events. It must have a reference 
point to start and stop. Triggers provide a reference because they point to 
real events in the data stream. 

Tu measure the time interval between two events, use two trigger statements 
to identify the events. After one trigger statement identifies the first event, 
start the timer. The second trigger statement identifies the second event, stop 
the timer. 
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Programming Reference 
Measuring Time 

Timers are set to zero at the start of program execution and can be reset 
during program execution with a 'reset' statement. 

Stop a Timer Without Resetting. Timers can be stopped with either a 
'stop timer' or a 'stop tests' statement. 

No Stop Tests 

Do not use a 'Stop Tests' statement unless you want to stop program execution. 

The Effect Of the Data Filter On Timing 

You cannot measure time if the data filter is turned on because the time 
stamps are filtered out of the data stream. And if you have 'timing 
information' turned off in the data filter your timing measurements will be 
inaccurate. 

Timing Information 

Make sure 'timing information' is turned on in the data filter before you try to measure tima 

If the timing information is disabled (turned off) in the data filter menu, then 
the cursor timing feature operates normally with three exceptions. 

• The range within measurements that can be made is no longer 65, 536 
times the time stamp resolution, instead, is only 64 times the time stamp 
resolution (see Tuble 8-2). 
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Programming Reference 
Measuring Time 

• The range in item 1 above is absolute, not relative. So for any given 
start point, the total time before and after the start point is 64 times the 
resolution of the time stamps. For example, if the speed rate is 2400 bps, 
then the resolution is 1 millisecond. 

Long Time Intervals 

long time intervals can still be calculated by knowing how many times the range or boundary is 
crossed and then adjusting the result accordingly. 

Cursor timing is meant to be used only when timing information is enabled. 
Timers in Monitor and Simulate menus do not work at all if the timing 
information is disabled when data is captured. 

Timing information should only be disabled to retain the maximum amount 
of data in the capture buffer, especially in low line use situations. One time 
stamp is inserted in the incoming data stream for each six bits. With low line 
usage, this will fill the buffer with more time stamps than is necessary. 

Lead Changes 

Timing on lead changes is exact to the resolution provided by the data rate 
selection in the setup menu. Lead changes on the T and R lines (when an 
X.21 protocol is selected) are exceptions. Timing information for the T and R 
lines is delayed 16 bit times from the beginning of a steady state 'l' or 'O'. 
Timing on these signals represents when the lead should be recognized as a 
steady state 'l' or 'O', and not when the steady state signal began. 

COP Send Strings. Data sent by the HP 4957 A in character-oriented 
protocols (using send strings) has a two-bit offset in the timing information. 
Each transmitted character actually begins two bit times after the time 
reported by a cursor timing measurement. 
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Programming Reference 
Measuring Time 

Data received by the HP 4957 A in character-oriented protocols is time 
stamped two bit times after each character is completed. So the delay from 
the start of each character to its time stamp is one character time plus two bit 
times. 

The last character in a sync pattern has an added delay of one more character 
time. So the delay from the start of the last sync character to its time stamp 
is two character times plus two bit times. 

The first character in a two character sync pattern has an added delay of still 
another character time. 

Bit-Oriented Protocols. Data in bit-oriented protocols is time stamped in 
the same way whether it is sent or received by the HP 4957 A. 

The start flag time stamp has a delay equal to 26 bit times plus one bit 
time for each zero automatically inserted in the bit stream of the first two 
characters following the start flag. A zero is automatically inserted after a 
series of five consecutive ones. 

The first byte (address) has a time stamp delay of 18 bit times plus one 
bit time for each zero inserted during its own transmission or during the 
following byte. The result is that a cursor timing measurement from the start 
flag to the first byte shows time = O • O ms. 

All other bytes, except the Frame Check Sequence (FCS), are time stamped 
34 bit times after they begin, plus one bit time for each zero inserted after 
any of these 34 bits. 

The first byte of the FCS is time stamped 24 bit times after it begins plus one 
bit time for each inserted zero. The second FCS character is time stamped 16 
bit times after it begins plus one bit time for each inserted zero. 

The end flag time stamp has a delay of eight bit times. 
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Programming Reference 
Measuring Time 

Timing Resolution. Timing resolution is the smallest unit of measurement 
that can be timed at a given speed. The following table gives the resolution 
for speed ranges, and a correction factor for exact measurements. To get a 
more exact measurement, multiply the time measured by the corresponding 
correction factor. 

Data Rate Selection 

50·2.WO 
32004800 
7200-9600 
12tl00 • 256 kbps 

Table B-2. Timing Resolution 

Resolution 

1.0 msec 
0.5 msec 
0.2 msec 
0.1 msec 

Factor 

1.0004 
1.000B 
1.002 
1.004 

Cursor Timing Limits. The maximum cursor time that can be measured 
before an overflow will occur is given in the table below. Tu determine the 
maximum cursor time that can be measured, select the speed (Bits/sec) and 
the corresponding maximum cursor time is given to the right in the table. If 
an overflow does occur, you will have to use the Monitor menu timers and 
run from buffer data. 

Table B-3. Cursor Timing Limits 

Bits/sec 
50 • 2400 
3200 • 4800 
7200. 9600 
12000 • 64 kbps 

Maximum Cursor Time 
66.24 seconds 
33.14 seconds 
13.28 seconds 
6.66 seconds 

At 64 kbps full duplex, data may be time stamped so that occasional groups 
of two or three sequential characters appear to be simultaneous. This has no 
cumulative effect. 
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Counting Events 

The HP 4957 A has five counters that can count five different events 
simultaneously. The counter can be incremented by any number up to 
65,535. For example, if you increment counter 4 by 2 every time an event 
occurs, the statement looks like this: 

Increment Counter 4 by 2 

Countable Events 

Countable events can be characters or character strings, lead changes, timer 
changes, counter changes, or program loops. Almost any action the analyzer 
performs can be counted. Place the increment counter statement directly 
after the event of interest. 

Maximum Count. Each counter counts to 65,535 and then starts over from 
zero. You can cascade counters by having one counter increment whenever a 
second counter overflows. 

Resetting Counters. Counters are always reset to zero at the start of 
execution. Counters can be reset with the 'reset counter' statement. When 
they are reset during a program, they go to zero and do not restart unless 
you start them again with an uincrement counter~ statement. 

Decrementing Counters. Tu decrement a counter by 1, set the increment 
value to 65,535 rather than L Tu decrement by 2, set the increment value to 
65,534. And so on. 
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Branching 

You can cause a conditional branch in the program using the 'if' statement or 
an unconditional branch with a 'goto block' statement. The 'if'statement 
branches if a condition is satisfied. The 'goto block' statement forces a branch 
regardless of any conditions. 

Conditional Branching 

Tell the analyzer when to test lead status with a trigger. 'If lead' statements 
always test the link at the time the last trigger was found. There should 
always be a trigger statement before the 'if' statement. 

A trigger must be used to define the exact time, therefore a 'when' statement 
must appear earlier in the program when using 'if lead'. An 'if lead' 
statement always refers to the lead condition at the time of the last trigger. 

If Counter. Counters run independently of line status. Therefore, 'if 
counter' statements do not need to be preceded by 'when' statements. 

Tu use the 'if counter' command, press '.~~li~:ll~t and select the counter 
number. Then type the comparison nurnber:'·''You''can enter any number from 
0 to 65,534. 

How 1If1 and 'When' Are Different. Only 'when' can define a trigger 
and wait for an event. 'If' tests the current status. Unlike 'if', the 'when' 
statement pauses program execution until the trigger is satisfied. 
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Branching 

Combining 'If' Statements. 'If' statements in the same block are 'ORed'. 
The analyzer looks for all the conditions at the same time. The first satisfied 
'if' controls the branch. 

Combining 'If' and 'When'. 'If' can be used to guarantee action. For 
example, if you enter: 

When Lead RTS goes Off 
then goto Block 2 

and RTS is already off, the program never moves. No program statements 
are executed until the trigger is satisfied. The 'when' statement requires a 
transition. On the other hand, if you enter: 

If Lead RTS is Off 
then goto Block 2 

and RTS is on when the 'if' statement is executed, the program will never go 
to block 2. Unlike the 'when' statement, 'if' does not wait for a condition ~o 
happen. Tu ensure that execution always moves to block 2 when RTS goes 
off, enter the following: 

If Lead RTS is Off 
then goto Block 2 

When Lead RTS goes Off 
then goto Block 2 
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Unconditional Branching 

Programming Reference 

Branching 

An unconditional branch forces a jump in the program. Use the 'goto block' 
or 'gosub' command to branch to a different part of the monitor or simulate 
program. 

'If' and 'When' Always Force a Branch. Both 'if' and 'when' commands 
automatically append a conditional 'goto block' statement. 

You can use 'goto block' to loop continuously. In the following example, you 
increment counter 1 until it reaches 200 and then jump out of the loop. 

Block 1: 
Increment Counter 1 by 1 
If Counter 1 > 199 

then goto Block 3 

Block 2: 
Goto Block 1 
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Rir example: 

Program Pauses 

There are many times in a program you must enter a pause statement. 

Wait 40 milliseconds for a relay to open before performing the next program 
command. 

Not wait statement 

Do not use the 'wait' statement in the simulate menu to delay simulate programs. Wait' affects 'send' 
and 'set lead' output statements. 

A timer is the best way to insert a program delay without multiple triggers. 

Block 1: 
Beep 

and then 
Start Timer 1 
When Timer 1 > 3000 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2: 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Goto Block 1 

Using a timer to delay is not always the right solution. Timer status can only 
be tested with a 'when' trigger. The trigger pointer moves through the data 
looking for the trigger event, but cannot move backwards. 
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Starting and Stopping 

You can control the display or the disk using 'start' and 'stop' commands. 
The 'stop tests' command halts program execution. 

There are two ways to provide a reference point for 'start' and 'stop' 
commands: 

• Start of execution. If you put a 'start' or 'stop' command at the beginning 
of the program, it becomes active when you begin program execution. 

• Preceding trigger. The last 'when' statement in the program provides a 
reference. 

A 'start' or 'stop' becomes active when the last trigger event was found. 
if you insert a program pause using a timer or counter, 'start' or 'stop' is 
delayed by the amount of the pause. 

Filtering Data With 'Start' and 'Stop' 

The 'start' and 'stop' commands can filter events of interest. Define an event 
in a 'when' statement and then start or stop the display or disk when that 
event occurs. 
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Programming Reference 
Starting and Stopping 

'Start' and 'Stop' Disk 

You can start and stop the disk to capture only events of interest as often as 
you like. The following rules apply to 'start' and 'stop' disk statements: 

• The disk can be started and stopped more than once. 

• The 'start' command stores 256 bytes of the buffer preceding the event. 
The 'stop' command stores 256 bytes of the buffer after the event (256 
bytes may be up to 125 characters depending on time stamp frequency and 
line utility). There is no way to indicate the event on the disk because 
highlights are not stored to disk. 

• Timing measurements should not be made across fragmented data 
segments. The results could be in error. 

Not from the buff er 

'Start Disk' is ignored when running from the buffer. 

When you execute a monitor or simulate program with a 'start disk' 
statement, the analyzer asks you to provide a file name and comment for the 
new disk file. The file type is always 'Menu & Data' and cannot be changed. 
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'Start' and 'Stop' Display 

Programming Reference 
Starting and Stopping 

The 'stop display' statement freezes the display after the occurrence of a 
trigger event. That trigger event and the preceding data are displayed on the 
screen. Execution is not stopped even though the display is turned off. The 
buffer is continually being filled with new data. Tu start the display again, 
use a 'start display' statement, or the '.~~:w' p~~'p:~!;~y: softkey. 

Turn the display off 

It is more efficient to turn the display off if you are running a program that causes buffer overflow 
errors. 

Stop Tests 

The 'stop tests' statement halts program execution. No new data is loaded 
into the buffer, the disk stops, and any active timers stop. 

• A 'stop tests' command is executed only after all the 'wait', 'send', and 
'set lead' statements prior to it are performed. 

• The 'stop tests' statement halts execution of all other program statements. 

• If there are no 'when' statements in the program, the display will continue 
running until rule 1 is satisfied. 

• The (EXIT) key is the only way to halt immediately. 
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Commenting 

The HP 4957A allows for commenting programs with the 'message' 
statement. These messages are also displayed at the bottom of the screen 
during execution. Messages are entered the same way as send strings, except 
that characters can only be inserted or deleted. Hex characters cannot be 
entered. 

• You can insert comments in a long program to help you remember what 
different parts of the program do. 

• You can have the analyzer display a message during execution for 
debugging programs. You can diskover where program execution is locking 
up. 

• You can have the analyzer tell you to perform some action during 
execution, such as pressing a softkey. 

• You can label softkeys 3, 4, and 5, which are those used for soft.key 
triggers. 

Entering Messages 

Press H~~;~!~g~: and begin typing text after Message. Messages can be up to 
16 characters long (including spaces). 

You must enter something in the message field, even if it is only blanks. If 
you do not enter anything in the field, an error message appears when you 
try to execute. 

Fill the field 

It is recommended to fill in all 16 characters of the message field, using spaces as necessary 
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For example: 

Programming Reference 
Commenting 

If a message is not 16 characters, some characters of a previous message may 
still show on the display. 

If your first message was EXIT RUN PROGRAM, and the second message was 
START PROGRAM, the display after the second message would be START 
PROGRAMRAM. Filling the rest of the second message with spaces would fix 
the problem. 

If a message is used to label softkeys 3, 4, and 5, the problem just described 
becomes an advantage. A message can be sent to label the three softkeys. 
Later in the program, a new message can change one of the softkeys and 
leave the others. 

Displaying Messages During Execution 

Messages are identified by their block number. When a block with a message, 
or multiple messages, is executed, the message(s) in that block are displayed. 
A message can therefore be displayed during execution in the following ways: 

• The message blockis executed during normal sequential execution. 

• A 'goto block' command references the message block. 

• 'If' or 'when' statements reference the message block. 

• A 'gosub block' corrunand references the message block. 
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for example: 

Subprograms 

You can enter subprograms using the 'gosub block' and 'return' commands. 
You can nest up to eight subroutines. Subprograms are useful if a sequence 
of statements is used repeatedly in the program. Enter the sequence of 
statements once. If you put a 'return' statement at the end of the sequence, 
you can call that sequence anytime with a 'gosub block' statement. 

The 'gosub block' statement causes a jump to the designated block. The 
'return' statement causes a jump back to the line inunediately following the 
'gosub block' statement. 

Let's assume there are several places in a program where one of three 
different error messages might need to be displayed. Instead of entering all of 
the different error messages in the program repeatedly you can enter three 
subprograms. 

Block x: 
Message This is BCC Err 

and then 
Return 

Block xx: 
Message This is Par. Err 

and then 
Return 

Block xxx: 
Message This is Fram Err 

and then 
Return 
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For example: The same five second delay is used three times. 

Block 5: 
Start Display 

and then 
Gosub Block 25 

Block 6: 
Stop Display 

and then 
Gosub Block 25 

Block 7: 
Start Display 

and then 
Gosub Block 25 

Block 25: 
Start Timer 1 
When Timer 1 > 5000 

then goto Block 26 

Block 26: 
Reset Timer 1 

and then 
Return 

Programming Reference 

Subprograms 
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Level 2 Programming 

The HP 4957A assists you in entering level 2 and level 3 'send' and 'when' 
strings. This extension of softkey programming is in the monitor and simulate 
menus. 

Must be BOPs 

The setup menu protocol must be bit oriented, e.g., SDLC, HOLC, or X.25. 

The 'send' conunand is available only in the simulate menu. However, the 
level 2 and 3 assisted mode is similar for 'when' and 'send' strings. 

As you type in each entry the cursor automatically moves to the next entry 
position. A prompt appears to tell you the next entry and the previous entry. 
The prompting message also appears when you manually move the cursor 
with the cursor keys. For the cursor to move automatically to the next entry 
position, you must actually type in an entry, even if it is the same as the 
present entry. Of course, you can always move the left and right cursor keys 
to the adjacent field. 

The Levl 2 softkey allows the entry of the Address (Extended if present), 
Frame bits, Frame type, Poll/Final bit, N(S) (if present), and N(R) (if present). 

Address Field 

You are prompted to enter (in hex) a value for the address field. This prompt 
is displayed at the bottom of the HP 4957 A display. If the right·cursor key is 
pressed before entering an address, it defaults to 00 hex. 
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Level 2 Programming 

Extended Addressing. If extended addressin is on in the setu menu, 
~'.';'? ~?~keys appear in the address field: !,~~:! and . ,,,,,;.· Pressing 

·~~~I~;:: sets the least significant bit (LSB) to 0 and then adds a new byte to 

the address field, if necessary. Pressing: 
setting the LSB at the cursor position to 1. 

· ends the address field by 

Frame Type 

After entering the ad,dress, you are prompted to enter the frame type. 

I-Frame. When you select I-frame, the LSB (farthest right) is set to zero. 
Then you are prompted to fill three fields: P/F is one bit, N(R) and N(S) are 
three bits each. 

N(R) 

N(S) 

P/F 

N(R) 

P/F N(S) 0 

Tukes on values Q. 7 if extended control (in the setup menu) 
is off; 0-127 is extended control is on. If a number greater 
than the upper limit is entered, N(S) defaults to the upper 
limit. 

Enter a I or 0 in the P/F field. 

Same as N(S). Pressing the left-cursor key leaves the N(R) 
value unchanged. Entering a value for N(R) will exit you 
from level 2 entry. 

S-Frame. When you select S-frame, the LSB (farthest right) are set to 01. 
Then you are prompted to fill the next three fields from right to left. S-frame 
type is two bits, P/F is one bit, N(R) is three bits. 

N(R) I P/F I type I 01 

S-frame types: 

•RR 
• RNR 
• REI 
• SREJ 
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Programming Reference 

Level 2 Programming 

After entering the S-frame type, you are then prompted to enter the P/F field 
and then the N(R) field. After entering N(R) the HP 4957 A exits from the 
level 2 entry mode. 

U·Frame. When you select U-frame, the two LSBs (farthest right) are set to 
11. You are then prompted to select the type of U-frame: 

• SARM 
• SABM 
• SNRM 
•DISK 
•RD 
• UA 
• DM 
• FRMR 
• SARME 
e UI 
• SIM 
• UP 
• RSET 
• SABME 
• SNRME 
• RLM: 
• XID 

The type of U-frame is defined by two 3-bit fields filled at the same time 
when you select U-frame type from the softkeys. The default value for the 
U-frame type is UI. The P/F field requires one bit. 

type P/F type 11 

After entering P/F the analyzer exits you from the level 2 entry mode. 
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Level 3 Programming 

Programming Reference 
level 2 Programming 

Packets are entered by selecting Levl 3 and then the entry point, general 
format identifier (GFI), logical channel number (LCN), or packet type. When 
GFI is chosen, the Q and D bits and the modulo 8 or 128 can be entered. If 
packet type is chosen, softkeys appear for 17 different packet types. 

The ~ij~f ~· softkey enables you to enter the three fields of the packet 
header:. GF( LCN, and Packet Type. For most packets, these each take up 
one byte. Some packet types, however, require a longer packet header. The 
packet header normally follows the first two bytes of level 2 information, 
'address' and 'control.' 

flag address control GFI LCN packet type 

Of course, if either extended address or extended control in the setup 
menu are on, there may be more than two level 2 bytes. Frame type also 
determines the number of level 2 fields. 

Moving the cursor 

If you move the cursor too far and drop out of assisted mode, press the or 
softkeys again. Then move the cursor to the desired field. 
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level 2 Programming 

Selecting Level 3 Before Level 2 

In this case, zeroes are automatically appended for the level 2 bytes in send 
strings, and 'don't cares' in trigger strings. Unless extended address or 
extended control in the setup menu are on, the cursor is positioned on the 
third byte, 10 hex. Flags are shown by T, and a good frame check sequence 
byGG. 

I OOOOlOGG I 

When you press ~~:yf{aC, three new softkeys appear allowing you to enter 
the packet header'from"ihree different points: GFI, LCN, and Packet Type. 
If LCN is selected before GFI (missing GFI), the Q and D bits are set to zero, 
modulo 8 is selected, and the LCGN is set to zero (don't cares for trigger 
strings). If Packet Type is selected first (missing GFI and LCN), GFI is set 
the same as above, and the LCN is also set to zeros (don't cares for trigger 
strings). 

GFI Field. The GFI byte consists of three fields from left to right: Q, D, 
MOD, and LCGN. Q and D consist of one bit each, Mod is a 2-bit field, and 
LCGN is a 4-bit field. 

Q D mod LCGN 

Q Bit. Pressing the GFI softkey prompts you to enter a 1 or 0 for the Q bit. 
When you enter a value for the Q bit or press the right-cursor key, the D-bit 
prompt appears. 

D bit. When you enter the D bit or press the right-cursor key, the D prompt 
appears. 

Mod. Press either J.1'~4:,§ or 'M,~:~J',\1~$:~ to select either 01 or 10 for the 
two· bit mod field. Entering a value for the mod field or pressing the CD 
causes the LCGN prompt to appear. Pressing M~~ti~:~, causes the packet 
type field to expand to two bytes for some paCket types (see Data Packet 
Fields). 

LCGN Field. The LCGN is a four-bit field which you can enter with a 
decimal value from 0 - 15. 

LCN Field. The LCN field is the next byte to the right of the GFI byte. You 
can use either decimal or hex entry to select values from 0-255 or 00-FF. 
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Leval 2 Programming 

Packet Type Field. When the last digit of the LCN is entered, the 
"packet-typen field appears, making the following softkeys available: 

• DATA 
•CALL 
• CALL ACPT 
•RR 
• RNR 
• REJ 
• CLEAR 
• CLR CNFM 
• RSET 
• RSET CONFM 
• INT 
• INTCNFM 
• RSTRT 
• RSTRT CNFM 
• DIAGNOST 
•REG 
•REG CNFM 

The default packet type is Data. If Mod 128 was chosen in the GFI field, the 
packet-type field expands to two bytes for some packet types, as described 
below. 

The Packet-Type field for a data packet is like the control field for an I-frame. 
Entry of the P(S), M, and P(R) is just like the entry of N(S), P!F, and N(R) 
fields. When you select a Data packet, the LSB (far right) becomes zero, Then 
you are prompted to fill three fields from right to left. P(S) and P(R) each 
require three bits; M requires one bit. 

P(R) M P(S) 0 

If you selected Mod 128 in the GFI, the packet-type field consists of two bytes 
rather than one. P(S) and P(R) each take up seven bits. 

Other Packet Types. RR, REJ, and RNR packet types have a P(R) field. All 
other packet types do not have any such fields except Data. 
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Conditions when Simulating 

The line does not display idles or store idles in the buffer unless the send 
characters are explicitly placed in the send string. 

Block Check Characters 

In character oriented protocols, the HP 4957 A automatically appends the 
correct Block Check Characters (BCC) to 'send' strings. You can see this 
character at run-tin1e or i.'1 the buffer after a run. fa 'c..11.ar' protocol setup 
you can select the characters on which error checking is to start and stop. 
fa the setup menu, the 'start on' selection begins error checking following 
the designated character. The 'stop on' character includes the designated 
character in the error check. 

Automatic for BSC 

Bisync automatically appends BCC characters. The start and stop characters are preset 

The BCC is automatically generated for the first required BCC. For any 
subsequent BCC blocks of text or data within the same sync pattern, you 
must enter BCC manually into the string. 
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Frame Check Sequence 

Prag ramming Reference 
Conditions when Simulating 

Flags and frame check sequence (FCS) characters are automatically added 
when a bit oriented protocol (IIDLC, SDLC, X.25) is selected. The HP 4957 A 
does not show you the actual frame check character. 

For received data, GG, BB, or AA are displayed to indicate 'good FCS', 
'bad FCS', or 'abort'. For 'send' strings, good FCS characters (GG) are 
automatically selected; but you may choose bad FCS (BB) characters or abort 
(AA) characters either by explicitly entering the frame check characters, or 
by using Flags and frame check characters disappear if you 
change setup to a character oriented protocol and again move the cursor 
into the string. 

In bit oriented protocols, the HP 4957 A automatically inserts a 0 (invisible 
to you) after five consecutive l's before transmitting non-flag characters 
(invisible to the user). When receiving, it automatically removes any 0 bits 
inserted by the transmitter. 
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Set Lead 

The 'set lead' command turns a selected interface lead on (SPACE) or off 
(MARK). With an RS-232C/V.24 interface, a lead is on when the voltage is 
approximately + 2V and off when the voltage is approximately -2V. The 
protocol idles in the SPACE condition. 

Lead Status During Simulation. When simulating, only the appropriate 
lead softkeys are displayed. At the beginning of simulate execution, the HP 
4957A sets all the leads it can drive to off. You must use 'set lead' statements 
to perform handshaking with the receiving device. 

Because the HP 4957A always sets the appropriate DTE or DCE leads off at 
the beginning of the simulation run, 'set lead' statements are needed to tum 
the appropriate leads on before sending data. lf this is not done, the receiving 
device might not accept data from the HP 4957A. 

Set leads 

Determine which interface leads must be set on or off before sending data. Otherwise, the receiving 
equipment may not accept the data. 
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Setup and Line Parameters 

There are two ways to set up the HP 4957 A. You can use Auto Configure 
to let the protocol analyzer evaluate the line. Or, if you know the line 
parameters you can use the Setup menu and manually make the settings. 

Setup is the first step in using the HP 4957 A. You must set several parameters 
so the instrument can understand and decode the data on the line. Before 
you can monitor a line, you must tell the HP 4957 A what protocol, data code, 
data rate, and other parameters are being used. 

Setup, whether performed manually or with Auto Configure, affects the 
settings in the other menus. 

For example, error checking is performed during monitoring according to the 
current setup. The appropriate error checking characters are automatically 
appended to Send strings. Data is displayed in the Examine Data or Run 
Menus according to the current setup. 
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Using Auto Configure 

Auto Configure automatically configures the HP 4957 A to a line. The protocol 
analyzer evaluates the data stream on the line, determine the setup based on 
the parameters it finds and place the instrument in the monitor mode. 

The Auto Configure softkey is conveniently located in the top level menu. If 
the line parameters need to be changed or if you need to make any changes 
to the current setup you must use the Setup Menu. 

To use Auto Configure: 

1. Connect the analyzer to the line for monitoring. 

2. Press in the top level menu. 

Pressing tells the HP 4957 A to evaluate the line parameters, 
identify presence and speed of clocks, look for common sync characters, 
identify parity and character length, and put these measurement results into 
the setup menu. 

Blinking asterisk 

A blinking asterisk is displayed whenever Auto Configure is working. This indicates that the instrument 
is still checking line data. 
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Setup and Line Parameters 

Usina Auto Configure 

If a good parameter match is found, the HP 4957 A briefly shows the setup 
menu with the new parameters, goes to the monitor mode, and begins 
displaying data. If a good match is not found the previous setups are 
restored. 

You may at any time press the i~u~~.irJ softkey to review the set-up results. 
Th change the display format, or any other setup parameter, halt the nm by 
pressing Q:.x1T), and then go to the Setup Menu to modify the setup. Go back 
to the Run menu to resume execution. 

Changes the Setup Menu 

When monitoring begins, Auto Configure changes the setup menu and buffer data. If you need to save 
the present setup and buffer data, store them to floppy disk using the Mass Store menu. 

Auto Configure Results. The HP 4957A Auto Configure function can have 
several results. It will evaluate data streams and correctly detennine COPs 
such as BSC, BOPs such as SDLC (NRZ or NRZI), HDLC (X.25) and then 
determines appropriate data codes, ASCII, EBCDIC, Baudot. 

Inverted Data 

Auto Configure cannot find !PARS or arry inverted data case. 

Data rates can be determined from 50 bps to 38.4 kbps for asynchronous and 
1200 bps to 64 kbps synchronous. 
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Auto Configure Algorithm 

Setup and Line Parameters 

Using Auto Configure 

The HP 4957 A does a thorough examination of the data stream when 
~~~~.igq~g is pressed. It is important for you to understand the process so 
you wili understand the messages that may appear. 

looks for clocks 

The Auto Configure algorithm first looks for clock activity on the lina Crosstalk on the clock lines may 
result in the instrument thinking it has found a false clock. 

Synchronous Data. The analyzer first looks for a clock to determine sync or 
async data. When a clock is present on the line: 

1. The HP 4957 A detennines the data rate. 

2. The analyzer will then look for idle types. When the data idles in NRZI 7E 
the analyzer automatically sets up in SDLC EBCDIC. 

3. When the data idles in non-NRZI 7E the analyzer sets up for synchronous 
BOPs. 

4. When the data idles in FF the analyzer sets the data code and parity and 
then checks for BSC. If the data is not BSC the instrument sets up for 
synchronous COPs. 

5. When Auto Configure does not complete within 15 seconds, the HP 4957 A 
will repeat the process and try to auto configure again. 
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GET DATA RATE 

Setup and Line Parameters 

Using Auto Configure 

Asynchronous Data. When there is no clock on the line: 

1. The analyzer deterntines the data rate. 

2. The analyzer looks at idles. If the idles are NRZI the setup is immediately 
set at SDLC EBCDIC. 

3. If the data idles in FF the analyzer determines how many bits per 
character. The setup is made in ASYNC COPs depending on the 
bits/character. 

4. When Auto Configure stops at any step for 45 seconds, it will begin the 
auto configure process again. 

y 

MRZI TE 

BAUDOT PLUS 
PARITY 

(ASYNC 
OR t-4RZC 

GET DATA RATE 

NRZI 7E 

N 

WAIT FOR DATA 

SET DATA CODE PARITY 
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Auto Configure As a Starting Point 

Setup and Line Parameters 

Using Auto Configure 

Auto Configure works with most protocols and data codes, however, it may 
not find all the parameters if the protocol is nonstandard, there is insufficient 
information, or the data present is not random. 

Auto Configure provides a starting point for setup because it always finds 
some of the line parameters. The setup parameters that Auto Configure finds 
are displayed as they are found, but you must reenter these parameters into 
the Setup menu if Auto Configure completes only a partial setup. 
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Setup and Line Parameters 
Using Auto Configure 

Bit Oriented Protocols (BOPs). Auto Configure will setup synchronous, 
NRZ, and NRZI BOPs. BOPs are assumed to idle the line in flags (7E). BOPs 
will be setup as: 

Protocol 

X.25 
HDl.C 
SDl.C 

Table 9· 1. BOPs Setup from Auto Configure 

Data Cude 

ASCHS 
ASCllB 
EBCDIC 

!including clocked NRZI) 

All BOPs default to frame display format. 

Peri!!. 
none 
none 
none 

Configuring Tu Bit Oriented. Lines. When monitoring a BOP line, line 
indicators should be ii.ashing with clock activity except in the case of 
monitoring an NRZI line, (when simulating NRZI, a clock is put on the 
interface). 

Auto Configure to set up 

Use Auto Configure for initial setup. You will have to change setups in the following cases. 

• HDLC with Extended Address or Control. Change the protocol to HOLC with the following setup: 

Ext Addr and/or Ext Ctrl: On Display:Frame 

• X.25 Packets if the address is not 01°3 . If the protocol is X.25, change the setup to the 
following. After capturing data, use the Examine Data Menu to observe packet decoding. 

Protocol: X.25 Display: Packt 

You can use any of the six display formats for BOPs. For frame (level 2) 
decoding, use the Frame display. For packet (level 3) decoding, use the 
Packet display. 
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Using Auto Configure 

Tu observe extended address and control on HDLC lines, go to the setup 
menu and change the protocol to HDLC. Turn on extended address and/or 
extended control, and change the display format to Frame. 

Character Oriented Protocols (COPs). Auto Configure always selects Char 
setup for character oriented protocols, unless it finds a match with BSC setup. 
The sync and control characters in COPs must be standard (i.e., ASCII sync = 

16 16 and EBCDIC sync = 323 2). COPs must idle the line in FF. COPs will be 
setup as follows: 

Table 9·2. Synchronous COPs Setup from Auto Configure 

Protocol Data Code Parity Sync on 

BSC ASC!l8 none 1 1 
6 6 

BSC ASC!l7 odd 1616 

BSC EBCDIC none 3 3 
2 2 

CHAR EBCDIC odd/even 3 3 
2 2 

CHAR EBCDIC none 3 3 
2 2 

CHAR ASC!l8 odd/even 1616 

CHAR ASCll8 none 1 1 
6 6 

CHAR ASCll7 odd/even 1616 or 9 l 6 

CHAR ASC!l7 non a 1616 

All COPs will default to 2 line display format. 

Protocol 

CHAR 
CHAR 
CHAR 

Table 9-3. Asynchronous COPs Setup from Auto Configure 

Dat1 Code 

ASCHB 
ASCl!7 
Baudot 

Pari!l_ 

odd/evan/n one 
odd/avenlnone 
odd/even/nona 

Err Chk 

LRC or CRC16 

LRC or CRC16 

LRC or CRC16 
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Using the Setup Menu 

Press ' in the top level menu to access the setup menu. Move the 
cursor to the protocol field and select the desired protocol. Those available 
are: 

• HDLC 
• SDLC 
• X.25 
• BSC 
• Char 
• X21 HDLC 
• X21 SDLC 
e X21 X.25 
• X21 BSC 
• X21 Char 

You can manually change the setup at any time and from any menu by 
pressing (EXIT), and then] . This puts you in the setup menu where 
you can reselect. · 

When you select a particular protocol, the menu fields change to let you make 
selections which are specific only to that protocol. 

The setup menu may be used when Auto Configure cannot find all the 
parameters. You must use the setup menu for simulating or monitoring the 
buffer. 
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When To Use the Setup Menu 

Setup and line Parameters 
Using the Setup Menu 

Auto Configure automatically configures the HP 4957 A to most lines. You 
may, of course, use the setup menu to manually configure. Generally, 
however, use the setup menu for: 

• Monitoring. You cannot use Auto Configure to monitor the buffer. 

• Simulating. You must use the setup menu to define a 'send' string. 

• Changing display formats. Auto Configure always uses the display format 
currently selected in the setup menu. Use the setup menu to change 
display formats. 

• Supplementing Auto Configure. Use the setup menu to modify any 
parameters after initial setup with Auto Configure. 

Saving Setups. Menus are always saved in the HP 4957's nonvolatile buffer 
memory if you turn off the instrument while in the top level menu. You can 
store menus, or both menus and data to disk 

Monltor/Simulat• Parameter Setup 

Protocol • 
CO<H , ' 
Sita/SEC • · 
Parity Non• 

Mode Sync 

O!&play Em 
Err cllk EmJ 

OTE clocki'.Em 

aa .. n .. r 
Ext A.ddr • 
Ext Ctrl • 

figure 9·2. The Setup Menu 
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Configuring to Protocols 

The HP 4957A can monitor and simulate BOPs, COPs, BSC, and NRZI. 

Bit Oriented Protocols (BOPs) 

Code 

Display 

Bits/Sec 

Error Check 

Mode 

DTE Clock 

Ext Addr 
(HDLC) 

The bit-oriented menus allow ASCII 8, EBCDIC or, using Hex 
8, any 8-bit code. 

All six display fonnats are available for the bit oriented 
menus. Frame format decodes all control field bits. f'acket 
format decodes packet information. 

Data capture from 50 bps to 64 kbps. Except for NRZI, all 
the selections are supported. NRZI will not work at 16000, 
12000, 2000, or 50 bps. With option 001, data capture up to 
256 kbps. 

CRC-CCITT preset 1 or preset 0. 

All bit-oriented protocols are synchronous. In NRZI, (HDLC 
and SDLC) the clock is encoded within the data. When NRZI 
mode is selected, the HP 4957 A will derive its receive clocks 
from the data on each channel and will use the clock signals 
on RC and ETC. 

DTE data can be synchronized to either a DCE or DTE clock. 
If this selection is incorrect, only DCE data will be displayed. 

HDLC allows an extended address field. When an additional 
address octet (byte) is to follow, the first or least significant 
bit of the address octet is set to 0. The last address octet in 
a series has the LSB set to 1. Use Frame display format to 
see the extended address. 

Ext Ctrl (HDLC) HDLC allows a 16-bit control field to handle larger N(S) and 
N(R) counts. Use Frame display format to see the extended 
control field. 
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Setup and line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

X.21 Needs a Pod 

Do not select the X.21 protocols unless the HP 18294A or HP 18260A Interface pod is connected. 

In bit-oriented setups, the HP 4957 A performs automatic zero bit 
insertion/extraction. 
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Setup and line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

Bisync (BSC) Setup Definitions 

Code 

Bits/sec 

Parity 

Mode 

Sync on 

Disp Mode 

Err Chk 

clock 

Suppress 

Bit sense 

9-14 Setup 

Only EBCDIC, Transcode, and ASCII7 and 8 are available. 

The bit rates for BSC are from 50 bps to 64 kbps. 

The HP 4957 A automatically sets correct parity for the 
chosen code: odd parity for ASCII 7, none for EBCDIC and 
Transcode. In the simulate mode, BSC is sent with the 
correct parity. However, if 'send' characters are specified in 
hex or binary, the parity is allowed to be different from the 
setup selection. 

BSC is synchronous, half-duplex only. The CHAR protocol 
should be used for full-duplex BSC synchronous COPs. 

The HP 4957 A automatically chooses the correct sync 
characters for each data code. The sync characters are: 323 2 

(EBCDIC), 16 16 (ASCII), or 3 A 3 A (Transcode). The HP 4957 A 
requires at least two sync characters for proper framing. 

Frame and Packt display formats are not available in BSC. 

Select LRC or CRC-16 for ASCII or EBCDIC, and select LRC 
or CRC-12 for Transcode. 

Can be either DTE or DCE. 

The BSC menu lets you suppress most combinations of 
text, control characters (blue characters on keyboard), idles 
(0o), and nulls (FF) from the display. However, suppressed 
characters are not deleted from the buffer. 

Either normal or inverted. 



Setup and Line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

Character-Oriented Protocols (COPs) 

The Char menu is a general purpose setup menu used to capture most 
character.oriented protocols, synchronous or asynchronous. There are many 
codes available. You can select all the parameters to go with your data code. 
Of course, you can also create setups which make no sense: e.g., an S·bit 
data code with a CRC-12 error check or synchronous Baudot. 

Using COPs, you are able to see all bits on the line in synchronous mode if 
you sync on idles. 

No Insertion 

The HP 4957A does not perform zero bit insertion or extraction for bit oriented protocols when in Char 
setup. 

Char Setup Definitions. 
Code You can select and define: ASCil8, Hex8, ASCII7, Hex7, 

Hex6, EBCDIC, Transcode, Hex5, IPARSO, IPARSl, Baudot, 
or EBCD. Do not make either IPARS selection unless you 
have loaded IPARS_MEC from the Utility Disk. The results 
may be incorrect. 

Bits/sec From 50 bps to 64 kbps synchronous. From 50 bps to 38.4 
kbps asynchronous. Extended asynchronous available on 
the Utility Disk makes.56 kbps and 64 kbps available. With 
option 001, up to 256 kbps asynchronous. 

Parity 

Transparent 
Tuxt Char 

None, Even, Odd, Ignore. 

You can define a transparent text character in either hex or 
text. The analyzer does not see the character for drop sync 
or error checking conditions. Same as DLE in BSC. 
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Setup and Line Parameters 

Configuring to Protocols 

Mode 

Sync on 

Select synchronous, monosynchronous, or asynchronous ( 1, 
1.5, 2 stop bits during simulation), The HP 4957 A needs 
only one stop bit for asynchronous monitoring, even if more 
are present. 

Selects the sync characters for proper framing. The HP 
4957 A requires at least two sync characters (or one for 
monosync setup) to capture data when monitoring or 
simulating character oriented protocols. In monosync, it is 
very important that the sync pattern not be found in the 
data stream. 

Drop sync after Tells the analyzer to drop sync (stop bringing in data) and 
start looking for sync characters again. 

Display Allows you to select the display format: Two Line, DTE 
Only, DCE Only, or Data&State. 

Start on/Stop Error checking starts on the character immediately after 
on either of the the 'start on' characters, but includes the 

'stop on' character. The fourth 'stop on' character is an 
intermediate text character (ITB). The first three 'stop on' 
characters normally cause sync to be dropped but the ITB 
character causes the channel to remain in sync. For IPARS 
and other 6-bit codes, setting the most significant bit in a 
'stop on'character to 1 (e,g., changing OD to 8D) will cause 
characters which were ITBs not to be ITBs, and vise versa. 
Press Cffilill) to enter an ITB from the keyboard (US). 

DTE Clock Specifies the DTE clock source, DTE or DCE. 

Suppress Lets you suppress most combinations of text, control 
characters (blue characters on keyboard), idles (0o), and 
nulls (FF) from the display. However, suppressed characters 
are not deleted from the buffer. 

Bit Order/Sense In most protocols the least significant bit (LSB) is sent first 
and data is not inverted. However, some protocols (e.g., 
IPARS) may be different, so the char menu provides bit 
order and bit sense selections. Hex setup menu entries are 
always entered in normal bit order and sense. For example, 
because the standard IPARS is inverted, syncs would be 
entered as 3F 3 E even though they are 0o2o. 
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For example: 

Setup and Line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

Hexadecimal Entry and Parity. There are several fields in the Char Menu 
which let you make hex entries: 

• sync on 
• drop sync 
• transparent text 
• start on/stop on 

When you make a hexadecimal entry in one of these fields, the parity bit is 
determined by hexadecimal entry, not the parity setup selection. 

When even parity is used with ASCII 7, the sync characters should be 9 6 9 6 , 

rather than 16 16 . Of course, your line may still use 16 16 , even though this 
would result in a parity for sync characters that is different from other 
characters. 

For hexadecimal entries, the resulting parity bit confonns to the following 
rules: 

• For data codes of 7 bits or less (e.g., ASCII 7, Baudot) the parity bit is not 
automatically changed to conform with the parity setup selection. 

• For 8-bit data codes (e.g., ASCII 8, EBCDIC) the parity bit always conforms 
to parity setup selection. 

• For 8-bit data codes with parity, the selected sync characters must be the 
same as the last 16 bits to enter the analyzer before non-sync data. For 
example, in EBCDIC the normal sync pattern is 323 2 • With even parity, 
the binary pattern would be 100110010 100110010, or 18 bits. Only the 
last 16 bits are used as the sync pattern. Because least significant bits are 
sent first, the two bits in brackets are excluded from the sync pattern; 
1001100[10] 100110010. Thus, you must enter 4c 9 9 for the analyzer to 
accept data. Of course, Auto Configure will find the correct sync characters 
if the line idles in FF. 
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For exam p!e: 

Setup and line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

Sync Characters. The Sync on selection detenuines what sync characters 
the analyzer looks for. Unless the sync pattern is correct, the HP 4957 A will 
not capture data. The HP 4957 A requires at least two sync characters (or 
one sync character in monosync setup) to capture data when monitoring and 
simulating. 

When you do not know the sync characters Sync on Idles to capture line 
data even without the correct sync characters. Auto Configure will find the 
correct sync on characters. You will need to use Bit Shifting in the Examine 
Data menu to find the correct framing. 

COPs idle in FF 

The HP 4957A assumes that all character oriented protocols idle in FF. lf your line uses some other 
condition, you must sync on that condition. 

Drop Sync Characters (Synchronous mode only). The Drop sync entry 
determines where the analyzer drops sync and begins looking for sync 
characters. If the analyzer did not drop sync, it would bring in all activity on 
the line, including idles, and not resync properly. 

Drop sync 0 chrs after NONE 

Select seven characters on which to drop sync. The first character is the 
'within text' character. The analyzer only looks for this character if you have 
chosen 'error checking.' Thus, if you Start on STX and Stop on ETX, the 
analyzer looks for the 'within text' character between STX and ETX. 

Tu store all data, including idles, enter Drop sync 0 chrs after None. Then the 
analyzer never drops sync and brings in all line data, including idles. 
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F-or example: 

Setup and Line Parameters 
Configuring to Protocols 

Drop Sync and Error Checking. The Drop sync selection interacts with the 
Error check selection in the following ways: 

• The first Drop sync character specifies 'within text.' The analyzer looks for 
this character between the 'Start on' and 'Stop on' error checking limits. 
When error checking is 'none', all text is outside, and the analyzer does not 
look for the first character (except IPARS). 

• The first, or 'within text,' character takes precedence over the six 'outside 
text' characters. If the same character occurs both inside and outside the 
start on and stop on limits, the analyzer drops sync outside text. 

• With error checking, the analyzer always drops sync after the BCC 
character(s) if it cannot find a 'within text' character. For example, if you 
select CRC-16 error checking, with 'Start on STX' and 'Stop on ETX', the 
analyzer drops sync after the two characters following ETX. 

Drop sync 1 chrs after BB FF FF FF 5o A. 4 8 3 causes the analyzer to 
drop sync one character after the first 8 3 character within the specified 
error checking limits. If the analyzer does not find the specified 'within text' 
character, it drops sync either one character after the BCC character(s) or one 
character after one of the six 'outside text' characters, whichever appears 
first. A Drop sync O after 8 8 FF FF FF 5n A4 8 3 causes the analyzer to 
drop sync immediately after the first 8 B character within the specified error 
checking limits or 0 characters after one of the other characters. 
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Capturing Unknown Data 

If Auto Configure does not work: 

• Try an 8-bit code, no parity, and no error checking. 

• Tu monitor line data for study when you do not know the sync character, 
select Sync on idles (FF) Drop sync 0 chrs after NONE. 

COPs idle in FF 

The HP 4957A assumes that all character oriented protocols idle In FF· If your line uses some other 
idle character, you must sync on that character. 

• Tu store all data for study, including idles, enter Drop sync O chrs after 
None. The analyzer never drops sync and brings in all data, including idles. 

• After makin the above selections in the Char Menu, go to the Run menu 
and select • to fill the buffer with data for study. 

• Go to the Examine Data menu to view the data in buffer. 

The buffer data will probably look meaningless because of incorrect character 
framing since the analyzer randomly framed the first character captured. 
Tu make the data meaningful, go to the Examine Data Menu and select 

• to see the data. 

Bit shifting 

Bit shifting does not work when data is brought in Most Significant Bit !MSBl first or if any suppress 
functions are selected. The HP 4957A does not shift through the parity bit. Unless you use a code 
with no parity, you must use trial and error to find the correct framing. 
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Setup and line Parameters 
Capturing Unknown Data 

If part of the data still does not become meaningful while bit shifting, change 
the data code to one without parity. When the data becomes mea.'1ingful, you 
can determine the correct sync characters. Change the Sync on selection to 
these characters. 

Eliminating Superfluous Data 

When you have found the correct framing you can eliminate idles so the 
buffer will not fill with idles. Tu eliminate idles in 8 or 9-bit data codes, enter 
Drop sync O chars after FFFFFFFFFFFFFF· Tu eliminate idles in codes with 
frame sizes less than 8 bits, you must enter the correct number of l's in any 
drop sync byte after the first byte (e.g., 7 F for a 7-bit code, or 3 p for a 6-bit 
code). In other words, you must enter the correct character and frame size 
for the idle character. 

Data Code 

Hex 5 
Baudot 

Hex 6 
EBCO 
IPARS 
Transcode 

Hex 7 
ASCII 7 

Hex 8 
ASCII 8 
EBCDIC 

Table 94. Character frame Sizes vs. Data Code 

No Parity 

5 bits 
!no parity bitl 

6 bits 
!no parity bit) 

7 bits 
lno parity bitl 

8 bits 
!no parity bitl 

Even or Odd Parity 

6 bits 
!including parity bitl 

7 bits 
!including parity bitl 

8 bits 
!including parity bit! 

9 bits 
!including parity bit! 

(* these settings are forced in Simulate) 

Ignore Parity 

6 bits 
• !parity bit•Ol 

7 bits 
• !parity bit· DI 

a bits 
• !parity blt• OJ 

9 bits 
• (parity bit-oddl 
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Setup and line Parameters 
Capturing Unknown Data 

Unusual Protocol Settings 

'.I'1l~}s the build-your-own menu for Character oriented protocols, Select 
'g~H';: in the Setup menu. Use this table as reference, enter the settings given 
to the right of the protocol. 

Table 9·5. Unusual Protocol Settings 

Protocol Coda Parity ErrChk Sync Char Transparent Mode 
Text Char 

Burroughs BASIC ASCII 7 odd VRC 1616 di Sync 
Async 1 

Burroughs ASCII 7 odd,SYNC LHC 1616 Nons Sync (w A.yr.cl 
Poll·Sel 

even,ASYNC Async1 

HASP EBCDIC None CRC-16 3232 di Sync 

IPARS IPARS None CRC·6 3F3E None Sync 
Bit-sense invert 
Bit order·MSB 
first 

MODE 4c ASCII 7 odd lRC 1616 d Sync I 

UNISCOPE ASCII 7 odd.SYNC LRC 1 1 d Sync 6 6 I 
even,ASYNC Async l 

VIP7700 ASCII 7 odd.SYNC LRC 1616 d Sync l 
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Supplied Software 

Five software applications are ROM-based and resident in the instrument: 

• VTlOO Turminal Emulator (see Chapter 6) 
• Counter Math 
• 56K Extended Async 
• 64K Extended Async 
e High Speed Data Capture w/option 001 (see Chapter 2) 

Cannot copy 

ROM·based applications cannot be copied from memory and stored to floppy disk. 

The HP 4957 A is supplied with software on two disks to help you make the 
most efficient use of the protocol analyzer. 

The Utility Disk has three software applications: 

• IPARS_MEC 
• DCE BERT 
• X.25 Analysis and r'ilter 

Also on the disk is demonstration data (filename DEMO_DATA) that is used to 
help you learn the HP 4957 A. This data is referenced in several examples and 
excerises in Part 1 of this manual. 

The Datacorrununications Tust Library is also supplied on a disk. The:;e tests 
can be used, edited to accommodate your needs, and reused to test and 
troubleshoot your line. The tests were developed to detect common problems 
you may encounter. 
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Counter Math 

Additional testing capabilities can be enabled in the Monitor and Simulate 
menus by loading the Counter Math application. This allows you to perform 
mathematical calculations on timers and counters. The calculations are: 

• Add, subtract, multiply, or divide any two timers. 

• Add, subtract, multiply, or divide any two counters. 

• Add, subtract, multiply, or divide a timer by a counter. 

• Add, subtract, multiply, or divide a counter by a timer. 

• Use an 'if timer' command. 

The calculations cannot exceed 65,535 and the results are always unsigned 
integers. Tu avoid fractions or real numbers, first multiply by IO (or 100) to 
embed the fraction within the integer. 

To load the application: 

I. From the top level menu, press (MORE) and •• 

2. Press © and highlight CLMath. Press 

3. Press (EXIT) to return to the top level menu. 

4. Press (MORE) and 

5. Press 

The HP 4957 A returns to the top level menu with the enhanced Monitor and 
Simulate menus adding the math function, softkey 

The Set Counter command allows two counters to be added, subtracted, 
multiplied, and divided. You can also set a counter to the value of a timer, or 
reset (set to 0). 
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Supplied Software 

Counter Math 

When you press §Jlftl,9;!1';' five rows of softkeys appear. Each row offers a a 
softkey for resetth'lg counters and a different mathematical function: 

• Addition 
• Subtraction 
• Multiplication 
• Division 
• Equating 

Must be loaded 

Counter math must be loaded to use the extended functions. The HP 4957 A reads all Counter math 
functions as Reset commands when the application is not loaded. 

Mont tor 

Block 1 
S•t Otr U to rm 
63 triJ;J-s left 

Figure 10·1. Counter Math Program 
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Rir example: 

For example: 

For example: 

To use Counter Math: 

Supplied Software 

Counter Math 

L Load and enable the Counter math application. 

2. Enter or load your Monitor or Simulate menu. The jg~$F:.~4'.;g: softkey 
appears in the menu. 

3. Execute the program. Exit the Monitor or Simulate menu. From 
the top level menu, press §:IP.> ' and press .··. 

, or 

Set Ctr [2] to [Reset] C2"" 0 
Set Ctr [1] to [=Tmr 1] Cl= Tl 
Set Ctr [2] to (+Ctr 1] C2 = G2 +Cl 
Set Ctr [3] to [=Tmr 2] C3 = T2 
Set Ctr [2] to [-Ctr 3] C2 = C2-C3 
Set Ctr [4] to [Reset] C4 = 0 
Increment Counter [4] by [100] C4 = C4 + 100 
Set Ctr [2] to [•Ctr 4] C2 = C2 * C4 
Set Ctr [2] to [/Ctr 1] C2 = C2!C1 

Tu use an 'If' timer: 

Set Ctr 1 to [=Tmr 1] Set counter 1 to the value of timer 1 
If Counter 1 > x 'Jests timer 1 is greater tkan x rnsec 

then goto Block y 

Tu square a counter: 

Set Ctr 1 to [*Ctr 1] 
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For example: 

Supplied Software 
Counter Math 

An asynchronous file transfer between two DTEs is disconnecting in the 
middle of the transmission. The data streams are: 

S data 
x 

E 
x 

line idle s 
x 

data E 
x 

The theoretical delay between each of the data characters at 9600 bps is less 
than 2 msec. Probably, a longer delay is occurring causing the corrupt file 
transfer. The following program determines if the delay is greater than 5 
msec. 

Block 1 
Reset Timer 1 

When DCE S 
x 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2 
Start Timer 1 

When DCE E 
x 

then goto Block 1 

When DCE X 
x 

then goto Block 3 

Block 3 
Set Ctr 1 to =Tmr 1 

Set timer 1 to 0 msec 

Look for the beginning of string 

Begin timing measurement 

Check for the end of the string 

Look for the next character 

If Counter 1 > 5 Check if Counter 1(Timer1) 
then goto Block 5 exceeds 5 msec 
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Block 4 
Reset Timer 1 
Goto Block 2 

Block 5 
Highlight . 

and then 
Beep 

and then 

Supplied Software 
Counter Math 

If timer value is not exceeded look 
at· time for next character 

Highlights exceeded thresholds 

Beeps on exceeded thresholds 

Increment Counter 5 by 1 Counts exceeded thresholds 
and then 

Reset Timer 1 
and then 

Goto Block 2 
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for example: 

Supplied Software 

Counter Math 

In this example Counter 2 returns the average time for five RTS/CTS delays. 

Monitor 

Block 1 
When Lead RTS goes On 

then goto Block 2 

Block 2 
Highlight 

and then 
Beep 

and then 
Start Timer 1 

and than 

L/Jok for lead going on 

Begin timing rnea,surement 

Increment Counter 1 by 1 Counts KI'S!CTS transitions 

When Lead CTS goes On 
then goto Block 3 

Block 3 
Stop Timer 1 
Highlight 

and then 
Beep 

If Counter 1 > 4 
then goto Block 5 

Block 4 
Goto Block 1 

Block 5 
Set Ctr 2 to =Tmrl 
Set Ctr 2 to /Ctr 1 
Stop Tests 

L/Jokfor CTS going on 

Test for 5 transitions 

Divides total time 
by number of transitions 

Go to the Examine Data menu and look at Timer and Counter Sununary. 
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Using the IPARS Application 

The IPARS application resides within the IPARS_MEC application file, along 
with the Modified Error Check application. These two applications are loaded 
simultaneously, however, when one is active the other is not. If IPARSO or 
IPARSl is selected in the Setup menu, MEC is disabled. If some other Data 
Code is selected, then MEC is automatically enabled. 

IPARS is a Character Oriented Protocol (COP). Load the !PARS application in 
the protocol analyzer (see Chapter 1). The top level menu will change. 

Syncl (Sl or 3F Hex) characters are not captured. Triggering on the start of 
the message should only be made on the Sync2 (S2 or 3E Hex) character. 

IPARS Setup 

The IPAASO and lPARS1 softkeys are always available in the Setup menu. The resident HP 4957A 
IPAAS function can be selected and set up without the !PARS application loaded, but the results may 
be incorrect when monitoring or simulating. 
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Supp lied Software 

Using the IPARS Application 

!PARS Setup Menu 

Protocol 

Code 

Bits/sec 

Parity 

Transparent 
text char 
Mode 

Sync on 

Drop sync 

Suppress 

Bit sense 

Bit order 
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Char 

1PARSO or 1PARSL The 0 or 1 refers to the idle state 
transmitted for normal bit sense. IPARSO idles in l's when 
transmitting if Bit sense= Inverted. IPARSl idles in O's 
if Bit sense = Inverted. 

Your bit rate 

None 

None 

Sync 

3F3E 

Usually 0 after 0o0o1o313 F 3 F 3 F for 1PARSO or 3 F 0o1o3 13 F 3F 3 F 

for IPARSl. This field is used to specify conditions that will 
cause Drop sync and begin searching for sync. 

CRC 6 

Each message begins with 3F 3E. The HP 4957A needs two 
individual start characters, not a sequence. Both characters 
should be 3E, last character of the only valid start sequence 
for 1PARS. 

Specifies end-of-message characters. When one of these 
characters is detected, the HP 4957 A stops accumulating 
CRC and expects the total CRC count. These four characters 
are individual stop characters, not a sequence DTE clock. 

User-defined 

Usually set to Inverted. 

MSB sent first 



Modified Error Check (MEC) 

MEC 

Supplied Software 
Using the IPARS Application 

The Modified Error Check application is loaded when IPARS is loaded. However, ii IPARS is active MEC 
is not active. 

The Modified Error Check (MEC) application is useful when the Character 
Oriented Protocol selected (other than IPARS) being monitored has multiple 
'Start on BCC' characters before data begins. 

You can invoke MEC during a run when the data code is not IPARSO or 
IPARSl and both 'Start on BCC' characters are the same. The modified error 
calculation makes sure that CRC or LRC calculations begin only after the last 
'Start on BCC' character is encountered. The normal technique for error 
checking begins calculating the error check after the first 'Start on BCC' 
character is encountered. 
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DCE BERT 

This application enables the HP 4957 A to function as a DCE while running 
Bit Error Rate Tusts. The standard instrwnent BERT only functions as a DTE. 
With this application loaded the HP 4957 A emulates a DCE by transmitting 
and receiving PRBS patterns and appropriate clocks for asynchronous, 
synchronous, and isochronous links. 

DCE BERT can be run in three modes: 

• Asynchronous 
• Synchronous 
• Isochronous 

Asynchronous. 
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PRBS Pathrn 
Block Slz• : 
THt Duration : 

l+fti§ijl 

I. 

Figure 10-2. DCE BERT Asyncrhonous Setup Menu 



Using DCE BERT 

1. Load the DCE BERT application in the HP 4957 A. 

2. Press (MORE) in the top level menu and press 

3. Make the proper settings to run the DCE BERT application. 

Use the DCE BERT menu 

Supplied Software 

DCE BERT 

Do not use the BEAT Menu in the instrument top level menu to make setups for DCE BEAT operation. 
The BEAT menu on the standard instrument is for DTE BEAT operation. 

Synchronous. 

OCE BERT S<1tup Menu 

lllod•: 
DTE data clocked by 
DCE data clocked by 
Bih/uc 

PRBS Pattern 
Block Size : 
Teet Duration : 

PCE 
IPPMM 

IL 

Figure 10-3. DCE BERT Synchronous Setup Menu 
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Supplied Software 

DCE BERT 

Isochronous. Isochronous transmission is asynchronous data with an 
internal X l clock 
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DCE BERT Setup Menu 

Mode: 
DTE data clocked by; 
OCE data clocked by : 
Blh/eec 
Fr11111ing 

Puity 

PRBS Pattern 
Block Stze : 
Teet Dun\1 !on : 

Figure 104. DCE BERT Isochronous Setup Menu 



X.25 Analysis and Filter 

The X.25 Analysis and Filter application provides the following capabilities: 

• Filtering of timing and lead information 
• Filtering LAPB Supervisory frames 
• Filtering on X.25 LCN 
• Filtering on X.25 called and calling addresses 
• User-definable X.25 display formats 
• LAPB modulo 128 support 

Tu set up the filter: 

1. Load the X.25 Analysis and Filter application (see Chapter 1, To load an 
application:) and press [EXIT) to return to the top level menu. 

Protocol Field 

To use the application, the Protocol field in the Setup Menu must be set to either 'X.25' or 'X.21 
X.25', and the Extended Control field must be set to reflect whether the LAPB frames on your 
network are modulo 8 !Extended Control Ottl or modulo 128 (Extended Control On). 

2. Press ,~!t!ff·>E~·'f'#·.~.. .i'.'t~'j~:.il!~:~Jl'.i~~;f to access the X.25 Filter Setup 
Menu. ~<A~!iHiii':ii~~·:t£/ softkey is not present, check the Setup Menu 

Protocol 
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Supplied Software 

X.25 Analysis and Filter 

The Timing and Lead filter prevents all timestamps and lead status 
information from reaching the capture buffer. Cursor timing in Examine Data 
is not possible on data collected with this filter on . 

. The Supervisory Frame filter prevents all RR, RNR, and REJ frames from 
reaching the capture buffer; only Infmmation and Unnumbered frames are 
collected. 

The Logical Channel Number (LON) filter permits only packets matching the 
specified LCN(s) to reach the capture buffer. The LCN value is a 12-bit binary 
value with 'Don't Care,' '1', or 'O' allowed in any bit position. The term LCN 
in this application refers to the twelve bits that follow the General Format 
Identifier. These bits are sometimes referred to as the Logical Channel Group 
Number (first four bits) and the Logical Channel Number (remaining eight 
bits). For simplicity, the entire twelve bits will be referred to as the LCN. 

If the Call filter is 'On', then the called/calling address conditions must be 
satisfied for a packet to be collected. The Call filter is always logically anded 
with the LCN filter. If the LCN filter is not satisfied it does not matter if the 
called/calling condition is true. If you just want a called/calling address filter, 
the LCN filter can be disabled by selecting all 'Don't Care' entries for its 
values. 
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The Call filter waits for a Call Request/Incoming Call packet. When this 
packet arrives, the called and/or calling filter addresses are compared to the 
Address Block of the incoming packet. If the filter conditions are satisfied the 
LCN number for that packet is saved in an LCN table. From that pointon, 
any packets with that LCN are collected. A DTEIDCE Clear Confirmation 
packet will remove an LCN value from the LCN table. Up to four LCN values 
can be rnantained in the LCN table. If a Call Request/Incoming Call arrives 
and tries to put another LCN value in a full LCN table, the error message 
"LCN Overflown is displayed. This does not affect the continued filtering and 
collection of other data. 

If a 'Don't Care' value is specified for an address length, the filter 
automatically allows the maximum length entry of 17 values for the address. 
If the address length is less than 17 in the actual packet on the line, the 
additional address specification is then ignored. This application allows 
extended address lengths up to 17 values, as per the 1988 CCITT X.25 
specification. 

Packets with LCN values of 0 are always collected, whether they satisfy the 
filter or not. If a DTEIDCE Restart Confirmation packet is on the line then all 
values in the LCN table are cleared. 
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Tu run the application: 

• Press the . J.fie3 to start filtering. The X.25 Analysis and Filter is 
a Monitor-Only application. Those packets which satisfy the conditions of 
the filter(s) are stored in the capture buffer and displayed. If selected, the 
information is also stored to disk. 

Tu define the display format: 

1. Press• . in the top level menu. 

2. Select the X.25 display menu. Press a softkey, 1-5. 
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3. Select either a one or two column display format. 

X.25 Dlspla)' M•nu 1 

•·Miii::J.+ 
X.25 Dlaplay Header: 

Data Field P111ramehm1: 

Fl9 Id S 1111 rt Octet: 

Field Length: 

Figure 10·7. X.25 Display Column Selections 
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Tu define header information: 

Define the header information. Use the softkeys to assist you in making 
selections. 

1. Define the Data Field Parameters. These parameters do not need to be set 
if data is not specified in the header. 

2. Press (EXIT) to save the Display Definition menu and return to the top 
level menu. 

Display Type Field (Column Selection). In one column format, 
information is displayed in nonnal video and network information is displayed 
in inverse video and can contain up to 32 characters per line. In two column 
format, information is displayed in the left half of the display and network 
information is displayed in the right half of the display and can contain up to 
15 characters per line. When using the two column display, all fields entered 
appear in both left and right header blocks. 

X.25 Dlaplay Menu 1 

Display Type: M.Mfll!!N!W 

X.25 Dlaplay H.ader: 

Data Field Parameters: 

Fleld Start Octet: 

Field Length: 

Figure 10-8. X.25 Header Selections 
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Each field, Le., Addr, Ns, P/F, data, etc., takes a certain amount of header 
space. For example: FType takes up five header spaces, Ns takes up three 
spaces, LCN takes up three spaces. With a space between each field, 14 
spaces are used. 

A field that ends after the header line will cause the error message Field 
extends past header line. 

X.25 Display Header Selection. Fields are displayed in half bright video 
in the header block. Spaces between fields may be entered (use arrow key). 
Fields can not extend past end of line. You may ovenvrite a field by placing 
the cursor over that field and selecting another field. 

The entire header can be deared using the ,;-.,,.., . .,..>:>...,•: .. <• softkey. The 

fields can be deleted by using the [~.l,j~[~~.'.~'..))j['[~'~+4) 
Data Field Selection. The Field Start Octet lets you define on which 
octet to start the data display (not counting the start flag). The Field 
Length field lets you specify how many octets (from the starting octet) you 
want to display. 

Header Field Descriptions. Tuble 10-1 gives the abbreviation and amount 
of field space consumed in the header definition. 

Clear Headr. The iQ'.~!ili~:j;J~[,·~.l~'~,~~j;softkey deletes the entire header field. 

Data. You can define the Data field. The field can be any length (up to 32 
characters in a one column display or 15 characters in a two column display) 
using the Field Length field. You must specify the Frame Start Octet where 
the field is to begin. The data field can be displayed in either the data code 
selected in the setup menu or in hex. 

This field allows you to display as much of the data in a data packet as 
desired up to the limit. It is also possible to display decoded data and 
undecoded data at the same time. 

Assume the data field has been set up to be 1 octet long and start at frame 
octet 5 (packet type identifier field), and the packet type has been selected to 
be displayed. The Data field decode will show the Packet Type Identifier in an 
undecoded format, and the Packet Type field will show the same information 
decoded to indicate the message type as a mnemonic. 
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Table 10-1. Display Definition Header Selectians 

Field S11ftk11y Oi1pl11y Sp11c11Js1d 
Abbnviatio11 Abbr111vi111tion 

D bit D D 

Date Data d 1 to 32 

Frame Address Addr! A 1 

Frama Arrival Time Fr Arr Time FrTima 6 

Frame Check Sequence FCS 

Frame Type Frame Type FType 5 

LCN l.CN l.CN 3 

Mod Mod Mod 3 

M bit M M 

Nlrl Nr Nr 3 

Nlsl Ns Ns 3 

Packet Typa Pack Type Pk Type 9 

Poll/Rn al Pf Pf 

P!rl Pr Pr 3 

Pis I Ps Ps 3 

a bit a a 

Del Field. The p~'.~~·~.~:IRI~t.~ softkey will delete the cursor-highlighted 
field. 

D,M, and Q. These fields are simply displayed as a l or a 0. 

FCS (F). The FCS is displayed as 'G' for good, 'B' for bad and 'A' for abort. 
The 'B' and 'A' blink to indicate an error. 

Frame Address (Addr). The frame address (A) is displayed as a hex 
character. 

Frame Arrival Time (FrArr Time). The frame anival time is displayed 
only during Examine Data. During run time it is left blank. The Frame 
Arrival Time is measured from the start of a data segment relative to the time 
between frames. It is measured in milliseconds. 

Frame Type (FType). All frame types are decoded. 
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Tabla 10·2. 

Fram1Typ1 

Disconnect 
Disl:onnected Mode 
Frame Reject 
Information 
Receiver Not Ready 
Receiver Ready 
Reject 
Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode 
Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode Extended 
Unnumbered Acknowledgement 
Unnumbered Information 

Supplied Sofiware 
X.25 Analysis and Filter 

Abbreviation 

DISC 
OM 

FRMR 
INFO 
RNR 
RR 
REJ 

SABM 
SABME 

UA 
UI 

LCN. LCN includes both the LCGN and the LCN as a hexadecimal number. 

Ns and Nr. Ns (Send Sequence Number) Only I-Frames contain Ns. It 
·uniquely identifies transmitted frames to ensure that they are received 
correctly (error free and sequentially). 

Nr (Receive Sequence Number) All I-Frames and S-Frames contain Nr. Its 
value indicates the Ns number expected in the next I-frame. Nr indicates 
that the Layer 2 entity transmitting Nr has correctly received all I-Frames 
numbered up to and including Nr - 1. 

Ns and Nr require three display spaces each, each displayed as a 3 digit 
decimal number regardless of extended control. 

P/F (Poll or Final bit) .. All frames contain this bit. It is used as a poll (P) in 
common frames; and final (F) bit in response frames. P bits are set to one by 
the transmitting station. F bits are set to one to indicate that the response 
frame is being transmitted as a result of a poll. 

The P/F bit is displayed as 'l' if set and is left blank if not set. 

Ps and Pr. Ps and Pr require three display spaces each whether the packet 
specifies mod8 or mod128. These values are displayed in decimal. 
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Using Extended Asynchronous Baud Rates 

The extended asynchronous baud rates, 56K and 64K bits per second, 
are supported as a special application which can be loaded from the 
Load Application menu (~q:a4 ippf softkey, filenames ASYNC-56K 
and ASYNC_64K) These applications are supplied with each HP 4957 A 
protocol analyzer. These utilities extend the async capability beyond 38.4k 
bits/second. 

You can monitor or simulate asynchronous data speeds of 56K or 64K bits per 
second. The HP 4957 A retains its full capabilities for other data speeds when 
this application is loaded. 

Tu select the Extended Asynchronous Baud Rates: 

L Insert the Utility Disk in the disk drive, press (MORE) and ¥~~4·;;:Ap~!;. 

2. Press(!) until the application is highlighted. Press g~~:SM~·~·. 

3. From the application top level menu, press .'§~~HP . 
4. Move the cursor to the Protocol field and press g~~" 

5. Move the cursor to the Mode field and press ~~1£i'¢''.. 

6. Move the cursor to the Bits/sec field. Select either 56oB(f or '64006 
-::-:':-:·-:.-:-:-.:.::: ·:·····:···:·······,·.-.; .. ; .. ·· .. ·,...-.. · 

(whichever is available). The other data speeds are accessed by pressing 
(MORE). 
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Softkey Reference 

This chapter explains all softkeys that are available in the HP 4957 A. The 
first part of this chapter lists the menus and their functions. The second part 
of this chapter lists the softkeys alphabetically with the menu that they are 
located in listed in parentheses. 
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Softkeys 

This sections lists the menus and their functions. 

Softkey Menus in the Top Level 

Auto Confg. Tulis the protocol analyzer to evaluate the line that is 
connected, and automatically set the line parameters in the Setup menu. 

Setup Menu. Used to make all manual line parameter settings. 

Mon Menu. Used to enter and develop monitor menus and programs. 

Sim Menu. Used to enter and develop simulate menus and programs. 

Run Menu. Used to start all Monitor programs, Simulate programs, BERT 
tests, and to turn Data Filters on and off, 

Examine Data Menu. Used to view data that is in the buffer. In this menu 
you can view, measure, change display format, view timers and counters, and 
scroll through data that is in the capture buffer. 

Reset. Reset menus (monitor or simulate programs) and reset applications 
that have been loaded. You must reset the application if you want to load a 
differnet application. 

BERT Menu (Bit Error Rate Test). Used to define a BERT test. 

Remote&Print Menu. Used to enter the Remote menu to define the 
controller and slave devices. Also used to define the printer interface and 
allow printing from the various menus. 

Mass Store Menu. Used to load data from disk, store data to disk, select the 
active disk (RAM disk or floppy disk), and manage your disks. 

Load Appl (Load Application). Used to select and load applications from 
iloppy disk, RAM disk, or ROM. 

Self Test. Internal diagnostic menu used to test the protocol analyzer, CRT, 
and keyboard. 
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Embedded Softkeys 

Beep (Monitor and Simulate). Available in the Monitor and Simulate 
menus. Audibly notifies you when the last preceding trigger is found. 

BERT (Run). Starts the process of Bit Error Rate Tusts that are defined in the 
BERT menu. 

Binary (Monitor and Simulate). Allows you to input level 2 and level 3 
strings in binazy. 

Bit Shift (Examine Data). Press the softkey and the entire data stream is 
shifted one bit per press of the softkey. If the displayed data is unrecognizable 
you may have to use this key to find the correct framing of unknown 
protocols. This soft.key appears only in character oriented setups. When 
either Character or Bisync protocols are selected a field appears to suppress 
specific data, i.e., idles, nulls, control character, etc. When any of the 
suppress options are turned on, bit shifting is not available. Bit shifting is not 
available if bit order is MSB first. 

BSC (Setup). Used to select the Bisync protocol. 

Capt Cont (High Speed Capture). Selects continuous capture to the buffer 
when monitoring at 72 kbps or faster. This key is only available when the 
High Speed Capture application is loaded (option 001). 

Capt Full (High Speed Capture). Selects capture until the buffer is full and 
then stop capturing data at 72 kbps or faster. This key is only available when 
the High Speed Capture application is loaded (option 001). 

Change Display (Examine Data). Used to change the display format. 

Char (Setup). Used to select a character oriented protocol. 

Control (Remote). Used to select to the controller. After pressing this key 
you can set up the controller for a remote operation. Allows you to configure 
the protocol analyzer as a controller. 

Counter (Monitor and Simulate). Softkey used to define the 'if' statement. 

CRT Tests (Self Tust). Utility that allows you to manually test the CRT with 
a series of tests. 
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Dat:a Fltr (High Speed Capture). Allows you set filtering conditions in the 
High Speed Capture application. This key is only available when the High 
Speed Capture application is loaded (option 001). 

Data Filter (Run). Accesses a menu with data filters used to filter lead 
changes or timing information. 

DCE. Used to define the line that is to be monitored or simulated on. 

Delete (Monitor and Simulate). Used to edit and develop a program and 
menu. You can delete program entries. 

Delete (Mass Store). Pressing the 'Ri'~,~~'.Sii key and ',il'l~~t'~;j key marks 
files for removal from the disk. The file is marked for deletion in th~,~~<:~?R' 
(a Del in the right most columns) but is actually not deleted until ~~,s~':i;:Q~~~,, 
and are pressed. 

Undefined files cannot be restored or renamed after they have been deleted. 

Delete Application (Remote). Deletes the current application in the slave's 
application memory. 

Delete Block (Monitor and Simulate). Deletes a block when the cursor is 
at the beginning of a line. 

Delete Line (Monitor and Simulate). Deletes a line when the cursor is at 
the beginning of a line. 

Delete Prg (Monitor and Simulate). Deletes the entire monitor program 
when the cursor is at the beginning of a line. 

Directory (Mass Store). The directory p'.~'~f operation lists the disk 
contents, giving File Name, File Type, and a Comment field. You can use the 
cursor keys to scroll through the files on the directory. 

Disc (Monitor and Simulate). Used in conjunction with start and stop 
statements. Tulls the analyzer what to start or stop. 

Disk Copy (Load Appl). Internal utility that allows you to copy the contents 
of a 3 1/2 inch to another 3 112 inch disk. 

Display (Monitor and Simulate). Used in conjunction with start and stop 
statements. Tulls the analyzer what to start and stop. 
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Don't Care (Monitor and Simulate). Used to develop a program and 
menu. Enters a 'don't care' condition in a trigger condition. 

Download Application (Remote). Transmits the currently active 
application program from the controller's a plication memory to the slave. Tu 
execute the application on the slave, use 

Download Data (Remote). Transmits test results from the controller buffer 
to the slave buffer. 

Download Menu (Remote). Transmits the setup, monitor, simulate, and run 
menus to the slave. 

DTE (Monitor and Simulate). Used to define the line to be monitored or 
simulated. 

Enable Keyboard (Remote). After a 'lock keyboard' operation, this 
operation is necessary to restore the slave's keyboard to local control. This 
may be necessary if a menu, data, or application transfer is aborted by the 
controller. 

End Frame (Monitor and Simulate). Used to enter the end frame condition 
in a level 2 string. 

Error (Monitor and Simulate). Used to define a trigger condition. The 
analyzer will trigger on an error in the data stream. 

External (Run). Selects the external interface and then must have an 
interface pod connected. 

Execute Run (Remote). Executes the slave's run menu. The operation 
executed is the last operation that was run on the slave or the last operation 
set up on the slave. 

Format (Mass Store). Pressing the !si!i~~:',' key and ,§,~:~:~i;i,:l key 
initializes the disk, erases the disk diTectory, and places a new format on 
every track of the disk. Use this softkey to erase an entire disk and initialize 
new disks. The formatting process takes about 45 seconds. 

The disks can be read by an HP series 200 computer but disks formatted in a 
series 200 cannot be written to during run·time on an HP 4957A. 

Gosub Block (Monitor and Simulate). Causes a jump to a subroutine that 
ends in a 'return' statement. Without a 'return' statement 'Gosub Block' acts 
like a 'Goto Block' command. 
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Goto Blk (Monitor and Simulate). Causes an immediate unconditional 
branch to another block. 

HDLC (Setup). Select the HDLC protocol. 

Help (High Speed Capture). Selects the Help screen when in the High 
Speed Capture application. This key is only available when the High Speed 
Capture application is loaded. 

Hex/Tuxt (Examine Data). The g~'I( and :~l!i1' softkeys toggle between the 
two. If the current display is in text (Text is default) the available softkey is 

. Press to display the data in the code selected in the setup menu. 

Press[~;~,' to display the data in hexadecimal. When one of the selections 
has been made, it will not change until the softkey is pressed again. 

Highlight (Monitor and Simulate). Marks up to the last 63 trigger events 
in the buffer. 

High Speed Capture (Load Appl). Only available on the HP 4958A, allows 
you to select capture rates that are faster than 64 Kbps, up to 256 Kbps. 

ID Slave (Remote). The slave transmits its model number. This operation is 
often performed to test for an active link enabling remote communication. 

If (Monitor and Simulate). An 'lf Counter' causes a program branch 
according to the condition of a counter. An 'If Lead' causes a branch 
according to the condition of a lead at the time of the last trigger. If the 
statement is true the program will jump to a specified block. If the statement 
is false the program goes to the next block. 

Inc Ctr (Monitor and Simulate). 'Increment Counter' uses one of the five 
counters to count events and select an increment value. 

Insert (Monitor and Simulate). Used to edit and develop a program and 
menu. You can insert characters in a data stream. 

Insert Block (Monitor and Simulate). Inserts a new block when the cursor 
is at the beginning of a line. 

Insert Line (Monitor and Simulate). Inserts a new line when the cursor is 
at the beginning of a line. 

Internal (Run). Selects the internal interface selections, RS232C, RS449, or 
V.35. 

Inverted (Setup). Select inverted bit sense. 
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Keyboard Test (Self Tust). Allows you to test each key on the keyboard 
with an interactive test. 

Lead (Monitor and Simulate). Used in conjunction with the 'if' statement 
to define a trigger condition. 

Level 2 (Monitor and Simulate). Used to enter a level 2 when string for 
defining level 2 trigger conditions. 

Level 3 (Monitor and Simulate). Used to enter a level 3 when and send 
string for defining a level 3 trigger condition. 

Load (Mass Store). Pressing the key and key and • key 
effects a read.from-disk and write-to-buffer action. When the disk drive is 
being accessed the yellow indicator light is on. 

File names may be entered frol'll ~~.e keyboard or by moving the cursor to the 
file name before pressing the l~·g~~f softkey. 

Lock Keyboard (Remote). The slave's keyboard becomes inoperable. This is 
necessary before executing most operations, excepting 'slave status', 'identify 
slave', and 'reset slave'. Lock keyboard is performed automatically on HP 
4957 As operating as a slave. 

Loop (Self Test). Allows you to manually test the internal circuitry with a 
loop diagnostic check. This is the same test that is run at power-up. 

Mass Store (Tup Level). Accesses the Mass Store function. 

Message (Monitor and Simulate). Used for entering conunents in a 
program. 

Mon Buff (High Speed Capture). Allows you to monitor the buffer when 
the High Speed Capture application is loaded. This key is only available when 
High Speed capture is loaded. 

Monitor Buffer (Run). The protocol analyzer will immediately begin 
monitoring the buffer (if there is data) when this key is pressed. 

Monitor Line (Run). The protocol analyzer will immediately begin 
monitoring the line and filling the buffer when this key is pressed. 

Mon Menu (Tup Level). Selects the Monitor menu. 

Move Crsr (Monitor and Simulate). Allows the cursor to be positioned at 
the start of a block. 
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MSD =RAM (Mass Store). The ~$ji~g4'ij: and li§:j}f:'n'iJi'3·; alternate as the 
softkey label. Selects the mass store device, either the"ffiicrofloppy disk or the 
128 Kb e~A¥ disk When the selected mass store device is the RAM disk, 
the •... ~'.~~~! softkey is available. 

Next Hilit (Examine Data). The l~~':·, softkey in the monitor or 

simulate menus lets you mark trigger events. The jf~:!~·(l"'~ii:~·~;: softkey 
l.ets ou.,mo:r;.10 the next highlighted event. You mayha~efopress 
, $·.~mi~~j in frame and packet displays to get to the remaining 

liishligliis: · · ·· 

Highlights are not retained when data is stored to disk. 

Next Page and Prev Page (Examine Data). The 

softkeys move from one screen-full of data to the next 
immediate screen, either previous or successive. A page is one full screen of 
information. 

Next Segment and Prev Segment (Examine Data). The • 

and :p softkeys appear when you have loaded a data file from 
disk that is too large to be entirely contained in the buffer. With this feature 
you can examine the disk like the buff er. These softkeys load either the next 
or the previous 16 Kbytes of data from disk into the buffer for examination. 

Normal (Setup). Selects normal (uninverted) bit sense. 

Not (Monitor and. Simulate). Used to enter the 'not' condition of a trigger 
statement. 

!~l~I~~; rearranges the files on the disk to accormnodate lost space due to 
deleted files or when run-time files are created. This process allows you to 
regain disk space and use the disk more e:fficiently. 

Once the pack disk operation has been completed there is no way to recover 
purged files. 

Print AU (Remote). Allows you to print the configuration and data. 

Print Directory. Pressing the ~·~~~~11i)it; and 'ff~'~!~~ softkeys allow you 
to print the directory if an ASCIT prlnteriS connected.:· 
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Print Screen (Setup and BERT). You can print the entire in either menu 
with an ASCII printer connected. 

Print Setup (Remote). You can print the print the slave, controller, or print 
setup menus. 

Print Prog (Monitor and Simulate). Prints the program if an ASCII printer 
is connected. 

Print Setup (Remote). Allows you to print the setup configuration. 

Print Summary and Data (Examine Data). If you have an ASCII printer 
connected, you can rint either the data display or the setup sununary by 
pressing the ! or . . •• softkeys. 

Recover (Mass Store). Pressing the 111~~1:11!! and iH'.~~I~;;~[ softkeys 
allows files marked for removal from tlie.diskto be 'restorecF·a.s active files in 
the directory. Only files created on an HP 4951C/4952A/4953A/4954A/4957A 
may be recovered. 

Remote&Print ('Ibp Level). Accesses the Remote function and the Print 
setup function. 

Rename (Mass Store). Pressing the· and '.!fl~:\!£1[! softkeys allow 
you to rename a file or change the comment associate(f''wTtfi''a file. Undefined 
files cannot be renamed. 

Reset (Monitor and Simulate). Resets and stops a specified Timer or 
Counter. 

Reset Application (Reset). Resets the Application memory to default and 
delete any loaded applications. This must be done if you want to load another 
application. 

Reset Menus (Reset). Resets the Monitor and Simulate programs. 

Reset Slave (Remote). Stops slave execution and resets the slave to its top 
level menu. 

Return (Monitor and Simulate). A command that terminates a subroutine 
and returns the program to the command irrunediately following the 'Gosub 
Block' statement. 

Roll Up and Roll Down (Examine Data). Press . or l~ll~!~f;l~D1 
to move the displayed data up or down one line at a time. You can view up to 
32 Kbytes, the current contents of the display buffer. 
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Run Application (Remote). Loads the application that is currently resident 
in the slave into application memory. Use • to execute the 
application. 

SDLC (Setup). Select the SDLC protocol. 

Self Test ('Ibp Level). Allows you to run internal diagnostics for CRT, 
keyboard, and Loop tests. 

Send (Simulate). Tells the analyzer to send characters. You can enter the 
characters in text, hexadecimal, or binary. Level 2 or 3 assisted mode makes 
entry of frame and packet headers available. 

Sel Ifac (High Speed Capture). Allows you to change the active interface 
when High Speed Capture is loaded. 

Select Iface (Run). Accesses softkey selections for Internal or External 
interfaces. 

Set Lead (Monitor and Simulate). Sets interface leads on or oft'. 

Setup (Tup Level). Allows you to enter the Setup menu. 

Simulate (Run). The protocol analyzer will immediately begin running the 
active simulate program. 

Slave (Remote). Allows you to configure the protocol analyzer as a slave. 

Slave Status (Remote). Tells the slave to transmit its current menu and 
error status to the controller. 

Softkey (Monitor and Simulate). Defines the trigger condition to be one 
of three softkey entries. You must press the softkey to satisfy the trigger 
condition. 

Specify Block (Examine Data). The · softkey lets you specify 
a particular 2 Kbyte block. The block number indicates the first character's 
position in the buffer. Some buffer information, like time marks, is not 
displayed, so • may cause the block number to jump by several 
numbers. Buffer data loaded from disk may have block numbers as high as 
384. 

St.a.rt (Monitor and Simulate). The start softkey is available to start the 
Display, Disk, Timer. 'Start' and 'Stop' commands should be tied to the start 
of execution or the last preceding tr.gger. 
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Sta.rt Flag (Monitor and Simulate). Enters the start flag in a level 2 string 
defining a trigger condtion. 

Start Time and End Time (Examine Data). The · 

. softkeys are used for cursor timing. Th find the time interval 
between two events in the buffer, move the cursor to the first event and 

. Move the cursor to the second event and press 

:mfll~)jf.~m'i;l. The time between the two events is displayed at the top of the 
s'creen''i)Cl'rd.er. 
Stop (Monitor and Simulate). The • . softkey is available to stop the 
Display, Disk, Timer and Tusts. 'Start' and 'Stop' commands should be tied to 
the start of execution or the last preceding trigger. 

Store (Mass Store). Pressing the key and then _ causes a 
read-from-RAM write-to-disk action. When the disk drive is being accessed 
the yellow indicator light is on. 

File names may be entered from the ke board or by moving the cursor to a 
file in the directory before pressing and then modifying the name. 
File type must be specified. An optional comment field is provided to aid 
identification of the file. 

Tests (Monitor and Simulate). Used in conjunction with the start and stop 
statements. Tulls the analyzer to act upon the tests being run. 

Test Results (BER'lj. Allows you view the BERT test results while the test 
is still being run. 

Timer (Monitor and Simulate). Used in conjunction with the start and stop 
statements. Tulis the analyzer to act upon the defined timer. 

Timer and Cntr (Examine Data). With the .i!!,iiii!SniiJ: softkey you can 
look at a summary of the setup parameters, as well as the status of the timers 
and counters at the end of the previous run. 

Timer and Counter (Remote). The slave transmits the status of its timers 
and counters. This is an upload function only. 

Upload Application (Remote). The current application.program is 
transmitted from the slave's application memory and executes it on the 
controller. 

Upload Data (Remote). Receives buffer data from the slave. You must 
specify the correct block limits in the slave. 
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Soft key Reference 
Softkeys 

VTlOO (Load Appl). Allows you to use the protocol analyzer as a terminal. 

Wait (Simulate). 'Wait' statements are used to delay 'Send' or 'Set Lead' 
commands by a specified munber of milliseconds. 

When Trig (Monitor and Simulate). Only statement that defines a trigger 
event. The analyzer can look for any event and then branch to a designated 
action. Program execution stops and waits until at least one 'When Trig' 
condition is satisfied. Triggers are the only way to provide a reference point 
in the data stream. 

X21 BSC (Setup). Allows you to select X.21 BSC circuit-switched or 
leased-line operation. 

X21 Char (Setup). Allows you to select X.21 Character circuit-switched or 
leased-line operation. 

X21 HDLC (Setup). Allows you to select X.21 HDLC circuit-switched or 
leased-line operation. 

X21 SDLC (Setup). Allows you to select X.21 SDLC circuit-switched or 
leased-line operation. 

X21 X.25 (Setup). Allows you to select X.21 X.25 circuit-switched or 
leased-line operation. 

X.25 (Setup). Allows you to select the X.25 protocol, 
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Specifications and Accessories 

This chapter outlines the specifications, performance that is guaranteed by 
Hewlett·Packard. Characteristics are performances that have been determined 
to be typical. Product enhancements, options, and other accessories that are 
available are also listed. 
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Specifications 

This section lists performance requirements that are guaranteed by 
Hewlett-Packard. 

Physical Size 

Weight. Net Weight: 5.8 kg. (12.8 lbs.) Shipping Weight: 10.3 kg. (22.7 lbs.) 

Dimensions. 16.0 x 27.9 x 34.3 cm. (6.3 x 11.0 x 13.5 in.) 

Operating Temperature. +5° C to +40° C ( +41°Fto+104° F) no 
condensation 

Storage Temperature. +4° C to +53° C ( +39° F to + 127° F) no 
condensation 

Electrical Requirements 

Power Requirements. 100 to 240 VAC ± 10%: 47 to 63 Hz single phase, 
typically 18 watts with a maximum <30 watts. 
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Operating Characteristics 

Operating characteristics are features and capabilities that the protocol 
analyzer exhibits. They are not specifications. 

Protocols 

X.25, SNA (opt.), SDLC, BSC, HDLC, IPARS, X.21 (opt), DDCMP (opt), CCS#7 
(opt), Frame Relay (opt), ISDN Basic and Primary rate (Q.921 and Q.931), and 
most character asynchronous or synchronous protocols. 

Data Transmission Modes 

Synchronous, asynchronous, and synchronous NRZI. 

Data Transfer Rates (bps) 

50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 200, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3200, 3600, 
4800, 7200, 9600, 12000, 14400, 16000, 19200, 38400, 48000, 56000, 64000 
and external for synchronous data lines up to 64000. 

Line utilization supported at any data rate may vary depending on protocol 
and complexity of triggers. 

Not Supported: 

Asynchronous (bps): 16000, 48000 
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High Speed Data Capture Rates (with option 001). 

Specifications and Accessories 

Operating Characteristics 

Internal clock speeds for 8-bit async and bit-oriented protocols (NRZI): 72000, 
76800, 100000, 112000, 128000, 133000, 146000, 168000, 187500, 192000, 
224000, 230400, 256000 and EXTERNAL up to 256000. 

Internal clock accuracy = ± 0.005% for all speeds. 

Data Codes 

ASCII, EBCDIC, Baudot, Six Bit Transcode (SBT), !PARS, EBCD, and Hex. 

Capture Memory (Circular) 

To store data, timing, and lead status (circular) 

768 Kbytes volatile 
32 Kbytes nonvolatile RAM 

Mass Storage 

Microfloppy disk stores 613 Kbytes of data, timing information, setups, and 
menu programs (fill and stop capturing} 
RAM disk stores 128 Kbytes 
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Specifications and Accessories 
Operating Characteristics 

Lead Status 

The status of five control leads are stored for each interface. They are RTS, 
CTS, DTR, DSR, and CD for RS-232C/V.24 and V.35 interfaces; CS, RS, RR, 
TR, and DM for RS-449 interface; T, R, I, and C for X.21 interface. 

LED Lead Indicator Pin Assignments. For internal interfaces. 

RS-232 RS·449 

DTE 121 SC 14122! 
OCE 131 RO 161241 
TC 1151 ST 151231 
RC 117) RT IB/26! 
RTS 14) RS 17/251 
CTS 15! cs !9/271 

DTR 1201 TR 112/30) 
OSR l6! OM 111/291 
co 121 RR 113/31) 

ETC 1241 TT !171351 

Breakout Panel. Full 25 pin matrix. 

Test pin MARK threshold 
Test pin SPACE thresh o!d 
Source voltage 

RS-232. Red LEDs ~ -3V. 

Receive: 

Transmit: 
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MARK 
SPACE 
± 9V into 3KQ 

<- ·3V 
>- +2V 
- ± 12V 

V.36 

SO IP/SI 
RO !Rffl 

SCT IYIAAI 
SCR IV/XI 

RS ICJ 
CS ID! 

OTR IHI 
DSR IE) 
RlSD IFI 

SCE !UfWI 

>- 2.0V 
<· 1.0V 



Specifications and Acressories 
Operating Characteristics 

RS~449. The LEDS indicate activity on the interface pins. When both LEDs 
are on, the line is active with transitions. The RS-449 transmit threshold 
levels are: 

Transmit: ? 2.0V into 100 ohms 
2 5.0V into an open circuit 

V.35. The LEDS indicate activity on the interface pins. When both LEDs are 
on, the line is active with transitions. The RS-449 transmit threshold levels 
are: 

Transmit: ? 0.475V to 0.625V into 100 
ohms 

Output impedance - 100 ohms ± 50 ohms 

VTlOO 

For terminal emulation application only; 80 characters by 24 lines on display. 
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Specifications and Accessories 
Operating Characteristics 

Triggers 

63 triggers for characters, errors, timeouts, interface lead transitions, and 
softkeys. 

Timers. Five, each with a maximum count of 65535 msec. Resolution 1 
msec. Cursor timing for measurements from 6 to 66 seconds, depending on 
data rate. 

Counters. Five, maximum count 65535. 

Highlights. Most recent 63 trigger events. 

Send Strings. Up to 251 characters per string maximum, 1743 characters 
total (not including error checking or flags). 

Setups 

Character Framing. 5, 6, 7, or 8 information bits, plus parity. For 
asynchronous systems select 1, 1.5, or 2 stop bits per character. 

Error Checking. CRC-CCITT, CRC-CCITT preset 0, CRC-16, CRC-12, CRC-6, 
LRC, and parity. 

Parity. Odd, even, none, ignore. 

Display Formats. 
DTE data over DCE data (two line) 
Data and Lead Status 
DTE data only 
DCE data only 
X.21 data and state 
Frame decode 
P'artial packet decode 
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Specifications and Accessories 

Operating Characteristics 

Physical Instrument 

Keyboard. Full ASCII keyboard with six softkeys and cursor control. 

Display. High resolution 13 cm (5 in) diagonal with 16 lines and 32 
characters per line. 

Interfaces. These interfaces are available: 

Internal 

RS-232N.24 with full 25 pin break-out 
RS-449 
V.35 

External 

ISDN BRI 
ISDN PRI Tl 
ISDN PRI CEPT 
MIL-188C 

Remote Capability 

Remotely controlled by another HP protocol analyzer or a PC to transfer data, 
setups, and applications. Unattended remote control (command-mode or 
virtual-mode). 

• Cormnand mode: remotely controlled by another HP 495X protocol 
analyzer or a PC to transfer data from 768 kbyte buffer, menu setups, and 
applications. Remote BERT is possible between· an HP 4957 A and an HP 
4952A. 

e Virtual mode: Remotely controlled by a PC. All functions possible locally 
can be executed remotely. PC display is identical to the protocol analyzer 
display, with an update rate approximately once/second (depending upon 
the bandwidth of the interconnecting link). 
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Specifications and Accessories 
Operating Characteristics 

Bit Error Rate Testing 

Simultaneously measures bit errors, block errors, errored seconds, and 
percent error free seconds for synchronous, asynchronous or isochronous data 
links. 

Block Size. 511, 1000, 2047. 

Patterns. 63, 511, 2047 or 4095 pseudo random sequence. 

Character Framing. None, 5,6,7, or 8 bit per character and parity. 

Inject Errors Function. Single errors or burst of ten errors. 
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Accessories 

The HP 4957 A is equipped standard with the following: 

• Power Cord 
• RS-232C (V.24) Y-cable 
• RS-449 Y-cable 
• V.35 Y-cable 
• Protective Front Panel Cover 
• Jumper wires for the RS-232C (V.24 breakout box) 
• Operating and Reference Manual 
• Datacommunications Test Library 
• Utility Disk 
• Transportation Disk 
• Interface cable for external pods 

Options and other Accessories 

option W30 36 month service contract (24 month extension beyond the 
standard 12 month warranty) 

option 001 
option 003 
option 101 
option 104 
option 105 
option 108 
option 109 
option 110 
option 111 
option 112 
option 113 
option 114 
option 115 
option H05 

Hi-speed performance data capture 
Katakana character set 
(delete) RS-449 Interface cable 
HP 18294A X. 21 Interface pod 
(delete) V.35 Interface cable 
HP 18280A Sir BRI Monitor pod (optional HP 18268A) 
HP 1828IA S!I' BRI Monitor/Simulate pod and software 
HP 18282A S!I' PRI (Tl) Monitor/Simulate pod and software 
HP 18283A S!I' PRI (CEPT, 3-pin) Monitor/Simulate pod 
HP 18284A S!I' PRI (CEPT, BNC) Monitor/Simulate pod 
HP 18285A U interface BRI Monitor pod (AMI) 
HP 18286A U interface BRI Monitor pod (2B1Q) 
HP I8282T Tl Interface pod and software 
V.35 Y-cable (France only) 
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Error and Status Messages 

The HP 4957 A displays messages that alert you to what it is currently 
executing. If the execution cannot be done due to complications, incomplete 
commands, or simply not understanding the command it will display the 
reason for not completing the command. 
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Error Messages 

This chapter explains what error messages mean and how to correct them. 

Application Denied 

Cause. Occurs when an attempt is made to load or rename an illegal 
application. This might be an application copied on another device other than 
another HP 4957A. 

Action. Check the application and ensure that it is correct. 

Application Not Compatible 

Cause. Occurs when an attempt is made to store an application that is not 
compatible. 

Action. Check application to ensure it is not copy protected. 

Bad Data - Cannot Sync 

Cause. Indicates incoming data does not match selected pattern. 

Action. Check for line errors, wrong speed selected, or wrong pattern 
selected. 
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Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Bad Disk 

Cause. The disk will not format because of too many bad tracks. 

Action. A disk having one or more bad tracks is unusable. 

Buffer Empty 

Cause. Slave buffer is empty. 

Action. Verify contents of the slave buffer with examine data. Retry to 
upload. 

Buffer Overflow 

Cause. Not processing data as fast as it comes in. Caused by disk or monitor 
program which have triggers found too often. 

Action. Decrease number of triggers in setup. 

Can't Configure Within the Time Limit 

Cause. For synchronous protocols the time limit is 15 seconds; NRZI or 
asynchronous protocols the limit is 45 seconds. 

Action. After the time limit, Auto Configure resets and starts over. 
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Checksum Error 

Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

Cause. Bit errors have occurred. A bad CRC check occurred when 
attempting to read or write a file on the disk. Data is assumed to be corrupt 
when this error occurs. 

Action. Retry the operation. Disk may no longer be usable. Try another disk 
to help isolate the problem. 

Clock Slipped During Run 

Cause. Corrupt data received. Part of the bit stream was lost. 

Action. Either BERT detected error indicating bad line or the line is 
configured wrong. 

Controller Error 

Cause. The disk controller is not working properly. 

Action. Run disk self test to verify disk controller error. 

Conversion Error Menus Reset 

Cause. Occur if the menus being transferred are invalid on the destination 
analyzer. 

Action. Check menu compatibility. Retry menu transfer. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

Data Error - Sync Lost 

Cause. Indicates that sync was lost after start of test. 

Action. Check either line going bad, or if tester was changed on the other 
end of line. 

Directory too Large 

Cause. Disk has a directory too large. Directory has ten sectors for 80 
entries. 

Action. Reduce the number of files. 

Directory Full 

Cause. Disk directory is full and no other files can be written. The directory 
can contain eighty files. 

Action. Reduce the number of file names. 
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Disk Full 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Ca.use. Disk is full of data and no more will fit. This error occurs during 
write operations. 

Action. Pack the disk using the 
for the new file. 

.. 3 softkey to make enough space 

Disk Not Formatted 

Ca.use. The disk has not been formatted. 

Action. Format the disk. 

Disk Out 

Ca.use. Disk is out at the beginning of a disk operation, or the disk is taken 
out during a disk operation. 

Action. Make sure a disk is installed in the drive. Press i);~~·: . 

Disk Removed During a Read Operation 

Ca.use. Disk was removed during a load operation; the buffer data is invalid. 

Action. Reload data. 
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Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Disk Read Error Buffer Data Invalid 

Cause. Caused by checksum error, record not found, corrupt file, broken disk 
controller, or a worn out disk. 

Action. Try another disk to help isolate the problem. 

DLC Error 

Cause. HP 4957 A hardware problem. 

Action. Contact HP for service. 

Drive Error 

Cause. Disk drive is not working or a hardware failure has occurred. 

Action. Run disk self test to verify disk controller error. 

End of Data Segment 

Ca.use. End of the current 16 blocks (32 Kbytes) of data. 

Action. Use next data segment key. 
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End of Disk File 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Cause. Specified block number beyond the last block on disk. 

Action. Change the block number to one on the disk. 

End of Valid Data 

Cause. Scrolled to the end of buffer data. 

Action. Scroll backward. 

EOF error 

Cause. An attempt was made to read more records than exist in the file. The 
End Of File was found before the read completed. 

Action. Retry, if it fails again - retry on a different disk. If the error persists, 
suspect a disk controller failure. 

File Already Exists 

Cause. A file with name and type already exists. 

Action. Recheck the name and/or type to ensure they are different from 
existing files. 
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Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

File Does Not Exist 

C.ause. Try to load a file that does not exist or has been deleted. 

Action. Recheck the directory for the file name or use the• function 
of mass store menu to try to replace the file into the directory so that it may 
be accessed. 

File Not Compatible 

Cause. File is not compatible with the HP 4957 A. This file could have the 
correct type but might be an application not compatible. 

Action. Recheck the file and ensure it's compatibility. 

File is Not Recoverable 

Cause. File is not recoverable. Probably a file created on an instrument other 
than an HP 4957 A type. 

Action. Recheck file and compatibility to the HP 4957A. 
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Framing Error 

Error and Stat us Messages 

Error Messa11es 

Cause. Could not find a '1' stop bit in an asynchronous protocol dming 
autoconfigure. Error may occur because a transmit clock (TC or ETC) is 
missing in a synchronous protocol. The HP 4957 A assmnes an asynchronous 
protocol, but cannot then find the stop bit. 

Action. Check transmit clock indicators on the pod. Check protocol setup. 
Retry the transmission. 

Handshake Error 

Cause. Proper handshake responses were not present during printer 
operation. 

Action. Check handshake line for correct responses. Press EXIT to return to 
the printer menu. 

Improper Format 

Cause. The disk format is not compatible with the HP 4957 A for run-time 
use. The disk format is LIF but not formatted on a compatible disk drive. 

Action. Format the disk in an HP 4957A, HP 4952A, HP 4951C, HP 4954A. 
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Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Insufficient Data to Configure 

O:tuse. The analyzer cannot detect a dock or idles. 

Action. Check the data stream. Go to the setup menu and check for 
non-standard protocols or data codes. 

Invalid asynchronous speed I Invalid synchronous 
speed 

O:tuse. The bit rate is not within 5% of specification. 

Invalid Async Framing 

Cause. The analyzer cannot detem1ine the a.sync data code. 

Action. Check for a non-standard data code. 

Invalid File Naine 

Cause. Attempt to enter an invalid file name. 

Action. Correct the file name. Allowable characters are A - Z, nwnbers, 
and the underscore cha.racter. The file name must statt with a capitol 
alpha-numeric character. 
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Invalid File Type 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

C.ause. Attempt to load or store a file type that is not valid on an HP 4957 A. 

Action. Correct the file type to match with a compatible file type on the HP 
4957A. 

Invalid Mon/Sim menu 

Cause. Occurs if you enter 'When DTE/DCE' without completing the trigger 
branching instruction or if there are incomplete program statements. 

Action. Examine monitor/simulate menu for incorrect parameter. Correct the 
error and retry 

Invalid Sync Characters 

C.ause. Could not find any of the standard sync characters (ASCII = 1 6 16 ; 

EBCDIC = 3 232; IPARS - 3 F 3 E). 

Action. Try syncing on different characters. Auto Configure syncs on a 
selected set of sync characters. The data stream does not contain one of these 
sync characters. 
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Error and Stat us Messages 

Error Messages 

Issue ID Request to Enable Slave 

Cause. Failure to issue ID request to enable an HP 4951 slave. 

Action. Always execute this operation immediately after establishing phone 
corrununication to synchronize remote transfers. Required by the HP 495 lA 
as a slave. 

Max Length 

C.ause. Appears if you attempt to specify more than 255 characters in a 
single string. 

Action. Reduce the number of characters in the string. 

Max Strings 

Cause. The Monitor and Simulate Menus combined contain strings which 
have a total of more than 2750 characters. 

Action. Reduce the number of characters in the string. 

Media Wear Protected 

Cause. Disk has become write protected because of excess wear. 

Action. Copy to a new disk as soon as possible. 
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Menu Full 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Massages 

Cause. Monitor and Simulate Menus combined contain more than 143 steps. 

Action. Reduce the number of steps. 

Menus Incompatible with HP 4957 A 

Cause. Occur for certain menus created by a HP 4955A or HP 4953A. 

Action. Modify the existing menu to run on the HP 4957 A. Examine the 
menu for any illegal parameters, correct and retry. 

Must Reset Slave First 

Cause. Slave must be reset. 

Action. Press 

Must Reset Slave to Top Level 

Cause. Slave must be in the Tup Level menu to continue operation. 

Action. Reset slave. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

New Name Already Exists 

Cause. File with a name and type already exists. 

Action. Recheck the name and/or type to ensure either the name or the type 
is different from existing files. 

No Application Loaded 

Cause. Attempt to store an application when no application was ioaded in 
RAM. 

Action. Load the application desired into the HP 4957 A before trying to store 
it. 

No Data in Buffer-Use EXIT Key to Exit 

Cause. Buffer is empty. 

Action. Monitor On-Line, or load from the disk to fill the buffer. 

No Data in Capture Buffer 

Cause. Buffer is empty when you try to store a Menus & Data file or a data 
file. 

Action. Monitor On-Line, or load from the disk to fill the buffer. 
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No Data Present 

Cause. No line data. 

Action. Both data and idle conditions must be present. 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

No displayable data in buffer for the selected display 
format 

Cause. Buffer contains non-displayable data, such as lead transitions, or if in 
the Packet display there are no packets. 

Action. Use Data & State display format to see the lead transitions, and all 
other data, if any. 

No File; Run Aborted 

Cause. The menu requesting the run-time disk data file was exited before 
being executed. 

Action. None - Run-time disk data file was exited before being executed. 
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Error Messages 

No Idles 

Cause. Insufficient idles on the line. 

Action. Data and idles must be present. Asynchronous protocols must have 
at least two idle characters between messages. 

No More Highlights 

Cause. When you press the l,l'~~]'!·''~!~,,~i'·~i: key and there are no more 
highlights. 

Action. View highlights again by returning to start of buffer (use 
) and then i~~~ i{i~;'$'.i. For frame packet displays, try 

then 'l'~itFaiJ:i't . ~lT ~~a!B~l%'.El: ,., .. ,.,., ..... "" .. ,,. "'' ..... . 

Non LIF Format 

Cause. The disk has been formatted, but the format is not the LIF fonnat 
used by the HP 4957 A. 

Action. Format the disk on a HP 4957 A. 
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Nonstandard Baud Rate 

Error and Status Messages 

Error Messages 

Cause. The bit rate is not within 5% of the selected value. 

Action. Adjust bit rate of IUT. 

No Pod Attached 

Cause. An external interface has been selected and no pod is attached or the 
connection has come loose. 

Action. Be sure to turn off the power before connecting the interface pod. 

No Sync Characters 

Cause. Could not find any sync characters. 

Action. Try to sync on idles to capture all the data on the line and then 
check the data with examine data menu for the presence of sync characters. 

Operation Not Valid for HP 4957A 

Cause. Remote operation is one that only an HP 4955A or HP 4953A can 
perform. 

Action. Amend operation to comply with HP 4957 A capabilities. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

Printer Error 

Cause. Other printer problems. 

Action. Verify connections and printer setup. Press EXIT to return to the 
printer menu. 

Receiver Overrun 

Cause. Line data too fast. 

Action. Check configuration of line. May be noise on data or clock. 

Record Not Found 

Cause. A track or sector was not found during a disk operation indicating a 
corrupt format or a worn disk. 

Action. Retry the read or write operation. 

Remote Timeout 

Cause. Print operation timed out. 

Action. If persistent, contact your HP Sales/Service Office. Press EXIT to 
return to the print menu. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

Seek Error 

Cause. The disk controller cannot find a location on the disk that it expects 
to find. 

Action. Retry the operation. Retry the operation on another disk. 

Single Sided Disk 

Cause. The disk has been formatted as a single-sided disk. 

Action. The HP 4957A needs a double-sided format. 

Start of Data Segment 

Cause. Start of the current 16 blocks (32 Kbytes) of data. 

Action. Use previous data segment key. 

Start of Valid Data 

Cause. When you scroll to the beginning of buffer data. 

Action. Scroll forward. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Massages 

Sync Lost One or More Times 

Cause. A 'Data Error - Sync Lost' error has occurred at least once. 

Action. Check either line going bad, or if tester was changed on the other 
end of the line. Waiting for data. 

Trying Again to Capture Data 

Cause. Analyzer does not capture data and cannot find a clock. 

Action. Press! again. If that does not work go to the Setup Menu 
and manually set up the instrument. 

Waiting for Data 

Ca.use. No line data or the analyzer is still collecting data to make a 
detennination. 

Action. Both data and idle conditions must be present. 
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Waiting for Frames 

Error and Stal us Messages 
Error Messages 

Cause. The analyzer has detected a bit-oriented protocol but cannot capture 
frames. 

Action. Press 14µ~~'.':~gg: and try to capture frames or go to the setup menu 
and manually configure the analyzer. 

Waiting for Idles 

Cause. Insufficient idles on the line. Both data and idles must be present. 

Action. Character oriented protocols must have a minimum of ten idle 
characters between messages, and bit oriented protocols must have ten flags 
between frames 

Waiting for Messages 

Cause. The analyzer has detected a character-oriented protocol but cannot 
find the sync characters. 

Action. Press Iij~§ ''g~g'': or go to the Setup Menu and manually configure 
the analyzer. 
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Error and Status Messages 
Error Messages 

Write Protected 

Cause. Disk write protect tab is in the protect position. The tab will not be 
visible and a physical hole will exist in that portion of the disk case. 

Action. Tu store information on a write protected disk, slide the protect tab 
to the opposite position. 
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Status Messages 

Status Messages are different than Error Messages. There is no corrective that 
can be taken. The HP 4957A is telling you that there is still protocol analyzer 
activity. 

Application Already Loaded 

The application is already loaded in slave memory. 

Binary 

Enter eight bits from softkeys. If the Setup data code is less than eight bits, 
the most significant bits are ignored. 

Buf = n 

Message indicating which 2 kbyte block of memory (1 to 16) is being 
displayed. When memory wraparound occurs, the next 2 kbyte block to 
be loaded becomes Block 1. When viewing the buffer after run·time with 
examine data, the oldest data becomes Block 1. In the examine data menu, 
block numbers may go as high 384 if loaded from the capture buffer). 
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Status Massages 

End Frame 

Enter the FCS character (good, bad, abort, don't care). 

Exploding Diamond ( < >) 

Symbol indicating data is being processed. 

Hex 

Enter two digits for each hex character. 

Hex/Text 

Pressing converts all subsequent displayed data to hex format. The 

softkey label then changes to . : for changing the display back to the 
current data code. 

Not Hex 

Enter a hex character which should NOT be triggered on. 
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Not Text 

Error and Status Messages 
Status Messages 

Enter a single keyboard character which should NOT be triggered on. 

Prg = n 

Message indicating which monitor or simulate menu block is currently 
executing. This can tell you when the program is locked up or when the 
analyzer is looking for a trigger event. It may flash very rapidly. 

Start Flag 

The cursor is over a start flag, delete this character if desired. 

Stop Display /Start Display 

The i§l[~IJj)l,Q~~:~P. alternates with ·i~l~ll~~~~~P,;~!'~'.i1) .. ill~;l~~~i~!1~\~ freezes the 

display, and :§1: ,, . causes the most recent incoming data to be 
displayed. These do not affect the run, but the continuity of the run-time 
display may be lost. This softkey works identically to the 'start/stop display' 
statements in the monitor and simulate menus. 
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Error and Status Messages 

Status Messages 

Summary /Data Display 

These alternate to show either the data display or the setup summary. Press 
·····without affecting the run, to review the current setup and observe 

t,l\~.SOUJ.lt~:rs and timers. The summary tracks the current setup menu. Press 
~j~~i.:~:*·~p to return to the data screen. The timers and collllters display is 
u:Pdatec:l af ieast twice per second. 

Text 

Enter a single keyboard character. 
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Glossary 

This glossary is a general explanation of tenns that are used in this 
manual. The terms are not necessarily Hewlett-?ackard specific, but 
datacommunications in general. 

Auto Configure 
The HP 4957 A can Auto Configure, sample line data and automatically 
make protocol analyzer settings to correctly monitor the line. 

BERT 
Bit Error Rate Tests (BERT) measures analog noise on a digital circuit. You 
can determine how often highs are erroneously changed to lows and lows 
to highs .. 

Bisync (BSC) 
Most common character-oriented protocol that predefines sync characters 
depending upon data code. 

Bit Count 
The number of actual data bits sent since synchronization (excluding 
framing, start, stop, and parity bits). 

Bit Errors 
Divide bit errors by bit count to get Bit Error Rate. 

Bit Error Rate 
The number of bit errors divided by the number of bits received. 

Bit-oriented Protocl (BOPs) 
HDLC, SDLC, X.25, LAPB, ADCCP. 

Blocks 
Bit error rate does not give any indication of error distribution. For 
example, if most errors occur within a few moments of each other, it 
might indicate that the line was all right, but had perhaps been affected 
by a lightning hit or path switch. For this reason, bits are grouped in 
blocks for measuring block error rate, sometimes referred to as BLERT. 
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Block Check Character QlCC) 
An error checking character that is appended to a character-oriented 
protocol by the transmitter. The BCC is automatically appended to send 
strings in the Simulate menu. 

Block Count 
Tells how many blocks have been sent thus far in the test. 

Block Errors 
Tulis how many blocks had at least one error. Divide block errors by block 
count to get Block Error Rate. 

Block Error Rate 
The number of block errors divided by the number of blocks received. 
Whether there is one error or ten errors in a block, it is still counted as 
one block error. 

Block Sizes 
The Bell system uses a block size of 1000 bits. CCITT, the world-wide 
standard, uses a block size equal to the pattern size. For example, if the 
PRBS pattern is 511 bits, then the block size would also be 511 bits. 

Character·oriented protocol (COPs) 
Half-duplex protocol that utilizes each significant character. 

Control field 
Field used to identify an I-frame, S-frame, and U-frame and control the 
behavior of the frame. 

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) 
A technique for error checking in the data stream where a serial data 
block is used to calculate for errors. 

DCE 
Data communication equipment. 

DTE 
Data terminal equipment. 

Download 
A remote operation that transfers data, menus, or applications from a 
controller to a remote slave. 
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Elapsed Seconds 
Elapsed time since receiver synchronization. 

Errored. Seconds 
Tulls how many of the elapsed seconds had error occurrences. 

% Error·Free Seconds 
Errored Seconds divided by Elapsed Seconds. Displayed at the end of the 
test. 

Frame Check Sequence (FCS) 
An error checking character that is appended to a bit-oriented protocol by 
the transmitter. 

I·frame 
Information frame (level 2) used to carry user data. 

Inject Error 

~;~:~ ·!~~!'~~!!l!!~:e ~:e t:ee~~;~~se :~ti~:~~v:~e~t :~~he 
beginning of the test to check for proper hookup. 

Inject 10 Errors 
Press :,,,,,,,,, , to send a burst of errors. The receiver at the 
other end should have counted ten bit errors, one or two block errors, and 
one or two errored seconds. 

IPARS 
International Passenger Airline Reservation System is used by most 
airlines. IPARS is a character-oriented protocol with six-bit data code and 
inverted bit sense. 

Isochronous 
Isochronous transmission is BERT asynchronous data with the protocol 
analyzer acting as a DCE with an internal XI clock. 

Leased Line 
·Permanent connection for private use within a datacommunication 
network independent of the public switching and signalling equipment. 
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Longitudinal Redundancy Check (LRC) 
A technique for error checking in the data stream where each character 
plus parity is used to calculate for errors. 

Mass Store Device 
Devices that are used to store menus, data, and applications. The HP 
4957 A has two MSDs; floppy disk for menus, data, and applications, RAM 
disk for applications. 

Monitor 
Non-intrusive method of looking at the data stream on a line. 

MSB 
Mass Store Device 

Multi-drop configuration 
A remote configuration that has a controlling protocol analyzer connected 
to more that one slave. 

NRZI 
Non-Return to Zero Inverted. No dock present, the docking signal is 
embedded in the data stream. 

N(R) 
Receive Sequence Number. 

N(S) 
Send Sequence Number. 

Packet Switching 
A technique implemented by the Public Data Networks where all dtat 
transfers are broken up in fixed length blocks (usually 128 bytes) 
surrounded by control information. 

Permanent Virtual Circuit 
Permanent virtual circuit is a permanent association between two DTEs, 
established by the user when subscribing to a packet-switched network 
(similar to a leased line). This circuit is held permanently by the network 
for the use of the subscriber. 

P/F 
Poll/Final bit. 
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Point-to-point configuration 
A remote configuration that has two protocol analyzers connected to each 
end. 

PRBS (Pseudo Random Bit Sequence) 
A BERT tester generates pseudo random bit sequences from a shift 
register of length L, where the sequence length equals Z"L - 1 bits. A 
PRBS may be of any length but certain pattern lengths have become 
standard. The HP 4957A uses PRBS lengths of 63, 511, 2047, or 4095. 

Protocol Analyzer 
A test and measurement device placed between the DTE and DCE to test 
the link. 

RS-232C/V.24 
Most common level 1 interface up to 20 kbps and 50 feet. It is a 25 pin 
interface and uses an unbalanced single end generator and receiver. 

RS-449 
Mechanical standard that defines 37 pins plus nine secondary channels. 
This mechanical standard uses two electrical standards; RS-423A/V.10 and 
RS-422A/V.11. 

S-frame 
Supervisory frame (level 2) used to acknowledge or reject frames. 

Simulation 
An intrusive technique that the protocol analyzer enters the network and 
replaces the DCE or DTE. This technique exercises the network with 
known (user defined) data. 

Switched Virtual Circuit 
Temporary association between two DTEs established by the calling DTE 
sending a call request packet to the packet-switched network. This circuit 
is held for the duration of the call. 

Timing Resolution 
Smallest unit of measurement that can be timed at a given speed. 

Transparent Text 
Text that is masked out in the data stream. You can selectively define 
transparent text so a receiver will accept unexpected characters. 
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Trigger 
When a programming condition is defined, a trigger is used to alter 
program execution. The HP 4957A defines triggers with a 'when' 
condition. 

U-frame 
Unnumbered frames (level 2) used to initialize and disconnect the 
DTE/DCE link. 

Upload 
A remote operation that transfers data, menus, or applications from a 
remote slave to a controller. 

Vertical Redundancy Check (VRC) 
A technique for error checking in the data stream where each character 
plus parity is used to calculate for errors (similar to LRC). 

Virtual Circuit 
Bidirectional association between two DTEs across a packet switched 
network. It is not a direct connection, but a logical com1mmication path. 

Virtual Turminal Remote 
A remote operation with the ability to display an exact duplicate of the 
slave screen on the controller. This allows for reaHime viewing and 
troubleshooting from a remote site. 

V.35 
Most common high-speed (>20 kbps) 34 pin balanced interface. V.35 
operates at 1. 344 Mbps at 30 meters. 
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Index 

Special characters 

?, 8-8 

A 

AA, 8-41 
Address Field, 8-34 
Application Already Loaded, 13-25 
Application Denied, 13-3 
Application Not Compatible, 13-3 
Archive, 1-22 
Archive Softkey, 1-22 
Archiving, 1-22 
ASCII control characters 

printed, 7-10 
Asynchronous Data 

Auto Configure, 9-6 
asynchronous DCE BERT, 10-12 
asynchronous modems, 5-16 
Asynchronous Terminal Emulator, 6-5 
auto-answer, 5-13 
Auto Configure, 2-5, 9-3 

B 

Backing up RAM Disk, 1-22 
Bad Data - Cannot Sync, 13-3 
Bad Disk, 13-4 
BB, 8-41 
beep, 8-6 
Beep, 8-16 
BERT framing, 4-4 
Bert Menu, 4-4 
BERT results, 4-8 

BERT stat, 4-7 
BERT statistics, 4-7 
Binary, 13-25 
Bisync, 9-14 
bit count, 4-8 
bit error rate, 4-2 
Bit Error Rate Testing, 4-2 
bit errors, 4-8 
bit shift, 9-20 
blinking asterisk, 2-6, 9-3 
Block Check Characters, 8-40 
block count, 4-8 
block error rate, 4-2 
block errors, 4-8 
block number, 5-9 
BOPs 

Auto Configure, 9-8 
Branching, 8-23 
break a link, 5-15 
breakout box, 1-7, 1-13 
BSC, 9-14 
buffer blocks, 3-2 
Buffer Empty, 13-4 
Buffer Overflow, 13-4 
Buf == n, 13-25 

c 
Can't Configure Within the Time Limit, 

13-4 
Capt Cont softkey, 2-23 
Capt Full softkey, 2-23 
capture buffer, 3-2 
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carriage return delay, 7-4 
Chang Dsply, 3-7 
change display format, 3-6 
Character code, 7-3 
Characters Not On the Keyboard, 8-7 
Character Triggers, 8-7 
Checksum Error, 13-5 
circular store to buffer, 2-23 
Cleaning the Disk Drive, 1-23 
Clear Header Softkey, 10-21 
Clock Slipped During Run, 13-5 
CNTL key, 1-6 
Combining If and When, 8-24 
Combining If Statements, 8-24 
command state, 5-15 
Comment field, 1-22 
Commenting, 8-30 
compatible applications, 5-9 
Conditional Branching, 8-23 
Connecting an External Monitor, 1-25 
CoJrnecting for Remote Operation, 5-4 
control characters 

emulator, 6-10 
Control Lead, 7-4 
Controller Error, 13-5 
Conversion Error Menus Reset, 13-5 
COPs 

Auto Configure, 9-9 
copy a disk, 1-19 
Copy Disk utility, 1-19, 1-22 
Countable Events, 8-22 
Counter math, 10-3 
Counter Softkey, 8-23 
Counting Events, 8-22 
C&T Enbl Softkey, 10-3 
cursor timing, 8-19 
Cursor Timing, 8-21 

D 
Data Communications Library 

parameters, 2-10 
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Data Communications Test Library, 
2-3 

Data Display, 13-28 
Data Error - Sync Lost, 13-6 
Data Filter, 8-18 
D bit, 8-38 
D bits, 8-37 
DCE BERT, 10-12 
decrementing counters, 8-22 
default packet, 8-39 
defects, 1-3 
Defining Triggers, 8-5 
Delaying Output, 8-10 
delete a file, 1-16 
Delete Block Softkey, 8-3 
Delete Field Softkey, i0-21 
Delete Softkey, 1-16 
Directory Full, 13-6 
Directory too Large, 13-6 
Dir softkey, 1-15 
Dir Sonkey, 1-23 
disk drive, 1-4 
Disk Full, 13-7 
Disk Not Formatted, 13-7 
Disk Out, 13-7 
Disk Read Error Buffer Data Invalid, 

13-8 
Disk Removed During a Read Operation, 

13-7 
display, 1-4 
Displaying Messages, 8-31 
D LC Error, 13-8 
Dnld Data, 5-11 
Don't Care, 2-15 
download, 5-2 
download a menu, 5-10 
download applications, 5-9 
download data, 5-11 
Drive Error, 13-8 
drop sync characters, 9-18 
Duplicate Triggers, 8-14 



E 

Edit Character Strings, 8-7 
Editing Programs, 8-3 
elapsed seconds, 4-8 
emulator, 6-8 
Enable Soft key, 10-3 
End Addr Softkey, 8-35 
End Frame, 8-41, 13-26 
End Frame Softkey, 8-9 
Ending Remote Operations, 5-15 
End of Data Segment, 13-8 
End of Disk File, 13-9 
End of Valid Data, 13-9 
ENQ/ ACK, 6-3, 7-4 
entering binary characters, 8-8 
entering hex characters, 8-8 
Entering Messages, 8-30 
EOF error, 13-9 
errored seconds, 4-8 
error-free seconds, 4-8 
Error Message 

Application Denided, 13-3 
Application Not Compatible, 13-3 
Bad Data - Cannot Sync, 13-3 
Bad Disk, 13-4 
Buffer Empty, 13-4 
Buffer Overflow, 13-4 
Can't Configure Within the Time 

Limit, 13-4 
Checksum Error, 13-5 
Clock Slipped During Run, 13-5 
Controller Error, 13-5 
Conversion Error Menus Reset, 13-5 
Data Error - Sync Lost, 13-6 
Directory Full, 13-6 
Directory too Large, 13-6 
Disk Full, 13-7 
Disk Not Formatted, 13-7 
Disk Out, 13-7 
Disk Read Error Buffer Data Invalid, 

13-8 

Disk Removed During a Read 
Operation, 13-7 

DLC Error, 13-8 
Drive Error, 13~8 
End of Data Segment, 13-8 
End of Disk File, 13-9 
End of Valid Data, 13-9 
EOF error, 13-9 
File Already Exists, 13-9 
File Does Not Exist, 13-10 
File is Not Recoverable, 13-10 
File Not Compatible, 13-10 
Framing Error, 13-11 
Handshake Error, 13-11 
Improper Format, 13-11 
Insufficient Data to Configure, 13-12 
Invalid Async Framing, 13-12 
Invalid asynchronous speed / Invalid 

synchronous speed, 13-12 
Invalid File Name, 13-12 
Invalid File Type, 13-13 
Invalid Mon/Sim menu, 13-13 
Invalid Sync Characters, 13-13 
Issue ID Request to Enable Slave, 

13-14 
Max Length, 13-14 
Max Strings, 13-14 
Media Wear Protected, 13-14 
Menu Full, 13-15 
Menus Incompatible with HP 4957 A, 

13-15 
Must Reset Slave First, 13-15 
Must Reset Slave to Top Level, 13-15 
New Name Already Exists, 13-16 
No Application Loaded, 13-16 
No Data in Buffer-Use EXIT Key 

to Exit, 13-16 
No Data in Capture Buffer, 13-16 
No Data Present, 13-17 
No displayable data in buffer for the 

selected display format, 13-17 
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No File; Run Aborted, 13-17 
No Idles, 13-18 
No More Highlights, 13-18 
Non LIF Format, 13-18 
Nonstandard Baud Rate, 13-19 
No Pod Attached, 13-19 
No Sync Characters, 13-19 
Operation Not Valid for HP 4957 A, 

13-19 
Printer Error, 13-20 
Receiver Overrun, 13-20 
Record Not Found, 13-20 
Remote Timeout, 13-20 
Seek Error, 13-21 
Single Sided Disk, 13-21 
Start of Data Segment, 13-21 
Start of Valid Data, 13-21 
Sync Lost One or More Times, 13-22 
Trying Again to Capture Data, 13-22 
Waiting for Data, 13-22 
Waiting for Frames, 13-23 
Waiting for Idles, 13-23 
Waiting for Messages, 13-23 
Write Protected, 13-24 

Error Messages, 13-3 
Error Triggers, 8-11 
escape codes 

from emulator, 6-11 
Exam Data, 3-3 
Excluding Characters, 8-9 
Exec BERT, 4-7 
Exec Run, 5-10 
Execute Softkey, 6-3 
Executing Programs, 8-4 
Exploding Diamond, 13-26 
extended address, 8-37, 8-38, 9-9 
Extended Addressing, 8-35 
extended asynchronous baud rates, 

10-24 
extended control, 8-37, 8-38, 9-9 
Extend Softkey, 8-35 
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External clock 
High speed capture, 2-21 

External Interfaces, 1-13 

F 
File Already Exists, 13-9 
File Does Not Exist, 13-10 
File is Not Recoverable, 13-10 
File Not Compatible, 13-10 
Flags, 8-9 
Floppy Disk, 1-15 
Fltr softkey, 2-23 
format a disk, 1-18 
Format Softkey, 1-18 
Frame Check Characters, 8-9 
Frame Check Sequence, 8-41 
Frame Type, 8-35 
Framing Error, 13-11 
front panel, 1-4 
full-duplex, 4-3 

G 

GFI, 8-37, 8-38, 8-38 
GG, 8-41 
gosub block statement, 8-32 
grounding requirements, 1-10 

H 

half-duplex, 4-3 
Handshake 

Printer, 7-4 
Handshake Error, 13-11 
Hex, 3-7, 13-26 
Hexadecimal characters 

printed, 7-10 
hexadecimal entry, 9-17 
Hex codes 

printed, 7-10 
Hex/Text, 13-26 
highlight, 8-6 
Highlight, 8-16 



high speed capture, 2-20 
High speed capture limits, 2-23 
High speed monitor, 2-20 
High speed simulate, 2-20 
HS Capt Softkey, 2-22 
HS_Capture, 2-21 

ID Slave, 5-7 
If Counter, 8-23 
I-frame, 2-16 
I-Frame, 8-35 
Improper Format, 13-11 
Initial Inspection, 1-3 
Inject Error, 4-5 
Insert Block Soft key, 8-3 
Insert Line, 8-3 
Insufficient Data to Configure, 13-12 
interactive testing, 2-24 
internal interfaces, 1-12 
Invalid Async Framing, 13-12 
Invalid asynchronous speed / Invalid 

synchronous speed, 13-12 
Invalid File Name, 13-12 
Invalid File Type, 13-13 
Invalid Mon/Sim menu, 13-13 
Invalid Sync Characters, 13-13 
inverse video 

printed, 7-10 
IPARS, 10-9 
IPARS Setup, 10-9-10 
isochronous, 10-14 
isochronous DCE BERT, 10-12 
Issue ID Request to Enable Slave, 13-14 

K 

key, 1-6 
Key 

CNTL, 1-6 
EXIT, 1-6 
MORE, 1-6 

SHIFT, 1-6 
keyboard, 1-4 

L 
LCGN, 8-38 
LCN, 8-37, 8-38, 8-38 
Lead Levels 

printed, 7-11 
lead status, 1-6 
Lead Triggers, 8-10 
LEDs, 1-6 
Level 2 programming, 2-14 
Level 2 Programming, 8-34 
Level 3 programming, 2-28 
Level 3 Programming, 8-37 
Levi 2, 2-15 
LIF, 1-18 
Line Interchange Format, 1-18 
Line Termination Characters, 7-4 
Load, 1-21 
load an application, 1-21 
Load Appl, 1-21, 10-3 
Load Appl Softkey, 1-19, 2-21, 10-24 
Loading from Floppy, 1-20 
locked keyboard, 5-8 
Logical Channel Number, 10-16 

M 

Marking Triggers, 8-16 
Masking Out Characters, 8-8 
Mass Store, 2-10, 2-35 
Mass Store Devices, 1-15 
Mass Store Menu, 1-15, 1-20 
maximum count, 8-22 
maximum cursor time, 8-21 
maximum highlights, 8-16 
maximum program blocks, 8-2 
maximum subroutines, 8-32 
maximum triggers, 8-5 
Max Length, 13-14 
Max Strings, 13-14 



measure time intervals, 3-4 
Measuring Time, 8-17 
MEC, 10-11 
mechanical damage, 1-3 
Media \Vear Protected, 13-14 
Menu 

Mass Store, 1-15 
Remote, 5-2 

Menu Full, 13-15 
Menus Incompatible with HP 4957 A, 

13-15 
Message Softkey, 8-30 
message statement, 8-30 
Mod, 8-38 
Mod 8, 2-30 
modem, 5-4 
modem string, 5-13 
Modified Error Check, 10-9, 10-11 
modulo 128, 8-37 
modulo 8, 8-37 
Monitor Buffer, 3-9 
MORE key, 1-6 
MSD, 1-15 
MSD=Disk, 2-35 
MSD=RSM, 2-35 
multi-drop configuration, 5-2, 5-13 
Multiple Triggers, 8-13 
Must Reset Slave First, 13-15 
Must Reset Slave to Top Level, 13-15 

N 

New Name Already Exists, 13-16 
Next Page, 3-2 
No Application Loaded, 13-16 
No Data in Buffer-Use EXIT Key to 

Exit, 13-16 
No Data in Capture Buffer, 13-16 
No Data Present, 13-17 
No displayable data in buffer for the 

selected display format, 13-17 
No File; Run Aborted, 13-17 
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No Idles, 13-18 
No More Highlights, 13-18 
non-intrusive monitoring, 2-5 
Non LIF Format, 13-18 
Nonstandard Baud Rate, 13-19 
nonvolatile memory, 1-15, 3-2 
nonvolatile RAM disk, 2-35 
No Pod Attached, 13-19 
No Sync Characters, 13-19 
Not Hex, 13-26 
Not* Softkey, 8-9 
Not Softkey, 8-9 
Not Text, 13-27 

· N(R), 8-35 
NRZI encoded data 

High speed capture, 2-23 
N(S), 8-35 

0 
on-line modem, 5-15 
Operation Not Valid for HP 4957A, 

13-19 
ORing Triggers, 8-13 
Overlapping Triggers, 8-14 

p 

pack a disk, 1-18 
pack disk, 1-16 
Pack Disk Sofktey, 1-18 
Packets, 8-37 
Packet Type, 8-38, 8-39 
Parity 

Triggering, 8-9 
partial trigger match, 8-15 
percent error free seconds, 4-7 
P/F, 8-35 
place a call, 5-7 
Placing a Remote Call, 5-6 
point-to-point configuration, 5-2, 5-13 
poll/final bit, 2-16 
post-process, 3-8 



power cord, 1-10 
power source, 1-10 
Prev Page, 3-2 
Prg = n, 13-27 
print buffer contents, 7-7 
Printer Error, 13-20 
Print Setup, 7-3 
program blocks, 8-2 
programming, 2-4 
program pauses, 8-10 
Program Pauses, 8-26 
pseudo random bit sequences, 4-2 

Q 

Q bit, 8-38 
Q bits, 8-37 

R 

RAM disk, 1-15 
Read Disc Softkey, 1-19 
rear panel, 1-9 
Receiver Overrun, 13-20 
receive sequence number, 2-17 
receiving a call, 5-13 
Record Not Found, 13-20 
recover a file, 1-16, 1-17 
Recover Softkey, 1-17 
Remote, 5-9 
remote BERT, 4-6 
Remote menu, 5-2 
remote operations, 5-2 
REMOTE/PRINTER connector, 5-4, 

7-2 
Remote Restrictions, 5-16 
Remote Timeout, 13-20 
rename a file, 1-17 
Rename Softkey, 1-17 
Reset Aplic Softkey, 1-24 
Reset Menus Softkey, 1-24 
Reset Slave, 5-7 
Reset Softkey, 1-24 

Resetting Counters, 8-22 
Resetting to Default Parameters, 1-24 
Restore Softkey, 1-22 
Restoring,, 1-22 
Restrictions 

Program, 8-4 
return statement, 8-32 
Roll Down, 3-2 
Roll Up, 3-2 
RS-170, 1-25 
RS-232 interface, 1-13 
Run menu, 2-6 
Run Menu, 8-4 
Run Menu Softkey, 1-12 

s 
Saving Setups, 9-11 
scrolling, 6-8 
Seek Error, 13-21 
Select Iface, 2-6 
Select lface Softkey, 1-12 
Selecting the Physical Interface, 1-12 
Sel Ifac softkey, 2-23 
send characters, 8-40 
Send Cnfg, 5-7 
send command, 8-34 
send sequence number, 2-16 
Sequencing Triggers, 8-14 
Set Ctr Softkey, 10-3, 10-5 
set lead command, 8-42 
Setup After Typing a String, 8-7 
Setup menu 

High speed capture, 2-21 
Setup Menu, 9-10 
Setup=Sim., 6-7 
Setup=Sim. Soft key, 6-3 
S-frame, 2-18 
$-Frame, 8-35 
S-Frame types, 8-35 
SHIFT key, 1-6 
shipping instructions, 1-3 
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side panel, 1-13 
Sim Menu, 2-26 
Single Sided Disk, 13-21 
slave address, 5-13 

. slave command mode, 5-6 
smart cursor, 3-6 
Soft key 

Archive, 1-22 
Auto Confg, 2-6, 9-3 
BERT, 4-4 
BERT stat, 4-7 
Binary, 8-8 
Capt Cont, 2-23 
Capt Full, 2-23 
Chang Dsply, 3-7 
Clear Header, 10-21 
Counter, 8-23 
C&T Enbl, 10-3 
Data, 2-31 
Delete, 1-16, 8-3 
Delete Block, 8-3 
Delete Field, 10-21 
Delete Line, 8-3 
Dir, 1-15 
Dnld Appl, 5-9 
Dnld Data, 5-11 
Don't Care, 2-15 
Enable, 10-3 
End Addr, 8-35 
End Frame, 8-9 
Exam Data, 3-3 
Exec BERT, 4- 7 
Exec Run, 5-10 
Extend, 8-35 
Fltr, 2-23 
Format, 1-18 
Hex, 3-7, 8-8 
HS Capt, 2-22 
I-frame, 2-16 
Inject Error, 4-5 
Insert, 8-3 
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Insert Block, 8-3 
Insert Line, 8-3 
Levi 2, 2-15 
Levl 3, 8-37 
Load, 1-21 
Load Appl, 1-21, 2-21 
Mass Store, 2-10 
Message, 8-30 
Mod 8, 2-30 
Monitor Buffer, 3-9 
Monitor Line, 2-8 
MSD=Disk, 2-35 
MSD::::::RSM, 2-35 
Nex Hilit, 3-2 
Nex Segmt, 3-2 
Next Page, 3-2 
Not, 8-9 
Not*, 8-9 
Pack Disk, 1-18 
Prev Page, 3-2 
Prev Segmt, 3-2 
Print, 7-6 
Print Data, 7-7 
Print Setup, 7-3 
Read Disk, 1-19 
Recover, 1-17 
Remote, 5-9 
Rename, 1-17 
Reset, 1-24 
Reset Aplic, 1-24 
Reset Menus, 1-24 
Restore, 1-22 
Roll Down, 3-2 
Roll Up, 3-2 
Run Menu, 1-12, 2-6 
Select Iface, 1-12, 2-6 
Sel Ifac, 2-23 
Send Cnfg, 5-7 
Set Ctr, 10-3, 10-5 
Setup, 9-10 
Setup=Sim., 6-3 



S-frame, 2-18 
Sim Menu, 2-26 
Simulate, 2-26 
Specify Block, 3-2 
Start Flag, 8-9 
Summary, 2-7, 4-5, 9-4 
Text, 3-7, 8-7 
Timer, 3-9 
U-frame, 2-18 
Upld Appl, 5-12 
Upld Data, 5-12 
Upld Menu, 5-12 
VTIOO Execute, 6-3 
VTlOO Setup, 6-3 
VTlOO Simulate, 6-3 
When Trig, 8-5 
Write Disk, 1-19 
X.25 Filter, 10-15 

softkey programming, 2-8, 8-2 
Softkey Reference, 11-2 
Softkey Triggers, 8-12 
start, 8-6 
Start Disk, 8-28 
Start Display, 8-29, 13-27 
Start Flag, 13-27 
Start Flag Softkey, 8-9 
start flag time stamp, 8-20 
Start of Data Segment, 13-21 
Start of Valid Data, 13-21 
Status Message 

Application Already Loaded, 13-25 
Binary, 13-25 
Buf = n, 13-25 
Data Display, 13-28 
End Frame, 13-26 
Exploding Diamond, 13-26 
Hex, 13-26 
Hex/Text, 13-26 
Not Hex, 13-26 
Not Text, 13-27 
Prg = n, 13-27 

Start Display, 13-27 
Start Flag, 13-27 
Stop Display, 13-27 
Summary, 13-28 
Text, 13-28 

stop, 8-6 
stop bits 

emulator, 6-8 
Stop Disk, 8-28 
Stop Display, 8-29, 13-27 
Stop Tests, 8-29 
storing to disk, 2-34 
Subprograms, 8-32 
Summary, 2-7, 13-28 

BERT, 4-5 
Summary Softkey, 9-4 
Supervisory Frame filter, 10-16 
sync characters, 9-18 
Synchronous Data 

Auto Configure, 9-5 
Sync Lost One or More Times, 13-22 
syncrhonous DCE BERT, 10-12 

T 
terminal display, 6-8 
terminal mode, 6-3 
Terminal Setup menu, 6-5 
Text, 3-7, 13-28 
Text Softkey, 8-7 
Timeouts, 8-11 
Timer, 3-9 
timer interval, 8-17 
Timers, 8-17 
Time Stamps, 8-17 
timing information, 8-18 
timing on lead changes, 8-19 
Timing resolution, 3-10 

High speed, 2-20 
Timing Resolution, 8-21 
transfer extended menus, 5-10 
transition 

lndex-9 



printed, 7-11 
transportation disk, 1-3 
triggers, 2-4 
Trying Again to Capture Data, 13-22 
Types of Triggers, 8-7 

u 
U-frame, 2-18 
U-Frame, 8-36 
unattended mode, 5-13 
Unconditional Branching, 8-25 
undefined file, 1-15 
Upld Appl, 5-12 
Upld Data, 5-12 
Upld Menu, 5-12 
upload, 5-2 
upload to a controller, 5-12 

v 
Video Monitor, 1-25 
video output, 1-25 
Virtual Terminal Remote, 5-13 
VTIOO Setup menu, 6-5 
VTIOO Setup Softkey, 6-3 

VTlOO Simulate Softkey, 6-3 

w 
Waiting for Data, 13-22 
Waiting for Frames, 13-23 
Waiting for Idles, 13-23 
Waiting for Messages, 13-23. 
Wait statements, 8-10 
when statements, 2-4 
When Trig Softkey, 8-5 
within text, 9-19 
Write Disk Softkey, 1-19 
Write Protected, 13-24 

x 
X.25 Filter Softkey, 10-15 
X.25 PAD, 5-17 
X.25 Timing and Lead filter, 10-16 
Xon/Xoff, 6-3, 7-4 

z 
zero bit deletion, 8-41 
zero bit insertion, 8-41 
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50 Fremon! St SEJile 200 HewleU-Pack.ard Co. 4201 CorPQ-rateOr. HewJBU-Pac-.k.ard Co. 13.0 Jo-hn Mul.r Or. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105 ::l'O 15 South Park P!aiC".e WEST DES MOINES, IA 50265 2025 W. larperiteur A'tl&. AMHERST, NY 1422! 
Tel: (4•5)682-6800 ATUHTA, GA 30139 Toi: (5151224· !435 ST.PAUl,MN55113 Tm: 1716)639·3003 
F": (415} 882-6005 T eti404) 955- •500 Fa<: lolol nM870 Tel: f612) 644· 1100 Fax: {716) 636-703• 

Hewlett-Packard Co. Fax:(4041980-7669 
Kansas 

Fax: (6121641·9781 Hewlett-Packard Co. 
3003 Scott Boulevard Hewlett-Packard Co. Hewlett-Packard Co. Mississippi 200 Crnss Keys Otfice Paril 
SANTA CLARA, CA 95054 3£i07 P'arilway Lane NOfth fi.ocPI Busir..ess Pa~fl H~eU-P.acli:ard Ci:l'. 

FAllll'ORT, NY 14450 
Tl!!: 14081988·1000 Sui1e::!.OG 3450 N. Rock Ao. aoo Wo.odla,,d Parkway, Suite 101 

Tel: (716) 223-!JlJ50 
F8': (408)98S·7103 NOllCROSS, GA 30091 Suile 300 RIDGELAND, MS 39157 

Fa.: 17lll)223·633l 

liewl&ll-?a<:kafd Co. Toi: (404)448·<894 YllCHITA, KS 672'6 Tel: (8011957-0730 HeMeM·P.ack.ard Co_ 
52.SO l/alenti:ne Ad. Sutt-e WS Fax: [4041246-5206 Tl!!:(31o(o:l6-4040 Fa.: (601) 907-2610 lo41 ~omy Clay Bl•o. 
~ENTURA, CA 93003 Fa•: (316) 636-4504 LIYERPOO<, NY 13088 
Toi: 1aoo16~8-689B Hawaii Missouri Tel:(315)45H620 
Fa>: (005( 650-0721 ~ewle11-Pack.ard Co_ Kentucky """"•H-Packa<d co. Fax: (315}451-1820 x 255 

?aci1ic Tower Hewletl·P.ack.ard Co_ 13001 Ho!1enbefg Drive 
Hewlett-Packard Co. Colorado 10Gt Bishop St 3:05 N_ HurstbotJrne Lane, BRIDGETON 63044 No_ ~ Pennsyl'llanra Plaza Hewle-11·Packard CCJ-. Suite-2400 Soi1e 100 Tel: (314)344-5100 
:5-5tr...F1oor 2945 C&fllef Green Coutt SOij1.h HONOLULU, HI 9'3813 LOUISVILLE, KY 40222 Fa>: (314(344-5213 :l4itr.: Street & 7!h All'Elnoo Siii!iteA Tl!!: (808) 526-1555 Ti>: io02)426-0100 

~ewlett·Fl.&c:li;ard Co. l\IANHATTAllNY 10119 BOUl.0£11, CO 80301 Fa.: (BOS( 5l6-7873 Fax: (5-021426-0322 
66tJ:1 W!ni!ihester Av&. Tei: (212)W1.Q800 Tel: [3113)93!·3065 

Louisiana KANSAS CITY, MO 64133 fa>: [212! 331J.6967 Fa.: (303} 938-3025 Idaho Hewlett-Packard Co. T ol: 1816)737-0071 
Hewlett-Packard Co. HewieH-Packard Co. Hewietl-Packard Co. 160 James Orii,ie Eas! Fa>: (816} 137·4690 
2975 Wastchestet Ave-24 lnvernes.-s Place, Eas.1 11309 Cnifld'" Bl•d- ST. ROSE, LA 70087 l'UllCHASE, NY 10511 ENGlEWOOO, CO SO I 12 BOISE, ID 83714 Tel: (504) 467-4100 Montana 
Tet i914J93S..6300 Tel: (303} 649-5000 Tel: i20B} 323-2700 Fa<: 15041461-<100 • 291 Hawlet1-P-ackard C.o. 
Fax: (914) 935-6497 Fa.: (303) 049-5787 Fa>: (208) 323-2528 ~3001 HOl!enberg Drive 

Maryland BRIDGETON, MT 63044 11ewlett~Pac:kafd Co. 
Connecticut Illinois Hewlett-P.ackard Co. Tel: (314)344-5100 E:x-ecu1ive Square Ofl1ce Bidg. 
HewleU-Paokard co. 

Hew!ett-Packa:rd Co. 3701 Koppers Str .. t F": (314}344·5273 66 Mlodlet>uso Ad. 
3 Parkland Or. 

noo E. Empiro st. BAUIMOR.E, MD 21227 WAPPINGERS FALLS, NY 12590 
DARIEJi,CTl)ijljW 

"iiLOOMINGTOll, IL 61104 Ti>c (301) 644-5600 Nebraska Tot 1914) 298-9125 
Tel: 1203)6$0040 

Tel: (309) 662-94l1 fax: (3011362· 7650 Hewle-U-Pac+:.ard F8': (914) 298-9154 
Fex: 1203) 658-5563 t !626 N;cholao St 

Fa>: i30ill 662·0351 Hewlelt-Packarct Co. OMAHA, NE ~ !54 H=ew1Et11·Packa~d Co. 
Hewlell-Paci<aro co. 

Hew~U-Paol<aro Co. 2 Chol<e Cherry Road Toi: (4021493·0300 :!. Crossways: Pa.fk West 
115 Glaslonllllry Bl•d 

525 W_ Monroe St., Suf!e l30:!!: RO<:KVILLE, MD 20850 Fa<: ( 402) 49;.4334 WOODBURY. NY l1797 
GlASTOMIURY, CT 00033 

CHICAGO, IL 80606 Te•: (301) 948-6370 Tel: (516) 682-7800 
Tm: 1203)633-8100 

Tl!!: (3!2)930-0010 Fax: (301) 941!-5986 New Jersey fa.: [516i 68Z·7306 (2) 
Fa.: 1<03) 65H087 

fa.: (312)9l0-0986 Hi!wle11~Packard Co. 
Massachusetts i2o w. Centr.iry Roa.cl North Carolina 

Florida H~eU·Packaro Co. HewletM'atkard Co. PARAMUS, NJ 07653 Hewle-11-.Pac:katd Co. 
Hewlen-PacMard Co. 1200 Easl D•ehl ~oad 1775 Minuteman Road Tel: (2G1)59lJ·5000 305 GFegSOn Or. 
5900 N. AFldrews. Solle 100 llAl'EltYILLE, IL 60566 ANDOVER, MA 01B10 Fax: (2011599·5382 CARY, NC 27511 
FOR1 LAUDfRDAl.E, FL 33309 Ti>: (312) 357-8800 TeE: 15081682· 1500 Ti>: (919) 461-6800 
Tel: (305) 938-9800 Fax:(3121357-989'3 Fax: [508) 1!14-2619 Hewle11-Packa:l"d Co. Fax: 1919) 460·2296 
Fa.: (305) 938-2293 

HewleH-.Packatd Co. 
10 Syl••n Way (919) 460-2291 

Hewlett.Packard Co. PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054 HewleU-Pacoord Co. 52~H TolMew Drive 29 Burling(on Mall Rd. Tel: (W1) ~2-4000 HewleU-Paol<ard Co. 
6800 S<>uth Point Par1<way ROLLING 11£.\00WS, ll 60008 BURLINGTON, MA 01S03-4514 Fa:x: (201i 6S2·4031 P.O. So• 240318 
Suite301 Tel: [312} 255-9000 Tei: (617) 270-7000 CHARLOTTE, NC 28224 
JACKSONYIU.E, Fl 32216 Fax: (312) 2o9·581B F": (617) 221-0240 Hewle!t·Paokard Co. Tel: 1704) S2H780 
Tel: 1004)636-9955 20 Now England A•. Fax: 17041 oW-7851 
... , (9041636-0055 Indiana Michigan PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854 

Mew.Jett-Packard Co. 
Hewlett-Pack.ard Co. Howlell-Pac<ard Co. H-ewlatt-?a::;:kard Co. Tet(201i5"2·6!00 

7029 Alb<~ P~k ~d-#100 
255 l'ao1 C<i,., Suite B 11911 N. Me•ldian St 30JJ Or()hard Vista S.E. Fa.: (201( 561-6248 

GREENSBORO, NC 27405 
MELBOIJME, FL 3290 l CARMEL, IN 46032 GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49546 Tei: (919)665-1800 Tel: [3171844·4100 Tel:(6l6}957-1910 NewMex.ico 
Ti>: (407) 729-0704 

Fa.: (317) 843· 1291 Fa.: (616) 956-9022 liewien-PaekaHI Co. fax: i919)S6B·l797 
Fax: 1407) 723-4557 

rao1.i.fforson N.E. Mailing Add'"' 
Hewlott-Packard Co. Hewlen-Paci<ato Co. HewleH·Pa<kard Co. ALBUOUERQUE, NM 87109 PO Box26500 
6177 lliko Elenor Drive 111 E. Ludw~g Ao-.a;d 39550 O<Ohard Hill Pla.:o Ori'" Tei: (SOS) 823·6 lOO Gr .. noboro, NC 27 426 

OIUHOO, Fl 32809 Soi1e 108 MOY!, Mi 48050 Fax: 1505) 823· 1243 
Tel: (407) 859-2900 fT. WAYNE, IN 46825 Tel: 1313(349-9200 Ohio 
Fa.: 1407)826-9300 Tel: (219} 482-4283 Fax: [313)349-9240 Hewlell·Paokard Co. Hew1et1-Pacik.ard Co. 

Fax: (219) 482-9907 1362·C Trinitt Or. 2711 S. A<llng(on Rd. 
11..oet1-Pacoaro co. Hewletl·?BGkard Co. LOS ALAMOS, Nill 81644 AKROll 44312 
4700 Bayou Bl•d. Iowa 560Klrt• Rd. re!: 100;1 662·6700 Tel: 1216)644·2270 
Building 5 Hewletl-PockOfd Co. Suile 101 Fa" 1!;05) 662-<1312 Fax: (216} 644-7415 
PE11$ACOL.1, Fi. 32503 4050 !Uver C.ntor Coort Tl!OY, MI 48064 

Tel: (904)476-8422 CEDAR RAPID$, lA 52402 Toi: (313) 362-5160 New York H~ett-Packard Co. 

Fax: (904) 476-4116 Toi:(319f393-0608 Fax: [313) 36N028 liewleU·Packard Co. 4501 Erskine Road 

Fax: (319)376-1024 5 Compul0< !lri•e Sou1h CJNClNNA TI, OH 45242 
Hew1ett·P•ci\01d Co. ALBANY, NY 12205 Tel: (513)691-!a70 
555-0 ldlewild, #150 

r~, i5l8)45B·155o Fa.: (513)891-0033 
T-A, FL 33634 Fa.: (518) 458-1550 x 0393 
Tel: (B13i 884-3282 
Fax:(813)889-4445 



SALES OFFICES 
Arranged alphabetically by country (cont'd) 

UNITED STATES 
(Cont'd) 

Hewtett-Packa~d Co. 
Mau,toffe Wes.1 Ave. 
COPLEY, OH 44321 
Te!:{2HH666-7711 

"" 1216) 666-6054 

Hewlett-:Pack.ard Ca.. 
1.!!.87 Wastii:ng10n Village Dr. 
D~ YTOM, OH 45459 
T•l:(5l3}433-2223 
fa<: (513) 433-8633 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
9080 Spr!ngb-om ?Eke 
MIAMISBllllG 45342 
T•!: (513) 433-2:?<3 
fax: 1513) 433-3633 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
15885 Sprague Road 
STROHGSVllLE, OH 4<136 
Toi: \216) 24H300 
fox: 1216) 234-7230 

HewleU-P.acka~d Co. 
One M.ar~time P!aza • .5th Floor 
nowa1erSlroot 
TOLEDO, OH 43604 
To!; \419) 242-2200 
I'•.: (419) 241-1655 

HewleU-Pac~ard Co. 
615 Btooksodge Blvd. 
WESTERVlllE, OH 4308 I 
Tet \614) 891-3344 
f": (6••1891-1476 

Oklahoma 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 
3525 N.W. 56lh S1. 
Solle C-100 
O«LAHOMA CITY, OK JS 112 
Tel: )405) 946-9499 
fa" {4051942-2127 

HewteU-P-ackard Co. 
5655 Soolh Lewis. 
Soile 105 
TULSA, OK 74136 
Tel: (918)481-6700 
Fa>: )918)461-2250 

Oregon 
Hew~eu-Packard Co. 
~255 S. W. ?ionee~ C.ourt 
WllSONVIUE, OR 97070 
Tel; (503) 682-8000 
Fa.: (503)862·8155 

Pennsylvania 

Hewle1t.Packard Co. 
Heatherwood !ndustrLa.t Pafk 
50 il<>roh•"1 er Ro. 
P.O. Box 6080 
HARRISBU!IG, PA 171 !2 
Tel:(717)657-5il00 
Fa<: (117) 651-5946 

Hewie!~· Packard Co. 
t1t Zeta DriYE!" 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15138 
T•!; )4121782-0400 
Fax: \412)9£3-1300 

Hewlett-Packard' Co. 
275(): Montoe Bo~ . .dev.ard 
VALLEY FORGE, ?A 1;;a2 
T•i: 12151666-9000 
Fo<: (2151866-2034 

South Carolina 
Hew~n-Pac;ka:nl Co. 
Brookside Park, St.lite 122 
1 Harbison Way 
COLUMBIA, SC 29112 
Toi: 1803) 732-0400 
Fa.: 1803) 732·4567 

HewleU-Pac:ka.rd Go. 
545 N. Pleasanttrurg Or. 
Suite 100 
GREENVILl.E, SC 29607 
To!: )8031232-8002 
Fa.: \8031232-.8739 

Tennessee 
Hewiett-Packan:E Co. 
One Ener.gy Cen1-er Suil-e: 200 
Pellissippi Pkwy. 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37932 
To!: )615)966-4747 
Fax: )6151006-8147 

H~ett-Paok.ar(f Co. 
889 Ridge take Blvd., 
Suite 100 
MEMP!l!S, TN 381!9 
Te!:(901)760-4 7 47 
Fa<; [9011762-9723 

HewleH·Pai!ikard Co. 
44 Vantage Way, 
Sui1e 160 
NASHVILLE, TN 37228 
Te!: (6151255· 1271 
fax; (615) 726-2310 

Texas 

Hew~ett-Pa.okard Co. 
1-0535 Harwin Dr~ve 
HOUSTON, TX 77036 
Tel: (71ll 776-6400 
Fax: 1713; 770.0495 

Hewien-Packatd Co. 
3301 West Royal Lane 
IR¥1NG, TX 750£3 
Tet(214l a59.3377 
Fax: )1'4) 830-8951 

Hewk3tt~Packard Co. 
109 E. Toronlo, $uiti& 100 
McAlLE!I, TX 78503 
Tel; )512) 630-3030 
Fox; {512) 530-1355 

Hewiau-Paclmd Co. 
930 E Campbell Ad. 
RICHARDSON, TX 75081 
Tet(2141231·610! 
Fax: )214)699-4337 

Hew1euftPackard Co. 
14100 Sar.: Poor.a Ave., SuEte 1d-O 
SAN ANTO!NO, TX 78212 
Toi; (512) 494-9336 
Fa<; i512) 491-12\Ml 

Utah 
llew!eU-Packard Co. 
3530 W. 2100 South 
SAL TLAKE CITV, UT 84119 
Te!:(S011974-1700 
fax: 1801197<-11!0 

Virginia 
Hewlett-Pack.arc: Co. 
840 Greenbr~er C!rcl-e 
Sui10101 
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320 
Toi: (804) 424-7105 
Fa<; (6041424-1494 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
4401 Water Front Dr. 
Cl.EN ALLEll, VA 23-060 
le>: (80417•7-7750 
Fax: )60419$5·9297 

Hewlelt-?ae1card Cc-. Hew!&UftPackard Co. 
'9050 Capital of lexas Highway. Nor~h 28:00 E:lectric Ao.ad Sui!e 100 
~290 ROANOKE. VA 24018 
AUSTIN, TX 78759 Tel: \703) 774-3444 
Tel: (512J 34S.3855 F«: ilG31989-8049 
FOK: (512) 338-7201 
Maiiin.; Ad-drn.si 
PO Box 9431 
Aus1in, TX 78166-9430 

liewiett-Paekard Co. 
5700 Cromo Dr 
El PASO, TX 79912 
T•I: )915)833·4400 
Fax;\915)5BH097 

Washington 
Hewl-etl-Packard Co. 
15815 S.E. 37lltSl<eei 
BELLEVU!i, WA 96006 
Tel: 12061643·4000 
Fa,' (206) 643-8148 

Hewl.an-Pac:kard Co. 
N. 1226-Argonne Rd 
SPOKANE, WA 99212-26S7 
Toi: )509) 922-7000 
Fox: 1509) 927 -4236 

West Virginia 
Hewl-ett-P.a.ckard Go. 
5G 1 56th Strvet 
CHARLESTON, WV 25304 
Tel: 1J041925-0492 
Fax;(J04J 925-1910 

Wisconsin 
HewN!U·Fl"ac:k.ard Co. 
275 N. Corporate Dr. 
BROOKFIELD, W1 5300; 
Toi: )414} 792-8800 
Fax: 14 !4) 792·0218 

URUGUAY 
Pablo Ferf.nndo S.A.C. et. 
A'llenid.a l!tdi.a :2877 
C.asiUa de Comm 310 
MONTEYlDEO 
Tel: 59-82-802-586 
Telex: 398802586 

O~mpi• oe Uruguay S.A. 
Maqtcines d-e Of~ina 
A'llda. dei Ubertador 191H 
Casifla de CQmm:s 6644 
MO!ll"EVIDEO 
Tel: 91-1601l, 98-3607 
Telex: 6342 OAOU UV 

VENEZUELA 
Ana¥:ical Supplies, CA 
Qu!11tai1103 lmpiiirmes. 
AvE:l Cenno 
las ChOfrns 
Apartaoo 75472 
CARACAS 
T ol: 364904, 2394047 
Tmex: 26274 CABIC 

Hewle11-Packatd de Veneluela CA 
-Residencies Tia Betty Local 1 
Av0f1i<la 3 v oon Calle 75 
MAUCAIBO, Es1ado Zu1ia 
Apar1aoo 2646 
Toi: 586175689 
To~>; 62464 H?MAR 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Genefal ldanon 4 
YlJ-11Q{l0 B~OOl:iAO 
Tel; )G!1) 342 641 
Teiex: H4:3-3 

Do Hermes 
Celovska TS. 
YU-61000 LJUBl.JANA 
M; 1061) 553 !70 
Tele11.: 315i!!.3 

ZAIRE 
C.l.E. 
Computer .& fndt1strtal !:"'Qinoor~ng 
25 Ave. de taJus.1ii::e-Gombe 
Boite Postale 10976 
KINSHASA 
Tm: 32063, 32623. 28251 
T.-ex:2l552 
Fax: 22 850 

ZAMBIA 
R.J. r;1bury(Zambialltd. 
P.O. Sox 32792 
LUSAKA 
Tel: 215580 
Te~x: 40128 

ZIMBABWE 
Field Consolidated (Private} Ud. 
Syslrori Diviston 
Manha1lan Court 
61 Second Street 
?.0. Bo> 3458 
HA~ARE 

Tei:13988! 
T<iox: 25241 
F0>: 702008 

Plene lli•nd directory wrrections to: 
T esl & MeaSFJremen~ Catalog 
HewieuftPackard Com.pany 
3::!:00 HiUvFew A.venue 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 
To!: \415) 857-4706 
Fox:l415)857-3860 

September ises 
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